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The Lok Sabha met at Eleven of the Clock

Limited during 1972-76. He evinced keen
interest in child welfare work.
A widely travelled person, Shri Mukhopadhyay was recipient of "Bharat Samaj
Unnyayan Ratna" and Samsad National
professorship conferred by Viswa Unnyayan
Samsad, Midnapore, West Bengal.
Shri Mukhopadhyay passed away at
New Delhi on 20 August, 1989 at the age of
62.

[MR. SPEAKER in the Chair)

[Englishl

Shrimati Chandra Tripathi was a sitting
member of Lok Sabha representing Chandauli constituency of Uttar Pradesh.

OBITUARY REFERENCES
MR. SPEAKER: Han. Members, as we
meet today after an interval of more than one
and a half months, It is my sad duty to inform
the House of the demise to two sitting
members, namely, ShriAnandGopal Mukhopadhyay and Shrimati Chandra Tripathi and
three of our former colleagues, i.e., Sarvashri Badlu Ram Shukla. Sarjoo Pandey
and Shiv Kumar Shastri.
Shri Anand Gopal Mukhopadhyay was
a sitting member of Lok Sabha representing
Asansol constituency of West Bengal. He
was also a member of the Seventh Lok
Sabha during 1980-84. Earlier, he was a
member of the West Bengal Leaislatlve
Assembly during 1952-67 and 1972-76.
A renowned trade Unionist, Shrt Mukhopadhyay was associated with several trade
unions in various capacities. He also served
as member of the Central Executive Committee of the Indian National Trade Union
Congress. He was Director of the Durgapur
Project Limited and Durgapur Chemicals

An agriculturist and industrialist by profession, Shrimati Tripathi worked untiringly
for the promotion of girls' education. She
also evinced keen interest in sports for girls
and served the All India Women's Cricket
Association as its President.
An able parliamentarian, Shrimati Tripathi served onthe Estimates Committee as
its member from July to November, 1986
and later as Chairperson of the Committee
from November, 1986 to April, 1988. She
was also the Chairperson of the Parliamentary Pay Committee from November, 1986
to April, 198B.

Shrimati Chandra Tripathi passed away
on 7 September 1989 at Varanasi at the age
of 58.
Shn Badlu Ram Shukla was a member
of the Fifth Lok Sabha during 1971-77 representing Bahralch constituency of Uttar
Pradesh. Earlier, he was a member of the
Uttar Pradesh legIslatIve Assembly during
1960-62.
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An advocate by profession. Shri Shukla
was a well known social worker and an
educationist. He was associated with sav·
.ral social and educational institutions in
various capacities. He worked untiringly for
the welfar. of students and teachers.

the Agra University Executive Committee.
He also served as member of the Estimates
Committee.

Shri Shukla passed away at Bahraich in
Uttar Pradesh on 5 August. 1989 at the age
of 73.

Shri Shastri Passed away at New Delhi
on 3 September, 1989 at the age of 74.

Shri Sarjoo Pandey represented the
Basra constituency of Uttar Pradesh in the
Second and third lok Sabha, i.e., from 1957
to 1967. later he represented the Ghazipur
constituency of Uttar Pradesh in the Fourth
and Fifth lok Sabha, i.e., from 1967 to 1977.
He was a sitting member of the Uttar Pradesh
Legislative Council.

A dynamic political worker and a vateran freedom fighter, Shri Pandey took active part in the freedom movement. His
contribution to the Quit India Movement was
notable as it was under his teadership that an
independent Government was set up in Ballia
district in 1942.
A renowned public worker, Shri Pandey
was associated with active politIcs for about
five decades and led various labour and
farmers· movements in Uttar Pradesh and
was imprisoned several times. He always
championed the cause of the poor and the
down-trodden.

Shri Pandey passed away at Moscow
on 25 August, 1989 at the age of 70.
Shri Shiv Kumar Shastri was a member

of the Fourth and Fifth Lok Sabha during
1967-77 representing Aligarh constituQncy

He was a prolHic writer and authored
several books in Hindi.

We deeply mourn the loss of these
friends and I am sure the House will join me
in conveying our condolences to the bereaved families.

The House may now stand in silence for
a short while to express its sorrow.
[The Members then stood in silence for a
short while)

(Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: One by one. I will listen
to all of you one by one.

MR. SPEAKER: Nothing g09S on record.

1listen to aU one by one. I can listen to
one problem at a time. How can llistan if all
of you speak simultaneously? Why should
you do like this? For what reason? One by
one. Prof. Soz.
PROF. SAFUDDIN SOZ (Baramulla):
Sir, I have given an adjournment
mot ion ... (I ntenuptions)

of Uttar Pradesh.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA (Ponnani):

A teacher and agncultutt~{ by Pfofes~
{'10n, Shri Shastri was a prominent Arya
Samaj Leader and reform&st He worked

Mr. Speaker. Sir...( Int9"Uptions)

untiringly for the upltftment of the weaker

given me an adjournment motion.

sections of the society. He was associated
with several SOCial and religIous institutions
in various capacities He was a member of

PROF. SAIFUDOIN SOZ: I have also
giv&n an adjournment motion.

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Banatwana has
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MR. SPEAKER: Yes, you have also
given me an adjournment ml'tion.

SHRIG.M. BANATWALLA: What about
my adjournment motion?

Shri BanatwaJla, I agree with you.

MR. SPEAKER: That is what I am trying
to explain to you.

(Interruptions)

PROF. SAIFUDOIN SOZ: Please give

PROF. ,SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I have been
allowed.

MR. SPEAKER: Now, listen to me.
What are you doing?

UI a minute to axpiain ... (/ntenlf)lbns}

MR. SPEAKER: Please sit down; I will
explain to you. If you do not listen to me, how
can I guide you?

PROF SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I am bringing

(Interruptions)

SHRIG.M. BANATWALlA: You please
take up my adjOurnment motion on communal situation right now.
MR. SPEAKER: That is what I am
referring to. I have given the fullest consideration and I agree with what you are saying.
I fully sympathise w~h your sentiments.

SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: Thank you
very much.
(Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: listen to me.

something to the notice of the hone
Speaker... (/nt9"IJPtions)

SHRI G.M. BANATWAlLA: My adjournment motion should be taken up right
now. The House cannot be a silent spectator
to this communal situation ... (/nt9ITLf'tions)

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: We want the
adjoumment motion to be taken up on the
communal situation, BJP's onslaught agains'
the Constitution. against the Hindu-Muslim
unity. They are spreading hatred and anar·
chy. That onslaught has to be checked.
(Interruptions) Newspapers say that we
should be prepared for the naked dance of
death ...( Interruptions)

( Interruptions)

SHRI ABDUL RASHID KABUL I (Sri.
nagar): You should advise the Home Minister to come forward w~h a statement. How
can the Government be a silent spectator
when many people have been killed in various parts of the country?

SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA:
should

be

a

statement

There
bV

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRYOFPARLIAMENTARV AFFAIRS
AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE PRIME
MINISTER'S OFFICE (SHRIMATI SHEIlA
DIKSHIT): , would like to speak on behaH of
the Members on this side also, that we
should have a discussion on the communal
situation. We are ready for a discussion.
( Int9"Lf'tions)

the

Government. .. (Interruptions)

We can have a diSCUSSIon any time, 8t
the earliest possible.

MR. SPEAKER: Listen to me now.
SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: (Ahme-

dabad): Other things can wait.
PROF SAIFUDDIN SOZ: I have given

an adjournment motion and a calling attention motion. BJP is creating condItions of a
civil war. I have with me a full bunch of

newspapers... (Interruptions)

SHRI ABDUL RASH 10 KABULI: Why is
the Government sitting silent?

SHRIMATI SHEILA OtKSHIT: Govem-
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ment is not sitting silent. We are conscious
about it. We can have a discussion.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Recently we
amended the Representation of the People's
Act. You wanted every party to be
secular... ( Intenvptions)

Obituary Ref.rences 8

MR. SPEAKER: Banatwallaji you are
right. But how are you going to press it? I will
not be able to pass it.
SHAI G.M. BANATWALLA: Are you
giving a ruling that it will not be passed and
therefore you are not allowing it? What a
wayf

We want to hear the han. Speaker on
MR. SPEAKER: No please. You do not
listen. That is the problem.

this.

SHRIMATI SHEILA DIKSHIT: We are
ready to have a discussion immediately.
SHRI ABDUL RASHID KABULI: Why is
the Home Minister not here?
SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: let there
be a discussion today. It is of great importance. Otherwise anything can happen in
this nation if this process is not arrested. It
will have disastrous consequences if Parliamentdoes not intervene right now. (Interruptions)

( Inte"uptions)

MR. SPEAKER: Please just listen to
me. The whole House is of the same opinion
as you are and they all have agreed with me
to have a discussion under Rule 193.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: Adjourn ..
ment motion has an element of censure.
MR. SPEAKER: No question of censure.

The State Governments are throwing
up their hands as if they are totally helpless.
Parliament has to assert ~se'f. (Interrup-

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: We want the
discussion today.

tions)

MR. SPEAKER: That is upto the House
to decide.

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: If you cannot
allow the adjournment motion, discussion
under Rule 193 should be allowed. (Interruptions)
SHRI G.M. BANATWAlLA: My adjournment motion on communal situation
should be taken up right now.
PROF. SAIFUDOIN SOZ: It is not
against the Government. (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Now will you listen?
Have you got the patience to listen to me?
We all agree on this subject and no sane
thinking person will ever disagree that this is
the worst kind of a threat to our national
integrity, sovereignty, independence and
whatever it is. Nothing can be worse. The
only question is how we go about it.

SHRI ABDUL RASHID KABULI: The
Ministerfor Parliamentary Affairs has agreed
to have a discussion. But the Home Minister
has not cared to be here.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: I want my
adjournment motion to be taken up. (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Banatwalla, why
are you getting agitated when we all are of
the same opinion? There is no difference of
opinion on this subject at least. Any sane
thinking person will agree.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: Seriousness of the situation requires an adjournment motion.
MR. SPEAKER: I say I have already

(Interruptions)

agreed for a discussion and there is unani..
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mous approval for discussion here. That is
what I am saying.

Obituary References 10

[ Translation)
MR. SPEAKER: If, I give ruling then you
will object to it.
[English]

MR. SPEAKER: look here, there are
certain things which are done unanimously.
That is much more important. That is what I
am saying. I will allow it under Rule 193.

That is the only problem. Why don't you
realise it?

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Today itself

SHRI G.M. BANATWAlLA: If you are
not allowing the Adjournment Motion, my
serious protest may be recorded. (/nt9"uptions)

Sir.

MA. SPEAKER: No problem.
SHAI G. M. BANATWALLA: I protest
that my adjournment motion is not being
allowed. Why is it not being allowed? What is
the valid reason for not allowing n? (Interruptions)

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Mr. Speaker,
Sir, may I knowwhetherthe discussion under
Rule 193 is coming up today?

MA. SPEAKER: I don't have to give

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: We want it
today. That is much more important. The
discussion under Rule 193 should take placla
today.

reasons. I never give reasons.
(Interruptions)

MA. SPEAKER:

The entire House
agrees on this subject and there is complete
unanimity of thought and action on this
subject. There is complete unanimity, Mr.
Banatwalla, on this subject.
SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: But then
looking to the seriousness of the situation ...

MR. SPEAKER: Whenever you decide.

SHRIMATI SHEILA DIKSHIT: There is
a debate going on in the Rajya Sabha also.
We will find out the convenience of the Home
Minister and personally if he can
come ... (Interruptions)

[ Translation]

MR. SPEAKER: We will do it today.

MR. SPEAKER: That is what I am
saying. The seriousness ;s implied in the
unanimity of this whole House. This IS the
most important thing.

SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: The censure contained in the Adjournment Motion,
that is the seriousness.

[English]
SHAIMATI SHEILA DIKSHIT: We will
take up at 4 o'clock today.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Please have
a discussion today and not tomorrow.

SHRIMATI SHEILA DIKSHIT: Yes.
THE MINISTER OF ENERGY(SHRI
VASA NT SATHE): Whom are you censuring?

[ Translation]

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN (Kishan
ganJ): Mr. Speaker, Sir, some newspapers
SHRI G.M. BANATWAlLA:

here to censure you. (Interruptions)

We are

have reported that there is a secret agree-

ment between the Government and the
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Vishwa Hindu Parishad. over the Ram ShU.
Pujan and the foundation laying ceremony of
Sri Ram Shila Mandir. We would like the hon
Minister of Home Aft airs to make a statement in this ragard.

ObItUIlfY ReftHflnces 12

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Kolandaivelu. theM
things are not discussed on the floor of the
House.
SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: I have atready given a notice in August itself.

[English]
MR. SPEAKER: Nothing doing.
There should be a discussion on that.
We want a statement from the Government.

[ Translation]

(Int9"uptions)
SHRI P. KOLANDAIVElU: Why due
representation has not been given?

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Shahabuddin,
whenever there is a discussion in the House,

MR. SPEAKER: We have taken every

it is always followed by a reply.

step regarding that. You come to us and
listen. I am not going to allow it. I am not

SHRI SVED SHAHABUDDIN: First we
want a statement.

going to discuss my job here. You can coma
to my Chamber.

MR. SPEAKER: It will come today.

(English]

SHRI P. KOlANDAIVELU: I will come
to your Chamber. I have already given a
notic&.

We are having it at 4 o'clock.

SHRI SyeO SHAHABUDDIN:
should give a statement today.

They

MR. SPEAKER: That is what I am
saying. There would have been something
Improper or someth.ing like thal I would
explain to you when you come to me.

SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: Due representation has not been given.

... ( Interruptions) ...

( Tra'Jslation]

MR. SPEAKER: What are you doing?

MR. SPEAKER: I am not going to allow
you now. You come and I wilt reply_

SHAI P. KOlANDAIVElU: Ther. is
another thing. I have given a notice...

... ( Interruptions)...

MR. SPEAKER: At 4 o'clock.

MR. SPEAKER: You cannot hold on
(Eng/ish]

like this

SHRI P. KOLANOAIVElU (Gobichett,-

palayam): I have got a personal grievance.
MV Party after unification of AIADMK I and II
has got ton Members.here. We have not
been recognised safar Th3t IS nurnhpfone,
MR. SPEAKER: Tt ••se tht~'" are not
discussed here.

SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: I have given
a notice for Adjournment Motion Please hear
me. (Interruptions)

l Translation]
MR. SPEAKER: I wUlltsten to you, why
ore you shouting. I promise.

f[ng/ish]
S~Hll

P KOlANDAIVr.:.LU

ready gl~ ."Iflt1ce.

'n/i\ e .31-

SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: Plea_hear
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(English]

Motion.
MR. SPEAKER: That will be discussed
in today's discussion. We will discuss it at 4
o' clock.
(IntBrruptions)
SHRI P. KOLANDAIVElU: W~h regard
to another notice ...

MR. SPEAKER: Nothing doing. Mr.
Kolandaivelu does not go on record.

SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: The suit in
the U.S. court where Mr. Morarji Desai stated
that he was not a CIA agent havfng failed, it
means that the Janata Government was a
Government of the CIA. (Interruptions) It ia
now proved, the suit having failed. The
implication of the suit having failed is that the
rule of the Janata Part was virtually a rule by
CIA-because it has been proved. Mr. Morarji
Desai filed a suit saying that he was not a CIA
agent. That suit having failed, what does it
imply? (Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: What can I do about it;
what have I got to do with it?

[ Trans/ation]
SHAI RAM DHAN (Lalganj):
Mr.
Speaker, Sir. all over the country, Harijans
are being massacred ... (lnte"uptions) ...

MR. SPEAKER: We are going to have
a discussion on it and this matter will also be
covered thereunder.

SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: I would like
to know the readien of the Government.
What action does the Government propose
to take? (/nt8ffuptions) He was the head of
the Executive during the Janata Party Government.
SHRI

RAM

PYARE

PANIKA

(Robertsganj): Can we take this lightly?
(Interruptions)

[English]

MR. SPEAKER: How am I concerned?

We are dOing It.
[ Trans/ation]

SHRI RAM DHAN: Recently, Harijans
were massacred in Uttar Pradesh. Both the
Janata Oal and the U.P. Government there
are inciting bad elements for these
crimes ... (Inte"uptions) •..

MR. SPEAKER: You have been allotted time to speak at 4 o' clock. You may raise

h than.

SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: You are
concerned You are very much concerned,
Sir. He was the head of the Executive-the
former Prime Minister of India, in the Janata
Government. (/nteffuptions)
SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: h has
been proved. It is a serious matter. How can
we take it lightty?
SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: The U.S.
Court has ruled that the observations of the

.;)HRI RAM OHAN: This it a very seri~
ou .. man.r.
it.

Allow a wparate discusl bn on

writer were basad on some documentsthis was the observation of the court.

[ Translation]
MR. SPEAI<'ER; Ro~" are clubbpo !~
gather. NOVI let m. "st~n to dfEf!. , ra\l6

action does the Government of India pro-

tak,," "eta at What you

pose to take against Shn MorarJi Oeaai?

are

saying.

SHRI HAROOBHAJ MEHTA;

What

15
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[English]
SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: The court
has given authenticity, the court has given its
seal of approval to the statement of the
author.
SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: There
must be an enquiry into this matter.

SHRI P. KOlANDAIVElU: I want to
know whether you are taking up Sri lanka at
least. I think this session will be over by the
16th. You had promised me the\other day,
during August itself, about discussing the
issue of withdrawal of IPKF.

MR. SPEAKER: We have got a Business Advisory Committee meeting at 3
O'clock.

SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: It means,

by implication, that the rule of the Janata
Party Government was virtually a rule by CIA

Now Papers to be laid on the Table. Mr.
Rajesh Pilot.

in this country. (Interruptions)
( Interruptions)

SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: A Calling
Attention notice on this subject has been
given. (Interruptions)
11.24 hrs.

MR. SPEAKER: It should have relevance.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

SHAI HAAOOBHAI MEHTA: It has
relevance to Indian security. If the libel suit
fails. what is the implication? I do not know
what are the implications.
SHRI P.R. KUMARAMANGALAM (Salem): We want a statement from the Home
Minister, as to what action thAY are going to
take.
SHAI SHANTAAAM NAIK: It is such a
vital issue of national importance. He IS a
former Prime' Minister of India during the
Janata regime. Why don't you realize this?

(Interruptions)
[ Translation]

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE
MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT
(SHAI RAJESH PILOT): I beg to lay on the
Table:(' ) A copy each of the following papers
(Hindi and English versions) under
sub-section (1) of section 619A of
the Companies Act, 1956:-

(ii)

the

Annual Report of the Shipping
Corporation of India limited,
Bombay, for the year 1987-88
along with Audited Accounts
and Comments of the Comp-

now know as the

troller and Auditor General

SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK: This

Janata Oal.

these paper.

Review by the Government on
the working of the Shipping
Corporation of India Limited,
Bombay. for the year 1987-88.

[English]

IS

Review on and Annual Report etc. of
Shipping Corporation of India, Ltd.,
Bombay for 1987-88 and a Statement
Showing reasons for dalay In laying

(i)
SHRI RAM DHAN: D9 not talk about
Janata days, but you tell me what are you
doing now. It is you people who have pocketed the entire amount of commission from
Bofors ... (Interruptions) ...

same Janta Party, whlGh

[English]

IS

thereon.
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A statement (Hindi and English
versions) showing reasons for delay in laying the papers mentioned
at (1) above. [Placed in Library See
No. LT-8344/89]
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CH. RAM PRAKASH: Why are you
permitting all this, there Government is
coercing people and bringing them in trucks
to Delhi ... (/nterruptions) ... I have subm~ted
on a numberof occasions before you and the
Government to dismiss the State Governments behaving like this.

MR. SPEAKER: Only Governor can do

[ Translation]

it, not I.
CH. RAM PRAKASH (Ambala):
you have not listened to me.

Sir,

MR. SPEAKER: You may speak.
CH. RAM PRAKASH:

I have got a

special submission to make. I regret to say
that democracy is being denigrated day by
day in our country. You may ask as to what
is the reason for that. What Ch. Devi Lal has
done in Haryana? In facti Ch. Devi Lal is
encouraging defection of MPs through resignation of their seats by offering them a big
amount ranging from Rs. 10 lakh to As. 15
lakh and a jeep to each one of them.

... ( Interruptions) ...
[English]

SHAI P.R. KUMAAAMANGALAM (Salem): At Four O'clock we are going to have
a discussion under Rule 193 on the communal situation. There was a very sad communal riot in Tamilnadu in Bodinaickanur. Cap
that be discussed also?
[ Translation]

MR. SPEAKER: That will also be taken
up simultaneously.

[English]

[EngNsh]
MR. SPEAKER: What can I do ahoLJt it?

[ Translation1

CH. RAM PRAKASH: It means that he
has ruined the entire country. As per my
information. during the rally at Boat Club,
people in Haryana were coerced and brought
here in trucks for the rally. Now the coffers of
the Government of Haryana are lying
empty ... (In terruptions) ...

SHAI P.M. SAYEED (Lakshadweep):
In this Session there is no Question Hour.
The Zero Hour generally starts at 12 O'clock.
Have you advanced it by one hour?
[ Translation]

MR. SPEAKER: I do not do any megal
things. There is no Zero Hour as such.

[English]
MA. SPEAKER: Governor is there to
keep a watch.

There is nothing in the rules which says

that there is a Zero Hour. It is a concoction
CH. RAM PRAKASH: Even if it is outside your jurisdiction, please do listen to

try to take advantage unnecessarily of cer-

what I am saying.

tain things. What can I do about it? Now one

MR. SPEAKER: Speak, what is permis-

sible.
(Interruptions)

which they have made. Our Han. Members

by one you could have said the same thing
very politely. I do not know why Members
have to shout all the time and for what
reasons.
SHRI P.M. SAYEED: I was disciplined.
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Maners under Rule 377 20

(1) The I<amataka Appropriation Bill,

MR. SPEAKER: ¥ou. are disciplined.
That is why ,our question was heard properly. You tell me what is the reason? If we do
it properly with decorum and decency, I
would have listened to all of you one by one
within this time. There would be no problem
at all.

1989
(2)

The Employees' State Insurance

(Amendment) Bill, 1989

(3) The High Court and Supreme Court
Judges (Conditions of Service)
Amendment Bill, 1989

2. Sir, I also lay on the Table copies.
duty authenticated by the Secretary.Qen-

[English}
PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE-

eral of Rajya Sabha of the following three

CON TO.

Bills passed by the Houses of Parliament
during the first part of the current session
and assented to since a repon was last
made to the House on the 11 th August,

Annual Asseasment Report on tho
Programme and Its Implementation for
accelerating the spread and develop.

1989:·

mant of Hindi atc.
(1) The Salary,Aallowances and Pen·
sion of Members of Parliament
(Amendment) Bill, 1989

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS
AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE DE-

PARTMENT OF CHEMICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS IN THE. MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY (SHRI P. NAMGYAl) ON AEH ALF
OF SHRI SONTOSH MOHAN DEV: I beg to
lay on the Table a copy of the Annual Assessment Report (Hindi and English varsions) on the Programme and its implementation for accelerating the spread and dev~l·

(2) The Working Journalists and other

Newspaper Employees (Conditions
of Service) and MisceUaneous
Provisions (Amendment) Bill, 1989
(3) The Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled Trines (Prevention of

Atrocities) Bilt, 1989.

opment of Hindi and its progressive usa fa.
the various official purposes of the Union, tOI
the year 1987-88. [Plar.Ad in Library SeeNo.
L T-8345/89]

11.28 hrs.

MAnERS UNDER RULE 3n
[English]

11. 27 hrs.

ASSENT TO BILLS

Ii)

Need for Converting the Sarna..

tlpur·Oarbhanga metre gauge
[English]
SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I lay on

the Table the following three Bills passed by
the Houses of Parliament during the first part
of the current session a'nd assented to since
a report was last made to the House on the
11 th August. 1989:-

railway lin. Into broad gauge
MR. SPEAKER: The House now shall
Dr. Rajhans.

take up matters under rule

an.

DR. G.S. RAJHANS (Jhanjharpur):
People of Mithita region of North Bihar are

deeply indebted 10 Prime Minister Shri Rajiv
Gandhi for announcing a number of me. .
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urea on June 15, 1989, at Gandhi Maidan,
Patna to ameliorate their lot

According to those announcements,
Mithila region will be free from recurring
floods in near future. But the growth of this
region has been adversely affected for want
of broad-gauge railway line between Samastipur and Darbhanga. Due to non-existence of broad-gauge railway line, industrialists cannot carry raw materials and finished
products to and from this region.

It is, therefore, earnestly requested that
Samastipur-Darbhanga metre- gauge railway rme be converted into broad-gauge in
the Eighth Five Year Plan

(ii)

Need for increasing the capacity

of the Kalrana Telephone Exchange In U.P. for providing
round the clock telephone servIce there

Rule377 22

ICes for the benefit of the pubtic.
(III) Need tor Centra' Government"lntarv.rtlon In the layoff. or closurl
of wearln g and processing unit. of
textile mill. In Gujarat Particularly
In Ahmedabad resulting In unemployment of worker.
[English]
SHAt HAPt")OBHAI MEHTA (Ahmedabad): A large number of te'ttile workers
,",ave been rendered unemployed due to laynff~ or closure of several departments of
weaving ann orocessing units of textile mills
in Gujarat, particularly in Ahmedabad. This
is being done without obtaining prior permisstan from the authorities concerned under
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 or without
any other justification, whatsoever. This has
not only aggravated the unemploymerft
problem but also adversely affected the
economy of the region.

I, therefore, request tne . Jnton Government to intervene in the matter and do the
needful.

[ Translation]
(iv)

SHRI AKHTAR HASAN (Kairana): Mr.
Speaker, Sir. I would like t') draw the attention of the Government to the condition of
talephone services in the Kairana town of my
constituency. There are many such persons
who are desirous of having their own telephones but they are not being given telephone connect,ons because the capacity of
the Telephone Exchange in that town is less
than 100 lines. Secondly, In this city, tetephone facilities are available only betw90n 9

. NHu for r.sumption of Vayudoot
..rvice between Hyderabad and
Bhubaneshwar

morning.

SHRI K. PRAOHANI (Nowrangpur): On
23-9·'989 the Vayudoot flight operating from
Hyderabad to Bhubaneshwar and back met
with an aecdent near Puna and since then
the air service has been suspended for want
of an aircraft. The airtrafficon this route from
Hyderabad to Bhubaneshwarvia Rajahmundry Visakhapatnam and Jeypore was al ..
ways booked fully and some times passengers were kept waiting for want fo seats in
the ai rcraft.

Therefore. t would like to request the
Government to augment the capacity of the
Telephone Exchange at Kairana and also
provide for round the clock telephone seN-

I, therefore. r9quest the Minister of Civil
Aviation to provide aircraft for this route as
early as possible for the convenience of the
passengers.

A.M. and 4 P.M., thereby denying the people
the facility to convey their urgent messages
after 4 p.m. in the evening till lat9 in the

I
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[ Translation]

ency contains more sucrose content. As
such, the sugar production can be more In

(v)

South on account of more sucrose content.

Nead for an Industrial Growth
Centre In Palghat (Keral.)

·SHAI V.S.

VIJAYAAAGHAVAN

(Palghat): Palghat district of Kerala is industrially backward. The growing literacy has
pushed up the number of educated unemployed in this district. This district has not
received adequate attention for its all-round
development even after independence.

The establishment of three sugar factories in the three places as cited above, can
help our country to augment sugar production to meet the rising needs of the country.

[ Translation]

(vII)

Need for announcement of remu..
neratlv. prices sugarcane

I welcome the decision taken by the
Government of India to set up a few Industrial Growth Centres in Kerala. Undoubtedly,
this step will help in the industrialisation of
the State. These centres should be set up in
those districts where industrialisation has
not taken place and which have great potential for industrial development. The Palghat
district on this ground rithly deserves a growth
centre.
I would, therefore, request that an Industrial Growth Centre may be set up in
Palghat District.

[English)
(vi)

N~ed for selt Ing up Sugar Fectorles In Aska region of Orissa

SHRI SOMNATH RATH (Aska): Sugar
industry is one of the major agro-based
industries. It is necessary that new sugar
factories should be started in the Southern
region. In some areas of Aska parliamentary
constituency, there is good production of
sugar-cane. The starting of sugar factories
in the proximity of such areas can help the
sugar-cane cultivation to boost production.
Taking into consideration the production of
sugar-cane, three factories should be st~rt9d,
one at Sumandal, the second one in between Soroda and 8adagada and the third
one in between Purushotampur and
Hinjilikatu. It has been admitted that the
sugar-cane cultivated in the Southern region
particularly in Aska parliamentary constitu-

SHAI KALI PRASAD PANDEY (Gopalganj): Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Government has
been fixing the Statewise price of sugarcane every year on the basis of price of sugar
in the open market. As per the agreement
between the Minister of State of the Ministry
of Food and Civil Supplies and the millowners on 14th September for the purpose
of sale of sugar in the open market, sugar is
being supplied to the traders at mills' godowns
at the rate of As. 775/- and As. 800/- per
quintal. Hence the present retail price of
sugar that is As. 8401- and Rs. 9001- per
quintal in the open market is in accordance
with the Government announcement. Under
the provisions of the dual sugar policy, the
Government should have announced simultaneously the farmers' due share in the increased prices. The difference in the price of
levy sugar and retail open market price of
sugar for a common consumer has gone up
to about Rs. 475/- per quintal. Earlier this
margin did not exceed As. 150/-. The main
reason for the recent price rise of sugar Is the
smuggling of sugar at higher prices from the
border states to Bangladesh, Nepal, Burma
and China. In view of this rise in price of
sugar, the price of the sugarcane for the
farmers should be about Rs. 551- per quintal
and the State Government should announce
this price for the sugarcane before the b~gin·
ning of the crushing season for the year
1989-90 without any further delay. Otherwise, in order to get their due, sugarq!ne
growers would not allow any sugar mill to
operate and ~ will give rise to a very tense

·Translation of the speech originally delivered in Malyalam.
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situation. Canegrowers find ~ very difficult to
receive payment from Government sugar
mills for the sugarcane supplied. Therefore,
I would like to urge the Government to announce the remunerative price of Rs. 55/per quintal for sugarcane and make immediate arrangementforthe payment of this price
to protect the sugarcane growers from exploitation.

[English]
Need forbrlnglngthecontroU.d
cloth under Essential commodities Act and making avallabl.
yarn to weavers on no profit no
loss basis

(vIII)

DR. PHULRENU GUHA (Conta;): The
controlled cloth Janata Sari and Dhoti do not
reach the poor people. The controlled cloth
should be brought under the Essential
Commodities Act.
Powerloom and handloom industries,
which largely produce controlled cloth, are
cottage industries. More than two erare
workers are engaged in .t. With the increase
of yarn prices these industries are now on
the verge of closure. The yarn should be
made available to the weavers on 'no profit
no loss basis'.
I also urge the Government to appoint a
Committee to look into the yarn prices.

[English]

DIRECT-TAX LAWS (SECOND AMENDMENT) BILL
MR. SPEAKER: The House will now

take up Direet-Tax Laws (second Amendment) Bill.
Shri S.B. Chavan.

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI
S.B. CHAVAN): Sir, I beg to move:·
"That the Bill further to amend the
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Income-tax Act, 1961, the Wealth-tax

Act, 1957 and the Gift-tax Act, 1958,
be taken into consideration".
In the context of amendments to direct
tax laws, it ;s often said that the Governments is making too many changes in tax
laws. While there cannot be two opinions
that the tax laws should be stable, this cherished goal is not possible because of various
other constraints in fiscal policies of which
tax policy is one important component. The
problem of tax policy are varied and difficult.
Often, the effect and impact of various tax
policy tools is not too precise and, therefore,
while devising tax techniques, there cannot
be absolute suvety about the likely effect of
tax incentives to economic development, the
use of tax techniques to spur ·production,
consumption, investment, both internal and
foreign, savings and in similar other directions'. Changes also become necessary to
simplify and rationalize some provisions.
Therefore, constant review of such laws
becomes imperative.
The hon. Members would recollect that
in orderto achieve rationalisation and simplification of the direct tax laws, major changes
were effected in the assessment procedure
by amendments brought in through the Direct Tax Laws (Amendment) Act, 1987 and
the Direct Tax laws (Amendment) Act, 1989.
After coming into force of these Acts, certain
anomalies and difficulties relating to the new
assessment procedure have come to light.
Further, since the passing of the Direct Tax
Laws (Amendment) Act, 1989 and the presentation of the Finance Bill, 1989, a number
of suggestions for giving certain tax conceS'sicns for the benefit of the taxpayers, including the non-resident Indians, were received
by the Government. The prime urgency for
the introduction of this Bill is to help the
taxpayers by removing the difficulties relating to the new assessment procedure as
also to grant certain tax concessions, so that
the taxpayers can avail of them during tho
current financial year. The proposed amendments are also meant to reduce litigation and
to withdraw a few unintended tax benefits.

*Moved with the recommendation of the President.
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One of the prime needs of the country is
to encourage inflow of foreign exchange in
the country. With a view to achieving this. it
is proposed to amend section 48 of the
Income-tax Act to provide for computation of
the capital gains in the case of non-resident
Indians by calculating the cost price and the
sale price in the foreign currency in which the
investment was made, instead of taking the
value in Indian currency as at present. This
is an adjustment mechanism in the context
of the on·go;n9 international currency fluctations. This will make investments in shares
by non-resident Indians more attr~ctive.

public sector banks and public financial insti·
tutions on interest payments to a non-nlSident, only at the time of payment.
Development of shipping industry is
extremely important for our country. This is a
capital-intensive industry and faces considerable competition from foreign shipping
lines. Therefore, it needs governmental
assistance for further expansion and growth.
To achieve this, the following concessions
have been proposed:
(i)

Section 6 of the Income-tax Act is pro-

posed 10 be amended with the same ObjACtive. Presentty an Individual who is a resident in Iridia, is taxa!Jle on his global income.
The test of residence tor a citizen of India,
who, being outside India, comes on a visit to
India is that he must be in India for a pAriod
or periods amounting in all to 365 days or
more in the past four preceding years and is
in India for a period of 90 days in that year.
Non-resident Indians have been representing that this period of 90 days is too short,
specially for those who have to supervise
their investments in India. It is, therefore,
proposed to extend the period of 90 days to
150 days for non-resident Indians.
I

Section 195 of the Income-tax Act was
amended by the FinAnce Act, 1987 to provide for deduction of tax at source on payment of certain sums to non-residents either
at the time of credit of the same to their
account or at the time of payment theroof in
cash or by the issue of a cheque etc .. whichever is earlier. Accordingly. the banks have
to restructure the interest schedule and also
the maturity period of the various deposit
schemes relating to non -resident accounts,
contrary to the C01tractual obligations. This,

it was said, adversely affected the inflow of

foreIgn exchange in the country. Hence. it is
proposed to amend section 195 of the Income-tax Act to provide that tax will be
deducted at source by the Government,

(ii)

A new section 33 AC has been
proposed which provides that in
computing income from business
of a shipping company. there shall
be allowed a deduction of an
amount credited to a reserve account limited to the profit of the
relevant year and to the extent
mentioned in the section. The reserve so created is required to be
utilised for purchase of a new ship
within a period of 8 years.

Sectton 80 CC is proposed to be
amended so as to bring the shares
issued by shipping companies also
within its purview. It is also pro~
posed that in the case of shipping
companies. deduction under section 80 C will also be available in
respect of subsequent issue of
share capital by an existing company.

During the debate on the Finance Bill,
1989, a statement was made on behalf of the
Government that the present method of
valuation of unquoted equity shares in the
case of investment companies, which is
causing hardship, would be examined and
appropriate action would be taken to remove
the hardship. Accordingly, Schedule III of
the Weatth Tax Act, daaling with such matters, is proposed to be amended in order to
bnng the method of valuation of unquoted
equity shares of investment companies at

par with the method prescribed for valuing
unquoted shares of non-investment compa-

nies.
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It is also proposed to amend section 80
C of the Income-tax Act so as to extend tax
concessions provided thereunder in respect
of-

(i)

such unit-linked Insurance Plan of
the LIC Mututat Fund as may be
notified by the Central Government
in this behatf; and

(ii) such savings certificates issued
under the Government Saving
Certificates Act, 1959 as may be
notified by the Centra' Government
In this behatf.
Under the existing law, non-resident
sportsment etc. are taxed at the same rate
8S is applicable to other persons. In some
foreign countries, the income of viSJting non·
resident sportsman or sports association is
either taxed at a lower rate or is completely
exempt from taxation. To rationalise and
reciprocate, it IS proposed that income of the
non·resident sportsmen or sports assoclatio,",s Will be charged to tax at the flat rate of
10 per cent of their gross rec9ipts from
sports activities including guarantee money
or fees received by publicatIOn of artfCles,
advertisements, etc. In newspapers, magazil'"l(:js.
At present, the value of quoted shar~s

of companies ;s taken for wealth·tax purpose on the basis of their quoted value in the

stock exchange as on the date of valuatIOn.
Representa1ions have been received to the
effect that in the case of shares of certain
companies the quoted value IS very high at
certain points of tIme on account of speculative tendencies. It was pointed out that valuing the shares of such compaOles on the
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in question and immediately preceding four
years ..

It has been noticed that the contributions made to the Je8van Ohara Schema of
the lie, a deferred annuity scheme. which
are allowed at dedudion under section
SOCCA of the Income-tax Act are also being
claimed as deduction under section SOC Oft
account of the language of the letter section.
While providing that the contributions to the
Jeevan Ohara Scheme would be eligible for
deduction under section SOCCA. it was not
intended to confer the tax concession under
section 80C also on them. Therefore, it is
proposed to amend section SOC of the Income·'"lX Act to provide that subscriptjons to
annuity plans of the l.1.C. covered under
section 80CCA of the Income-tax Act will not
qualify for deduction under section 80C of
the Income-tax Act. Section 1150 provides
that in computing investment income or income by way of long-term capital gains in the
case of non-resident Indians. no deduction
shall be allowed under Chapter VIA of the
Income-tax Act. The deductions available
under Chapter VIA for such income were
specified In sections SOC, SOL and aOT.
However, section 80T stands omitted by the
Finance Act. 1987 with effect from 1st April,
1988. The deduction allowed under section
80T is incorporated in sectIOn 48(2) which
does not fall under Chapter VIA. As a result.

unintended benefit of deduction under section 48(2) can be claimed. h is, therefore,
proposed that deduction under section 48(2)
will not be allowed from income long-term
capital gains In the case of non-resident
Indians by amending section 1150 of the
Income-tax Act.
Certain amendments of clariflcatory
nature have also been proposed in the three

basis of their quoted value on a single date

Dired Tax Acts to remove some anomalies

caused hardship In the case of sharaholders

and operational difficulttes in the implemen ..

of many companies. To remove this hard ..
ship, the Bill proposes to permit. in the case

tation of the provisions relating to the new

of the shareholder, an alternative method of

proposed are: ..

assessment procedure. The major changes

valuation of such shares. Such share6 can

now be vaJuad either on the basis of quoted
prices or on the basis of average of the
quoted prices of five years. that is. the year

Ci)

The date for filing the returns by
the Partners in cases where firms'
accounts are required to be

Direct-Tax Laws
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audited has been made the same
as is in the case of the firm, i.e.,
31 st October of the assessment
year.

(ii)

Power has been taken under the
proposed provisions for amending the assessment relating to
share income or loss in the case
of the partners of the firms or
members of the associations of
persons or body of individuals
where there has been a change
in the income or loss of such
taxpayers as a result of subsequent adjustments made or order passed in case of these enti-
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MR. SPEAKER: Motion moved:
IIThat the Bill further to amend the
Income-tax Ad, 1961, the Wea~h tax
Act, 1957 and the Gift tax Act, 1958, be
taken into consideration."
SHRI N. TOMBI SINGH (Inner Manipur):
Sir, I rise to support the amendments to the
Income-tax Act, 1961, the Wealth Tax Act,
1957 and the Gift Tax Act, 1958.
This Act has been amended only in the
beginning of this year and it has been very
clearly mentioned that amendment to the
Tax Laws has become an on-going process
and to that extent it has been recognised that
the Tax Laws are not merely for collection of
Taxes.

ties.
11.51 hrs.
(iii)

Intimation will now also be sent
to a taxpayer where, as a result
of the adjustments made under
section 143(1) (a), the loss shown
by the taxpayer IS varied.

Similar amendments are also proposed
with regard to the provisions relating the
exemption of leave travel concession in
clause (5) of section 10 and exemption of
certain allowances under sub-clause (ii) of
clause (14) of section 10 of the Income-tax
Act. Further, it is also proposed to insert a
definition of the term 'security' in order to
resolve problems of interpretation of the said
term and to regula rise the tax oonr;essions
hitherto enjoyed b}1 the National Savings
Certificates Vlth and Vllth seriAs under the
provisions of section BOC and 80L of the
Income-tax At:t.

Some Government amendments are
also proposed. These amendments are
consequential In nature and are necessItate
in order to incorporate approp_riate and correct references and clarrfy the .position regarding assessment of srortsmen. etc.
Sir, I trust. that this Bill will get unanImous support of the House.

[MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER in the

Cha;~

Sir, it is really a very appropriate statement because the tax laws aim at certain
socio-economic objectives. Now, over the
years, we have been experiencing lapses
here and there. We ourselves have not been
able to convince ourselves that all the tax
laws and the mechanism providing for the
implementation of these tax laws have not
been fool-proof. So, we can understand and
appreciate the amendment which has been
brought forward in this House now.
Sir, regarding the simplification of certain procedures and encouragement of NAI.s
for more investments and for their longer
stay here by giving facilities in order to supervise their work, they are quite welcome. The
recognition has been given to Shipping Industry, particularly in the Statement of Ob-

jects mentioned by the han. Finance Minister that Shipping Industry has a lot of competition from outside. Likewise this also needs
Government's assistance and investment
from the individual companies which can be
attracted on the basis of relaxation in taxes.
Sir. I would like to draw the attention of the
hon. Finance Minister to the fact that when
we recognise an industry like the Shipping
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Industry, we should also recognise certain
areas of the country whe~e general the
developmental process has been very slow,
particularly in the field of industries for which
we need to attract big industrialists and individuals who can invest more against big

individual in any part of the country. Till then
we cannot think of any achievement at any
level in the economic field. Sir, in order to
achieve this end, I would like that when we
consider tax policies tax policies, tax laws,
we should consider to what extent our direct

concessions in terms of taxes. In spite of the
attempts made by the State Government
and in spne of the patronage made by the

taxes and our tax policies have been able to

Central Govemment over the years through
many projects and channels, we have not
seen any significant development. We have
not seen any big or industrial project coming
up in the North Eastern Region. Therefore,
small States in the North-Eastern region like
Manipur, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh,
Mizoram, Tripura and Meghalaya which are
economically non-viable should .be considered forthese concession States like Sikkim,
Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh
can be considered for concessional facilities
because of their backwardness and poor
communication facilities there. In view of the
difficult terrain and poor communication
facilities in these areas, either the NRls or
any other category of people who want to
invest more in these areas should bo consIdered for relaxation in taxes.
Sir, would the hon. Minister consider
inclusion of this in the category of econom ically backward areas just as you have gIven
concess,on to the Shipping Industry in the
direct taxes? Sir, I remember that I had
mentioned this proposal many a time on the
floor of this House that 'we need the patronage and the assistance of bigger companies. This can be done only by relaxatIon in
taxes by giving concessions and I do not
know how far the concessions were given. J
hope, the hon. Finance Minister himself would
assure that steps would be taken to ensure
development of big, medium and small~scale
industries in these areas by giving relax ahon
in taxes. Now, I would like to know what
action has actually been taken in this regard.
Since the Government has very clearly
mentioned that taxation laws are not merely
for collection of taxes, but they also aim at
achievement of socio-economic objectives.
We are working for the development of the
last villager to compete with any level of

play the necessary role required in pulling up
the down-trodden people to match up all
those who rise in wealth too rapidly at the
cost of the people at the lowest level or
society in every region, in every village. With
these objectives, the tax laws are implemented and due recognition is given. Perhaps the speed with which the amendments
are coming, I believe that more amendments
are likely to come and we will not object and
we will not criticise the Govern ment for bringing amendments from time to time in this
regard. Of course, it is an agreed fact that
before amending the law due consideration
should be made, due examination should be
made so that within a few months the same
amendments wi" not have to be amended. In
other words, I would say that hasty amendments should not be brought inviting further
hasty amendments.
In the present context, the amendments
are very positive and very constructive and
they will facilitate the development of the
country and balance different econom ic levels
of the people in different areas through direct
taxation.
Sir. with these few words I would like to
support this Bill and make a fervent suggestion once again that due recognition shoulG
be given to attracting companies, big houses,
to invest more for the development of suitable industries in the backward areas particularly of the North-East.
[ Translation)
DR. G.S. RAJHANS (Jhanjharpur): Mr.
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to support this
Bill. I want to say a few things in this respect.
It is correct that in view of the balance of
payment, certain facilities have been provided to the Non-Resident Indians which
should have bean provided to them much
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eartier. You have provided that for the pur ..
pose of computation of share of Non Resident Indians, the value of foreign exchange
and not that of Indian currency should be
taken into consideration. That is also correct
because Indians living abroad know it very
well that 5 doltars have no value in those
countries but an amount of As. 75 has much
more value in India. Hence, n they have
made their investment in foreign exchange,
they should get the return in the sarna cur·
rency. Money pakl to them particularly cap'·
tal gains tax levied on them in this country
should also be calculated in terms of foreign

exchange.

My second point relates to the a)(tension of the existing period of stay to 150 days
for the Non-Resident Indi~ns. I think, this
period of 150 days is too short, because a
person who invests his hard earned money
in this country, would like to have his money
supervised by the Government at least for a
period of 9 months. Therefore. my suhmission is that 9 months or 270 days stay should
be allowed to Non·Re')ident Indians.
12.00 hrs.
The most important thing is that this
year and even earlier Le. the last year, when
. there was a discussion on the Oired taxes
Bill, it was passed in a hurry thoug h we had
demanded a detailed diSCUSSIon on the Bill
and also rationalisatIon of direct taxes and
indirect taxes. I beg pardon of the hon.
Minister to say that there is a parallel economy in this country, i1 may be called blackmoney economy and we have not been ahle
to cleek it in spite of ou( best efforts. The

1" 1989
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very measures as were adopted by some of
the European countries during the Second
World War when a large amount of black·

money was in circulation in those countries.
ThQ Second World War had caused a major
devastation in the European countries, resulting in the large scale destruction of

houses. In order to combat this meance, the
Govemments in those countries had assured the people that if they invested their
money in housing activities of their own
accord. they wou~d not be required to dis..
close the source of money. In response to
that incentive offered by the Government,
peopte came forward with their investment in
housing activ~ies. But here, in this country,
peopte who invest their money in the construction of houses, know that they would not
be getting an attractive return in this field and
that is one of the reasons that housing activities are not gaining momentum in our country. In spite of the best efforts of the Government, people who have unaccounted money
are not coming forward to invest their money
in housing activities. Housing is one of our
major problems. Hence. I would urge the
Government to think over it with a cool mind
and to give incentives for the large scale
construction of houses whetherforthe weaker
sed ions, orfor those betonging to the middle
income group or for their own employees
and also to assure them that the Government would not ask them to indicate the
source of money. As a result of It, the entire
black money which's In circulation in the
country would be properly utHised and
would also expedite the housing activities. It
would also increase the consumption of
cement and bricks with the ,,,creased em ..
ployment opportunities for the people. My
submission IS that people do possess black
money and thay are using It for speculation,

1t

price-rise in the country is only due to thiS

hoarding, black-marketing and thus causing

black-money Le. unaccounted Income. Some
effective sollAion should be found out to
check this menace of unaccounted money
because the way of conducting raids and
other measures has not proved very effective to control it. These devices have not
unearthed a substantial amount of
blackmoney. Hence. I would like to sug9nst

destructive situations In the country.

thattheGovernment should also adopt those

black money for

Why the prices of sugar have gone up
these days? The Government had r9peat-

edly assured the House that they had sufficient stock of edible oils. then why the prices

of these oils have risen suddenly? It was just
because of those people who used their

speculati~n

and hoarding.

Dlr9Cf- Tax
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But the Government cannot affort to conduct

So far as rationalization and simplification is

raids on a very large scale. They can conduct such raids only at 2-3 places. However,
some assures should be takpn so that the
people who are in possessIon of unaccouQted
money, may invest it In a productIve manner
or in backward areas for which the Government should provide all the requIred faCIlities
to them. The Government should mcasc.;ure
such investors that they will not be required
10 IndICate the source of money. It would
Increase employment opportunities for the
unemployed youth 10 the rural areas who

concerned, tax payer must feel that he is to
pay the tax. A common man finds himself tn
a difficulty if he has to face an Income tax
officer or Inspector. A man belonging to a
mtddle class family or fixed Income group
gets worried ~ an ITO happens to visit him
even if be has patd all his ~ lA9S sincerely.
Even then he IS hara~sed by the ITO who
asks him to declare the source of money in
respect of hIs flat and the notice Issued to
him directs him to present himself on it
particular day in the Income tax office and
w~ut until he IS called In. It being so, if the
person moves from his seat he IS forced to
pay a fine 01 Rs. 10,000 for ncn-compllance
of orders. However, when a man cancelling
all hIs engagen"ents goes to the income tax
offICe, he finds that the ITOs have gone on

have become a burden on the society and
the black money would also be utilised In a

better way. , would like to urtJp the GovArn·
ment to have a second thought on the prab
lem.

Much importance has been glven to the

stnke. Thus a man has to run from pillar 10

Non-ReSident tndlrlns for collecting m aXI-

post In order to aVOid the penalty c1 Rs.
10,000/·, But there IS nor,e to listen to him.

mum amount of foreign exchange and efforts are st,II being marle to r(1I~~ more and
more foreign exchange In the country But
the Government should pay aHAn'lnn to
increasing prices In 1he country Unless the
ppce-rlse IS checked. ~II the developmental
act!vllies will come to n standstill and the
l)Hopie will not be allle to reafisp It beforp rt so
happens
would hke to mention one thmg more
about the Procedure of returns to be filed In
mspect 01 direct taxpc,-, partIcularly the tn~
come tax which ha~ bet,:o though simplified
but even today ,t continues to bA qUlti')
comphcated. A layman hrls to st-lek thp assistancp. Of a chartered accountant or an
Incom(~·1MX lawyor for thtlt purpose, anrl ,1
ohobia IS created hv ~ hOf,e parsons that ,t he
does not file the return of thlS income even by
mistake. he mtght be Impnsoned for n As rt
J

IS

advenised through newspapers and telA-

The Government must take some effectIve
maasures so that an honast tax payer gets
rehef and .s not put to any difficulty. How·

ever, a lot need~ to be done In respect of
ratlonahsatlon and SImplification of proce·
dura With regard 10 the dIrect tdxes Some
measures should be taken to provIde relief to
the fixed Irtcome group and award ngorous
punishmgnt tor t"ose who want to earn monoy
through Illegal wayr;

(English]

SHRI SHANTARAM NA'~ {Pw~ajl)' Mr
D~~puty-Spe8,l(ery

Sir, I nse 1:.1 suppor1 the
(Secane" Ar.l(.lrdment) r~111.
1989. In fact ~ w:')(jlo !E.,. to st~lla that c:ll,)Y
s.mpliflCdt jon of law·,;, \i. r ,\'h 15 sounh~ ~o bfl
made by this l~gl~latron. IS totrtlly In tune Vvlth

Direct-lax

LlW~

a!'1d rather CjIJPPo. !lve to the 2Jt" po,nt of the
~C·pOlnt programme whlc': hat, tl€~'n placed

the Government Should make further attemrts to tell th"l peOplA that th~y
~I,ould no1 fdal afmlo of anytt'ung. EVAn ·f hy
chance, any entr~ has been J'111c:.~,~d or the
rl"'turn of IncQme ~a~ not been hied last year,
th~)y could do It now T~)( Win be ch.:irnp.n on

mef'ta!Jon an(j to avoid any undue

It and no penalty would be Imposed If the tax

ment With r'=ispect to whom It i:; sought to be

VISIOhS,

is

p~id

r am of the opinion that rt w()uld

endble the majority of the people to pay tax

beton~

th.., natlon tiy thflt Governmen1 or hi~
20th pomt st.~sses on a resrxms " f) admlnlsfr aflofl it stresses that :-.n jaw~ should bt3

Simplified for the purpose cf pn,p(;;r Implshar~s'l

,mplemented. I wDuld thcrfJfore say that this
BIll 15 totany to Implement that point of tha 20 ..
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Point Programme and, therefore, should be
welcomed a" the more.
In fact, I would say further, as Dr. G.S.
Rajhans has said, that the Income-tax laws
specially or, other similar Acts like the G~t
Tax Act orthe Wealth Tax Act should be so
simplified that any average man without the
help of a Chartered Accountant should be
able to file his or her return. 't has to be
simplified in such form. It is possible provided it is simplified. No doubt, it IS not
possible for those who would like to have
black-money or who like to cheat the Government. For them it is not possible. For
them, some guidance will be required by
experts. For an honest tax-payer, simplification is necessary and it can he done specirllly
for middle income class people.
Secondly, the provision in the Bill which
seeks to give incentives to non-resident
Indians is very welcome specially with respect to the States because it is only when
they are here, it is only when they can look
after the busines!-\ which they activist, it is
only when they can stay properly for a sufficient numberof days and monitorthe investment that they have made. that they can get
proper value and the Government also will
be benefited by that.
Similarly, giving concessions to ship
building industries is most welcome for the
Government has shown interest with respect to ship building industry.
In the matter of simplification of other
provisions which do not form part of the Bill,
I would like to mention one such, which I
have given in a detailed letter to the han.
Finance Minister in this connection.
There is a Section known as 32(A) in the
Income-tax Act which says that:
"In respect of a ship or an aircraft or
machinery by the plant specified in subSection (2) which is owned by the
assessee and is wholly used for the
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purposes of business carried on by him".
certain deductions are given. Here the
condition is this. To get that investment allowance, the machinery should be owned by
the assessee. You may be aware that inGoa
the uniform civil code is in existence which is
different from the law which is prevailing in
the rest of the country where husband and
wife are treated alike. That is, the husband
and the wife are considered to be equal
shareholders in property. Now it is contended on behalf of income-tax officers if an
allowance is to be given with respect to a
machinery in Goa, then the machinery belongs half to the husband and half to the wife.
That means neither the husband northe wife
is the ownerofthe machinery and, therefore,
no investment aHowanee can be given. This
is virtually against a very good law which is
prevailing in Goa, the uniform civil code
which gives equal status to women saying
that women also should be equal shareholders of property. What is the consequence?
The consequence is this. Therefore, I would
earnestly request the hon. Minister to examine the letter which I have written to him and
see to it that some solution is found to this. I
would say that since this is the last Session
of Eighth Lok Sabha. some directions under
the different provisions of this very Act can
be issued for the purpose of rectification of
this anomaly. No formal amendment to
Section 32-A is required. Therefore, if some
directions can cure the defect or cure the
wrong impression which has been created,
then it will be very nice.
Next, with respect to Income-tax raid.s
which had been conducted. some people
claim that only certain people were for it. In
fact why should one of the former Finance
Ministers, Shri V.P. Singh, take the credit for
all the raids that were conducted. But in fact
it was the decision of the Government of
India and no single Finance ~1inister can
take the credit. You will never say that it is
Shankarrao Chavanji who has conducted
the raids or something like that. It is the
Government of India which has done that. It
is the policy decision of the Government of
India which is taken from time to tima to
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conduct raids. It is the Congress Government, during the last 20·30 years, which has
issued instructions to raid several big houses,
several individuals and sometimes decisions
have been taken with respect to even those
persons who were allegedly closer to the
Government. This Government has taken
this sort of decision and no single individual
at any time has taken credit for these things.
It is the policy of the Congress Party, it is the
Congress Government which has taken such
a policy decision Shri V.P. Singh is taking
credit stating that it was only at his instance
certain raids were conducted.
Now I would say-as Dr. Raj~ans has
stated-that with respect to sugar, it is because of the operation of blackmoney in the
market which is also partly responsible for
the crisis. I will nol say totally but it is partly
responsible for the increase in prices. It is
also equally important. One fact has come to
my knowledge. I would like to say that certain
business tycoons close to Janata Dal have
invested money in hoarding sugar. Their
contention is that if only Rs. 20 or 30 crores
are invested in hoarding sugar and if price of
sugar increases, then this can be a lesson to
the Congress (I) Government. Rather than
giving hundred crores of rupees ;n cash to
Janata Dal, to invest Rs. 20 or 30 crores in
hoarding sugar is as good as giving h~ndred
crores of rupees directly to Janata Dal. This
is a chicanery which is being planted. They
think that this money may make business for
some people. This is one of the mAans by
which the Congress (I) Government is sought
to be maligned. I will not say that there was
no default in our machinery. Maybe that we
have also defaulted somewhere. Let us find
a solution to it. But this is one of the reasons
which has got to be enquired into.
Next, with respect to tax raids, certain
officials have complained that wheneverthey
go for the purpose of conducting raids, they
are being harassed. To keep our momentum
of normal tax raids, these complaints haveto
be enquired into so that just like the police
machinery, wherever they go, they have
afso to face problems. They have got this
machinery. The Income ..tax officials have 10
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face bigger and powerful enemies. Monetarily they are very powerful. These officers
have to face such people. These officers do
not have any guns: they do not carry anything. Therefore, ~ is required in the interest
of our economy also that these sections of
officers who go to conduct raids are fully
protected. That is all I want to say.
I

[ Translation]
SHRI RAM BHAGAT PASWAN (Rosera): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to
support the Direct-Taxes Laws (Amendment)
Bill moved by the Finance Minister.
The object of the Finance Minister is
very good. The facilities offered to attract
investors to earn foreign exchange with a
view to improving the balance of payment
position and attracting investment from the
non-resident Indians, are a welcome step. It
will attract foreign investors to invest their
money in our country. Besides, new industries wi" also be set up and especially the
backward areas will be immensely benefited
by it.

A number of Laws has been enacted in
respect of Direct Taxes. But we see that the
present system of realisation of taxes from
the big cap~alists is very defective. In the last
session it was stated by the Minister in his
reply that income tax arrears worth about As.
20 crores are outstanding against the big
industrialists and these arrears cannot be
easily recovered from them. Whenever officers try to recover the tax arrears, these
people seek the protection of the courts.
However, I would like to suggest that before
these people take such a step the Government should bring in such a piece of legislation as may make it binding on all the big
industrialists, against whom income tax and
excise duty arrears worth billions of rupees
are outstanding that they will have to pay
their entire outst~nding tax arrears before
proceedings are initiated against them in the
courts. Such a bill should be brought in by the
Govarnment. Otherwise what happens is
that whenever Government initiates the
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taxes. It being so, inspite of a declared policy
of the Government in this regard. arrears of

proceedings in the Court. it loses in 90 per
cent of 1he cases. Our Hon'bta Mintster is
aware that in most of the cases the Government has lost and that money is pocketed by
the capitalists. You see the figures of Income

tax arrears outstandcng agamst T ata, Sirla.
Datmia and reliance, I do not remember the
exact figures. However, according to the
official figures, there are arrears of Income
tax against these industrial groups. Therefore, I would like to re(luest the Government
to bring such an amendment that thp. out-

standing arrears of excise duty and incometax may be paid up by the concerned parties
and only after the payment of arrears thAY
should be allowed to go in for the r.nurt
proceedings and utilise their mon;qy to 5Pt liP
tndustnes In other araas.
Sir. this amendment brought hy the
Government would definitely facilrtate the
tax-payers and industries would be set up In
these backward areas where there IS no
industry. We hope thatthe rending schf1m(~$
In North Bihar schemes 01 1100d c()nlrol.
Railway-hnes and the schemes of settmg up
industries and revIval of sick-mills woulrJ be
completed with the money recovAred i1~ t(1)(
arrears from these industrialists Only C;}P'talists have all the black·money. The ppople
hving below thQ poverty hne have to facH the
ploch of pnce nse You may see 1he cond\·
1ion 01 Rickshaw·oullars. poor landless labourers aneJ earning 13hour~rs. Due to these
black marketeers and t"'oardel s. the ('conomv of our country hns gonA mto dOldrums
and resuttal"tly prrces ar e TI!!tnq. In ord~r to
check th,s prico-nse the Govp,rrHT'H~nr s,"'tf)uld
come out with most stnnnent laws ~o that
hoarding could be c0mpiete.'Y ch~cked and
Industnes cnlllo hp C;A1 110 with th::lt monAy
and sick indLl~trt()<:; ("flllid he re'-'Ivpd SO H!; 10
ensure employmp.n1 to the unemployoli
youths.
'would like to s~y a fAW WOfn~ ::t00ut the
officers. The it'ltentlon of the officers ~s not
good, We see that these offICers have col~

income tax and excise duty are not being
recovered from them. But when we ask the
Government to take up variousprogrammes,
the Government comes out with a pet reply
that they do not have funds for it. Since
\odependence, a number of schemes of
Bihar, particularly North Bihar, have not been
cleared as yet, though these scheme could
have helped to alleviate poverty in those
areas. These schemes could have solved
the problem of unemptoyment and helped to'
control floods in that Sta1e. We have requested the Minister of Finance and the
Hon 'ble Minister of Railways but we receive

pet reply that there is shortage of money with
them. However, I would like to urge the
Government to recover the tax arrears from
these people and get a Dam constructed on
Kamlabalan river. The Government may
utlhse this money tor laying new Railway
hnes. This money can be utilised for laying
Darbhanga-Samastipur Broadgauge Rai1way Line may be. It may prove to be benefiCial for the backward people of that area.
t would like to convey my thanks to the
Hon 'ble Mfntster for the steps he has taken to
solve the problems of the tax~payer3. The
Government has brought this Bill inthe House
even In the absence of the opposition. It ... ,iII
help the people to set up more and mora
industries m the backward areas.

[Enalish)
SHAIGOPESHWAR (Jamshedpur): Mr.

Deputy Speaker Sir, amendment to the tax
laws IS an ever growIng proc~ss because the
1a). laws are no \onger mere instruments of
tax c(')I!ection. but are Intel"ded to achieve

various other socto-econorntc objectives.
This S.II proposes to halo the tax payers
by r emovmg certam anomahes and dlfficul11es relating to the new assessmant proce-

dure which are already in force from 1st"Apr-i1
I would like to draw your attention to certain

serious anomalies. To begin with. taxes are

luded'w'th the bi{;; capltah!.ts who are to pay

now takAn on the final settlAment of the

the large amount of mO'l'lY in the form of

worker-I am referring specially to the work-
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ing class. The final settlement also includes
provklent fund and gratuity. Tax is also lev..
ied on the final settlement of provident fund
which is accumulated over a period of 30 to
35 years: similarly on gratuity also which is
the last payment.
12.26 hr•.
[MR. SPEAKER in the Cha/tf
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ment of profits shall be covered under Sec ..
tion 19 (14) of the Income Tax Act. But those
who are using it are few. Practically not all
the employees are getting this exemption on
conveyance allowance in organised sector
as well as public and private sector enterprises. It is necessary that conveyance allowance should be exempted from assessment under Income Tax Act. It has not been
clarified here. It is necessary that concession which is extended for utilisation of

Those who are opting for voluntary re-

company's transport for the purpose of

tirement also face an anomaly. In the case of
Government employees, they may be exempted from tax. But in the case of nongovernment employees in the private sector,
they have to pay tax on that. Tax should not
be Itke this. that it is for'the Central Government employees, or for public sector or nonpublic sector employees. Ta)( is a tax and it
should have the same feature as for a worker
or anyone else who is working anywhere in
the country, in any plant or unit. Similarly the
tax in the case of retrenchment.

commuting its empk)yees from their resi-

Then the question of leave traver concession cbmf)s On the leave travel consesSfOn, there was prp.vrously exemption. But

dence to the place of work and back, should
be atlowed to aU thosE' employees also for

whom conveyance allowance tS pa~d for the
same purpose where they are utilising their
own transport. This is a senous matter and
this has to be looked into.

According to this. savings in fixed dePOStts and aU such savings should be ex·

empted from income tax, because it is a
promotional effort In the case of dearness

allowance people get some compensatIOn;
but that also is subjected to income tax. This
's a surprise, because there ic a serious
agitation in the country regarding fuJI neu·

now this exempuon has been Jimited to only
two Joumeys in a block of four years. This
wouki give a handle to the emptoyers to
restrict thiS payment to only tWIce '" four

tralisatjon of the cost of living tndex, But
whatever ,s thare, in that also income tax is
to be paid. This IS a very serious anomaly,

years instead of once every year and negate

Then, in the case of annual bonus and
productivity bonus, where workors g9t money
on productivity at certai'"l standards, or cer·
tatn peliormanco. they are also subject to
Income tax. after a certain limit. There should
be no limit In such cases. It is a very tmpor-

the gains whIch have been achieved by the
trade unIOns for its members all over tho
country. ThlS is bound to lead to agitation
and dissatisfaction among the members.
Th-erefore f would suggest that this exemphon shouki be available for one JOurney
every year to any place In Indis The axamp·
tion wIn cover not oo~, travel expenses. but
also k>dgrng and Incidental expenditure

subjed to some monetary hmits The new
rules should come Into effect only tor the
year 1Sa9-90 and not from 1986 as has bp.en
done under certain rules.

tant point

Lastly, the questIOn of capital, that has
been said here. The definitIon of capnat IS

peculiar. It is defined as equ~y capital. Now
we have capttaJ paid in cash and capital pai~
as bonus shares. In all the private sector
industries, the bonus shdres are a' least five

times more than the cash patd shares. That
The Government of IndIa ned an-

has now become a rule. There should be a
limItatIOn on a share..hotder. getting hundred

nounced that any allowance to meet the

per cent of a dividend taking together all the

expenditure incurred on conveyancg in the

income earned through the ordinary shares.

performance of duties of an office or employ·

whICh he has purchased In cash.
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incidence of poverty in our towns and cities
is not very much lower than the incidence of
poverty in the countryside. Indeed, the problem of unemployment is as pervasive in
urban settlements as in rural areas, and in
many ways more complicated.

There should be a certain definition, in
this case. where a certain work ;s performed.
Moreover, the money which one gets after
retirement on superannuation, is not exempted from income tax. I think, the Government is going in for too m.uch of fineness
trying to collect money. It seems that they
are straining their nerves on this. The rich
people. rich persons, big enterprises are
having a lot of exemptions and lot of incentives. But the working class, the wage-earners, and those who live by their own sweat of
labour are penalised in so many methods.
This is a very depressing and demoralising
thing.

The complications arise on acx:ount of a
number of factors. We have to strike a bal . .
ance between providing wage employment
in urban settlements and provoking a flood of
unskilled labour from rural to urban areas.
Fortunately, the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana is
so effectively tackling the problem of unemployment for unskilled labour in the countryside that it has now become feasible to plan
for employment guarantee programmes in

I suggest that the hon. Finance MinIster

urban settlements while striking the right
balance between the rural employment pro-

should consider this. We have taken up this

matter. ThelNTUC has raIsed the Issue WIth
the hon. Finance Minister and he has assured that this will be considered and taken
care of.

It is necessary that there should be
proper appreciation of the position: where a
worker works and gets some money. That
money should not be taken away through the
back-door by way of taxes. Taking away the
productivity money through the back-door

by way of taxes IS irrelevant and not helpful.
So, I request that the Government should
consider these matters. W,th these words, I
conclude.
12.33 hrs.

gramme and the urban employment programme. Second, we have to structure urban employment programme in ways that
deal with the reality of urban conditions. For
example, earthwork, which is undertaken on
a large scale in rural employment programmes, is neither feasible in urban settlements nor as beneficial as, say, the construction of percolation tanks or 'bunds' are
to economic activity in the farm and field.
Therefore, the prescribed ratio between the
materials component and labour has to reflect the urban reality. At the same time,
there must be harmony between the two sets
of programmes so that neither is run to the
detriment of the other. Therefore, the realistic ratio for urban programmes must complement rather than conflict with the ratio laid
down for the rural programme.

STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTER
Nehru Rozgar YoJa"a
THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRI RAJIV

GANDHI): Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Jawahar
Rozgar Yojana addresses itself to the need
for employment guarantee in rural India. A
programme with similar objectives is reqUIred
for urban India. I am happy to place before
t~e House the Nehru Rozgar Vojana as the
urban counterpart of the Jawahar Rozgar

Yojana. Already, more than a Quarter of our
population lives in urban settlements. The

Third, within urban areas, our Nehru
Rozgar Yojana is so conceived as to contribute to rational urbanisation without further
skeWIng present distortions in our existing
pattern of organisation. As I said in thi~

House while introducing the Nagarpalika
Bill, it is not urbanisation in itself which is to
be discouraged but the kind of urbanisation
whICh has sucked in more than a quarter of
our total urban population into a handful of
large megapolises, leading to a cruel overcrowding of the cities while depriving most of
our districts of the benefits of the rural-urban
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oontinuum. For rational urbanisation. we need
many magnets of urbanisation distributed as
evenly as possible through virtually every
district in the country. The Nehru Rozgar
Yojana const~utes an initial contribution to
his endeavour.
Fourth, we will have to bear in mind that
while the urban poor are, indeed, very poor,
s significantly high proportion of them are
imbued with the enterprise, initiative and
dynamism required to take the risk of leaving
their ancestral villages in quest of new op~
portuni_ties. In other words, ~ is not only
poverty that pushes people from the village
to the town or c~y; it is also opportun~y which
pulls into the town and the city from the
villages those with the self-confidence and
self-reliance to chance their hand in a new
setting. The Nehru Rozgar Yojana, therefore, combines guarantees for wage employment with opportunities for self-employment.
The Nehru Rozgar Yojana IS a programme aimed at spending Rs. 650 crore a
year on both generating wage employment
in urban areas for those in acute need and on
opening up opportunities for enterprising
talent which has the self-confidence, inItiative and dyanmism to set itself up in selfemployment. Through this programme, we
except to generate about a million jobs a
year. The programme will be implemented
with immediate effect and, in the light of the
experience gained, suitably incorporated into
the Eighth Plan.
The Nehru Rozgar Yojana has three
components. The first component is an urban wage employment programme for settlements ranging in population from 10,000
to one lakh. In other words, this component
covers the Nagar Panchayats and the smaller
MunicipaLCouncits envisaged in the Nagarpalika Bjll. Rs. 81.25 crores have been set
~e ,pn an annual basis for financing this
-component of the Nehru Rozgar Vojana.
The programme is, in a sense, an extension
of the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana to nascent
urban settlements lying at the interface between the rural and the urban areas. It is at
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this interface that mutual links are strong and
economic activity in the one or the other
strong and palpably mutually reinforcing.
The wage rates will be marginally higher
than under the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana so
as to be in harmony with the minim um wage
rates prescribed for urban areas. The materials: labour ratio will be raised to 50:50 for
Nagar Panchayats (that is, urban settlements of 10,000-20,000) and to 60:40 for
the Municipal Councils (that is, urban settlements of 20,000-100,000).
As in the case of the Jawahar Rozgar
Yojana, the Centre will bear 800/0 of the cost
of the programme. To begin with, this contribution will be channeled to the Nagarpalikas
through the District Rural Development
Agencies (DADA), who are already established in the field. Later. it may be necessary
to establish a separate agency for this purpose. The State Government will be invited
to channel its share of 20 per cent through
the same route. Allocations between States
of the Centre's share will be made in proportion to the urban population and the incidence of urban poverty in any given State
living in settlements with a population of
between 10,000 and a lakh.
The programme will be administered by
the Nagarpalikas who, as in the case of
panchayats under the Jawahar Rozgar
Yojana, will be left free to choose what
schemes to exec.ute, to identify the beneficiaries, and to organise labour cooperatives of
the urban peorto undertake the programme.
Guidelines will, of course, be prescribed
regarding the types of projects from amongst
which the Nagarpalikas might make their
choice, as also in regard to the financial and
technical norms to be observed, and the
methods to be adopted for hiring labour. We
shall make ~ indubitably clear that ne~her
contractors nor Public Works Departments
shall be involved in this work. We hope the
Nagarpafikas will pay particular attention to
idqntifying projects that are useful to the
community as a whole and, in particular, to
the disadvantaged and weaker sections of
society. We are instructing them to specially
target at Scheduled Caste and Scheduled
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cussed on the most labour-intensive activity
available in urban areas, namely, the con·

Tribe beneficiaries In proportion to their
population and also to facilitate 30 per cent
employment opportunities for women seeking employment. For larger urban settlements, there would be difficulty in merely
replicating the Jawahar Rozgar Yojana
model. For one thing, the materials component would rise too high for the accent to be
placed firmly on employment generations
per S9. For another, minimum wage rates in
larger towns and cities are so much higher
than in rural areas that the same amount of

struction and upgradation of dwelling units.

money would generate far fewer jobs while.
at the same time. attractIng large numb()rs of
job-seekers from distant rural and mofussit
areas who should really be looked after in
their homes or in tho vicinity of thetr homes.
Also, fewer jobs for the same amount of
money would mean that the spread is thin In

precisely those urban concentrations where
the numbers looking for Jobs are much higher
and, moreover. charqed with higher expec-

Besides. the shortage of housing in these
areas is 80 acute that the fruits of intensified
construction activity will directly reach those
most in need of it, that is, the urban poor.
Apart from a large amount of manual labour,
housing also requires so many different
skilled trades, such. as plumbers and carpenters, brick layers, masons, stone-cutters
and also many micro-manufaduring units,
such as for bricks, for r~ofing tiles, for tiles
and for furniture, as also services, such as
transport and wayside dhabas and tea shops
and the employment generated is not only
direct employment in construction but also
secondary and tertiary employment closely
associated with construction activity. Also,

some of the house-building and much of the
shelter-upgradation will be undertaken by
family labour. The family is given the opportunity of doing so by being given access to
institutional finance.

tations.
We have, thel efore. decided that the
second component of the Nehru Rozgar
Yojana should comprtse a scheme of gener.
atlng the required employment through a
special thrust to hOI ISing and shelter upgr~·
dation in all towns and c.lties wIth a population It) excess of onp I~kh. We are. howpver.

excJuding from thiS c..cheme the four 5Upt:lrmetros, Bombay. C:=Ilcutta. Deihl and Madras, not becausp. these super-metros do
not need hOUSing-related employment but
because there are already in operation in
these cities sImilar programmes with Invest·
ment running into hundreds of c::rOfAS of
rupees, including funding by World Bank
and other external sources. Thus, the Nehru

Rozgar Yojana component for the urban
employment through housing and shelter
upgradation might hA seAn as the extension
oftha concept of employment through housebuilding and shelter·upgradatlon to thp hith-

erto somewhat neglGcted smaller metropoli·
tan and non-metrorolltrln cjtiA~

~nd

towns of

our country.
Under this component, we havo fo-

There are two segments to this component of the Nehru Rozgar Vojana. We envis-

an9 the first segment as a joint enterprise of
the Union Government, the State Governments, the Nagarpalikas and HUDeO. The
bulk of the work here will involve identified
families being assisted In shelter upgradation and marginal additions to existmg dwell-

,n9 units. Each identified family will have
access to Rs. 4000 from HUDeO, including
a subsidy of 25 per cent. In addition, ban}<
loans at a concessional rate of interest of 6
per cent are available for those in need of
further funds. Past experience has shown
that nearly 40 per cent of expenditure on

shelter upgradation and marginal new construction goes on hiring labour. especially

skilled labour for such specialised tasks as
carpantry, joinery. wiring etc. Therefore, a
very large generation of employment might
be anticipated from such activity. Under this
segment. the Central share of the non-institutional finance WIll be 80 percent and will be
divided among the States in proportion to the

share of urban population in excess of one
lakh, exduding. however, the four supermetros, for the reasons already given. We
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look to the State Governments and Nagarpalikas to share th~ remaining 20 per cent
among themselves in such proportion as
they might mutually decide. Institutional finance in the shape of loa.ns from HUDCO
will be available up to three times the level of
the subsidy provided by the Central Government, the State Governments and the Nagarpalikas together. We propose that the element of subsjdy for Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe beneficIaries be higherthan
for others.
In addition. the Centre proposes to directly finance the traini'ng schemes and in·
frastructure support that will be requirArf to
make this component of the programmp. fully
operational. All this put together will amount
As. 130 crores In a full year. The role of
Nagarpalikas in this programme will be cru·
cial. We would wish them to Identify lhe
beneficiaries In consultation wi1h the Neighbourhood Committees which should be established for this purpose in relevant localities. Names of the benefIciaries selected
should be a matter of widespread public
knowledge, readily available to anybody
interested. through notIces posted at a prominent, easily accessihle part of the builrling
housing the Nagarpalika. We would also
want the Nagarpalikas to identify traineos In
a similar mannerforthe training programmes
that will be run. The Nagarpalikas should
have a decisive say tn determining which are
the construction-related trades for which
training is required in any given locality.
Funds will be channelised to the Nagarpalikas through Housing Boards, Slum
Boards and similar specialised agenCies. It
will be the Nagarpalikas' responsibility to
sponsor beneficiaries and liaise with the
banks so as to ensure the smooth. speedy

and, we hope, corruption-free processing of
applications. It will also be for the Nagarpalikas to put in place the reQu;red infrasHuctural support with the funds made avaIlable
for this purpose by the Union Governmr.!nt.
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operational linkss with the Nagarpalikas,
particularly with a view to optimising the
employment potential of such construction
activity and ensuring that the pattern of skills
training and infrastructura) support conforms
to the requirements generated by the par..
ticular housing schemes being financed. As
these housing schemes are not designed for
those living below the poverty line, we do not
propose a role for the Nagarpalikas in the
Identification of beneficiaries. The Nagarpalikas might come in on the question of
assisting in decisions relating 10 the location
of such housing schemes. More importantly,
however, the key role of the Nagarpalikas
would lie in assessing. enhancing and then
catering to the employment implications, in
all their dimensions, of the housing constructton activity and related infrastructure. We
would particularly hop8 that they would tdentify, train, counsel and place young men and
women from poor families in jobs directly
related to, as well as secondary and tertiary
~mpJoyment assOCiated with. such housing
construction activity. Taken together. expenditure on the two segments of the second
component of the Nehru Rozgar Yojana
would amount to As. 200 crores In a full year,
With As, 130 erore being earmarked for the
first segment and Rs. 70 crores being the
funds available through the banking system
for the second segment. I now turn to the
third component ot the Nehru Rozgar
Yojana-Urban Micro Enterprises. We propose to make this component available
across the board to all urban settlements. It
will be in essential aspects. the urban counterpart of the Integrated Rural Development

Programme (IRDP).
This component of our programme i~
targetted at the urban poor living below the
poverty line. In urban settlements, the poverty tine is defined as a household income of
As. 7300 per annum at 1983·84 prices.
Higher subsidies are proposed for Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe and women
banaficiaries, and we hope every effort wifl

The second segment constitutes the

be made to encourage them to take advan·

continuation of an existmg programme of

tage of our programme. We would wish to

institutional finance for housing but mortifloo
under the Nehru Rozgar Voj~na tn Ast~hl;~h

of the micro-enterprises to be encouraged

~ntrust

to the Nagarpalikas the identification
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within their respective areas. To guide them
in this direction, we have proposed three
illustrative lists; first, of city services requiring no special training such as vendingrehdiwallas, thelawalJas, dhobis, stone crushers-and minor repairs: second, of city services requiring some specialised training such
as building workers, barbers, tongawallas,
cycle-rickshaw pullers, tempo drivers, threewheeler scooter and taxi drivers, cycle.
scooter and car-repairing workshop mechanics and such other catagories including furniture making, baking and blacksm~hy. But
these are just illustrations.
We look to the NagarpaJikas to identify
beneficiaries, in consuhation with Neighbourhood Committees.We would also want them
to widely publicise the list of beneficiaries so
that the selection process is-and IS seen to
be-transparent, based on general consensus, and freed of any taints. It would be the
task of the Nagarpallkas to identify tho cltybased services and micro-manufactunng that
appears to have the best potential so as to
counsel intending applicants about the poss,bili1ies. The Nagarpalikas would further
have the responsibility of liaiSing with tramIn9 institutions for the placement of tramees
and with the banks for the processing of loan
applications. Subsidies would, of course, be
disbursed through them. After the training is
over and loans secured, the Nagarpatikas
must assist in the issue of liconces. the
provision of space and the location of srtes
and kiosks as well a~ the supply of raw
mAterials. We also hope the banks WIll get
some assistance from the Nagarpalikas in
recovering loans.
In sum, the Nagarpalika is envisaged as
the fulcrum of the system for the administration of this component of the programme.
We are putting aSide Rs. 370 crores in a full
year for this component of the Nehru Rozgar
Vojana. As our present pattern of urbanisation is drastically skewed °in the direction of
the super-metros, and as in any case there
are similar programmes already in operation
in these Cities, we have decided to limit the
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Central contribution underthis component of
the Yojana to these four cities to Rs. ona
crore each for the loan and subsidy schema
and to Rs. 50 lakhs each for the training and
infrastructure support segment. The rest of
the Central contribution will be shared between the States in proportion to the incidence of poverty in urban settlements in
these States, excluding the four super-metros. We would p.xPp.ct the States to further
allocate funds among the districts in proportion to the incidence of poverty in each
district, figures for which are readily available. Below the district level, disbursement
should be made on the basis of the share of
population of different urban settlement within
the district.
The expenditure on training and infrastructure support will be borne entirely by the
Unton Government. Half the expenditure on
subsidies will be picked up by the Centre.
The remaining 50 per cent may be shared
between State Governments and Nagarpalikas in such proportion as they might
mutually decide. The banks have been instructed to extend loans to the extent of three
times the subsidy.
We hope through the urban micro-enterprises component of the Nehru Rozgar
VOlana to see a burgeoning of enterprise
and initiative in urban India, a trend away
from the hopeless search for secure, dull
jobs which deaden the mind and spirit, and
towards a regeneration of self-confidence
and self-reliance in our society through the
encouragement of self-employment.

The flower of our youth must not be left
to wilt upon the stem. Nothing so destroys
the vivacity of our young men and women as
the fruitless trudging In search of work from
home to employment exchanges and back,
from home to work sites and back. We must
give opportunity to our youth. Our youth is
full of talent. Our people are our richest
resource. All they seek is opportunHy. In
return they are ready to give their all for their
motherland. In this centenary year of the

birth of the founder-architect of modern India, we launch the JAY and he NRY, to-
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gether reflecting those initials-JN-which
brought so much hope and pride and confidence to our country.

12.57112 h....
DIRECT..TAX LAWS (SECOND AMEND..
MENn BILL-CONTO.
MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Chavan may repty

now.
THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI
S.B. CHAVAN): Sir, I must express my
gratitude to all the hon. Members who have
participated in the discussion on the Income
Tax (Amendment) Bill and very valuable
suggestions which have been giventhrough not very relevant so far as the Bill IS
concerned. A number of suggestions have
been offered by hon. Members which in tact
are not within the scope of the Bill which has
been introduced in this House.
MR. SPEAKER: Let us have lunch.
Then we will re-assemble at 1400 hrs.
SHAI S.B. CHAVAN: Okay.

12..58 hr•.

The Lok Sabha then adjoumed for Lunch
till Fourteen of the Clock
14.06 hr•.

The Lok Sabha re-assemb/ed after Lunch
at six Minutes past Fourteen of the Clock
[MR. OEPUTY SPEAKER in the Chai~

DIRECT TAX LAWS (SECOND AMEND..
MENT) BILL-CONTO.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Shri S.B.
Chavan to continue his speech.

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHAI
S.B. CHAVAN): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I
would like to express my grateful thanks to
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all the hon. members who have participated
in the discussion. Some of them have made
very valuable suggestion; though not strictly
covered under the purview of the Bill as It is
introduced. But they are Important sugges·
tions, which, in fact, can be considered at.
proper stage.
There are two or three common points
about which all the hon. Members have
expressed their satisfaction. I don't think that
any hen. Member, who spoke, has oppoNd
the Bill as a whole. Every one of them h.
supported the Bill with a proviso that this at.
needs to be done. So, what has been brought
before the House, in fact, gets concurrence
of the House excepting the new ideas which
the hon. Members have put forward.
4

I am in full agreement with the han.
Member, Dr. Rajhans when he says that
there is a case for having some sort of
rationalisation in the Direct Taxes Laws. We
have different laws on direct taxes, but each
one of them has become so complicated that
there is not a Single statute where aU the Acts
can be brought together. The Government is
thinking in terms of appointing a Committee
of Experts who will examine this question
and thereafter try to rationalise them to the
extent possible so that the botheration Which
the people are facing today for making reference to different laws and getting advice
from different experts in this field, can be
removed. Getting advice of the experts cannot
be ruled out even if they have been brought
together. There is no denying the fact. They
will have to consult experts tn this particulw
field.

Another issue was raised by the hon.
Members about which I h!W. consulted aH
my officers in order to find out what is fact
that in the notice itseH it is mentioned that I
you do not attach Rs, 25,0001- or Rs, 10,000
or whatever be the amount, then you will be

liableJo pay n. Actually, there is no such thing
in the notice. But in the svbstantive portion of
the Act, it is there: there is no denying the
fact. In the legislation which was passed, it
has been incorporated that the minimum wilt
be Rs.1000 and the maximum will be
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Rs.2S,OOO/-, but this can be levied only when
the Income Tax Officer or the Deputy Commissioner, whosoever is the Enquiring Au~
thority, comes to the conclusion that he is
deliberately not appearing before the Authority so that his case may not be finalised.
If such a conclusion is drawn, only at that
stage, this can be resorted to in very exceptional cases.
I do not think that the intention is to make
it very rigid; some reason or the other, if the
Income-tax Officer himself is on strike or if
some such circumstance is there then in that
case such a kind of liability IS imposed on the
person. That is not the correct interpretation
of that particular section.
We can assure you that we do not
propose to do that at all. But one more point
I want to mention. I think it was Mr. Shantaram Naik who most probably raised thIs
question about the Incomp-t~x form. The
Income-tax form is a complicated document
and it has become all tAe more complicated
because of the fact that both English and
Hindi have to be taken togethAr. I just enquired whether we can separate the two so
that the form becomes a smr!lIer document.
But the Department of Official languages
was insisting that every document has to be
in two languages; and that IS why it has
become a bulky form. But' (,rtn assure the
hon. Members that we will definitely con~ult
experts in the field so that the relevant Information, which is very Important. is only askAd
for from the assessee and all other irrplevant
things may be removed. For this. we proposa to consult some tax experts. I think that
they would be able to advise as to how we
can simplify the form.

SHRf P. KOLANDAIVELU (Gobichettipalayam): We can simplify it by using one
language. English.

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: Yos, that is AIAOMK view, Sir. (Interruptions) ThIs House
itse" has made this provision in the Official
Languages Act, that we have to have the
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forms and other things in two languages; and
they have to be taken together. They cannot
be separated. That ;s why the form looks
rather bulky.

I was talking aboutthe assessment form
also. We propose to simplify the form. Why
are the people afraid of the Income-tax Officer? This is a matter which hQn. Members
are quite aware of. I need not say anything.
I wish they were more afraid of them. The
honest people, who are paying he taxes,
need not be afraid at all. They have nothing
to hide. But those who are interested in
hiding some thing, creating black money and
taking advantage of the situation, only such
people have to be afraid of them. But I cannot
deny the fact that there are some blacksheep among the officers also and only two
or three per cent or less--not even three per
cent, a very negligible percentage-may
inoulge in some kind of a thing which is not
very desirable, and then the total hierarchy
also gets a bad name. And, that is why we
are interested in seeing that we educate the
people properly so that they know how to fill
the forms.
Now, in 90 per cent of cases self-a~
sessment is accepted. ~ is only in about
three per cent of cases, that too where large
sums are involved. that self-assessment is
not accepted. About small amounts nobody
bothers. But that does not mean that you
should not give correct information. Correct
information is very essential. From the returns which you file, if the Income-tax officer
were to come to a conclusion that there is
something wrong, which prima facie comes
out from the return, then he has got a right to
make a scrutiny in a thorough manner and
ask for additional information. But, by and
large in 97 per cent of cases seH-assess-

ment is accepted by the Department and
only In the case of the remaining threa per
cpnt the detailed scrutiny ;s being resorted
to.

I do not think that I will be able to say
anything on the point raised by Mr. Tombi
Singh about having some kind of a conces·
sion in the case of backward areas taking
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themselves as a category. , can say that
when the Central subsidy of 25 per cent, 15
per cent of 10 per cent was available to atl the
backward areas, the first category was the
North-Eastern States, the hilly areas, and
inaccessible areas. They, in fact, were entitled to tA; class subsidy, that is 25 per cent
almost. There was another category, which
in fad was entitled to 15 per cent. And this
was a subsidy which was available. Concessional finance was made available from the
Banks. But it has nothing to do with the tax
structure. Even in the backward area, if
somebody were to make money I do not
think the hone Member is interested in telling
us, that even though he makes some money,
he should not be taxed. I do not think that
such a thing is possibly accepted by the
Government. About other things, I do not
think that we can possibly help.
I

About the period of the Non Resident
Indians, who used to stay onty for 90 days,
we have made it 150 days. Now Or. Rajhans,
I believe, comes out saying, why only 150
days, why not 270 days. For 365 days, very
little ;s left. So, he becomes atmost a citizen
of India and he wi" thereby not be entitled to
all the concessions, which in fact have been
numerous. I do not think that you are pleading the cause of NRts by asking for additional
stay in India.
.

Sir, Mr. Shantaram Naik made one very
important point and that was about 32 (a),
depreciation allowance and investment allowance, which in fact is available throughout India. But in Goa being a peculiar territory because of the then prevailing Act, they
are still enjoying those concessions. The
husband and. wife, if they were to be both
taxpayers, then the question will not arise.
But if one is,the taxpayer and another is not,
then of course the depreciation allowance
which is allowable under this Section will not
be available to them. We are looking into the
matter. We will try to find out a solution. But
I do not think it win be possible for the
Governmen1 to send any directions to the
Govemment of Goa or all the Income-tax
Officers in Goa to adopt a particular kind of
practice only for Goa. I do not think that
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without the necessary amendment in the
Act, we can possibly send any directions.
But so far as the Government is concemed,
we will try to examine this properly and try to
find a solution for the same and amend the
Act. Without amending the Act, I do not think
that merely giving diredion to any income..
tax officer is going to be of any use to
them .... (Interruptions)
SHRI SHANTARAM NAIK (Panaji):·
Please examine it.

SHRt S.B. CHAVAN: Of course, I am
examining it. I have asked the officers to
examine this aspect and find an amicable
solution to this.
One of the points which was raised was
about income-tax raids and the kind of protection which needs to be giving to income~
tax officers. Of late, there have been a few
cases in Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, might be
in one or two other areas also, there were
people who in fact created a huge amount of
black money. Might be this information was
available to the income·tax officers and when
they wanted to raid that area, somehow
goondas were utilised by these people and
the income..tax officers were badly manhandled. This is the information that I got. I
have personally written to all the Chief Ministars to kindly sea that police protection is
given in such matters .... (Interruptions)
DR. G.S. RAJHANS (Jhanjharpur): It
should be ensured that they get police protection.

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: They w;U certainly
get. I do not think that there can be any
question of non-cooperation from the State
Governments. Ultimately the Stata Govern..
ments themselves are the beneficiaries of
the Income-tax Act. Almost eighty to eighty
five per cent of the Income-tax will be available to the State Govemments and it is a
very smalt amount which in fact remains with
the Centre. So one is that. The other Is,
officers ara supposed to discharge thair
duties. Hany obstruction is created by any
section in the discharge of the official dut'-s
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of any officer, certainly it becomes the re·
sponsibilityof the State Govemment as well
as the Central Government to help each
other to see that they are allowed to do their
workproperfy.lfthere are any complaints. by
all means resort to that complain to the
higher authorities if you have any grudge
against them, but at the same time, you
cannot obstruct any of the officers from discharging their duties. So, we can assure all
the officers that they need not be afraid of
such people and they should not desist from
having some kind of raid if it is absolutely
essential.
Another point was also raised that one
of my predecessors most probably was
boasting that raids were being conducted at
his instance. So far as my experience is
concerned, I have never indulged into it. h is
left to the offICers. Ultimately it depends upon
the jnfo~matirm. If the Information is available, by all means, you can go to any place
and rajd. But the only restriction is that if any
raid is to be conducted, it should be done in
such a manner that very faw people come to
know as 1o what 9)(3Ctly is being done. First
you must make sure that the kind of information whtch is made availahle to you IS in fact
reHabte. If it is merely with some other motive
i.e. the people are asked to raid a particular
person in order to harass him. then. of course.
it would be gOing out of the way and it is not
a correct proposition. Income tax raid is not
a method of harassment. You cannot harass
a particular person merely because you do
not like him. Whether hp belongs to a particular party or not, it is totally a different thing
and not relevant at all. But rt you have hard
information, irrespective of which party he
beklngs to, here ;s a m.1n who is trying to
conceal his income, he IS trying to amass
wealth, he is not filing his returns and he is
not gIving tax to the Government, by all
means, it is a fit case where the raid should
be conducted irrespec1 ive of who the person
is.
I wish Mr. Paswan's contention were
correct that it any party files an appeal in a
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court, we can possibly inSist Inat it should
pay the amount first and then try to get the
remedy from the court. Whether court is right
or wrong in granting the stay order, ulti·
mately we are not the judges. It is the judge
who, in fact, has to decide. Whether it has
been properly done or not, it is for the judiciary itself to consider. In the executive if you
have to pass the judgement on the basis of
certain information that we gat from all our
officers, I do not think, that is a very correct
proposition. We have to have a system cit
having respect for the judiciary. In fact, unless we amend the Ad and there is some
kind of a provision in the statute. I donot think
it will be correct to insist that the party should
pay the amount first and thereafter it should
try to get the stay order. There is no denying
the fact that there are a large number of
people who argue the case in such a manner
that they get so many stay orders and ultimately it takes about 10 to 12 years to take
a final view of the entire matter and thereby
Government loses money. An amount of Rs.
10,000 crores to Rs. 15,000 crores is involved in such a stay orders. Sometimes.
stay orders are also given by higher authori ..
ties in the Income Tax D9partmen~ itself. The
stay order cannot be considered as a matter
of right. " there is a prima facie case that the
party can succeed, then, of course. they will
be within their rights to grant a stay. Butthere
are courts and there are officers who have
been enjoying this right. I cannot possibly
criticise them merely by saying that they are
not right in granting stay in a particular case.
It is their judgement.
Mr. Gopeswar seems to be mis-informed
on a number of issues like leave travel con ..
cession, retrenchment benefits and conveyance allowance which is given. These exemptions are already existing. I do not think

anything new needs to be done. But somehow he thought it nE'Cessary that he should
make a mention of it. He was also saying that
there should be no limit on saving instru..
ments and exemption should be granted for
some kind of a small savings scheme. At this
rate, I do not think. any Government possibly

can function. I cannot possibly agree to such
a kind of concession being available Irr8-
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spectiv8 of the limit upto which you can enjoy
this concession and beyond that it becomes
taxable.

I think these were the main points which
the hone Members have raised and I tried to
explain the implications.of that and the stand
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The question Is:
Page 4, in line 18-

Omit"claUS8 (a) 01·- (1)
The motion was adopted

of the Govemment in the matter.

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
With these words, I request the hone
Members to pass the eUl unanimously.

"That clause 5, as amended, stand part
of the Bill."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER; The question is:
"That the Bill further to amend the Ineoma..tax Act, 1961, the Wealth-tax Act,
1957 and the gift-tax Ad, 1958, be takan
into consideration."

The motion was adopted

The motion was adopted
Claus95.

as amended, was add9d to th9
Bill

Clause 6-(Am8ndm9nt of section 48)

SHRI P. KOlANDAIVELU (GOBtCHET..
TIPALAYAM): Sir. I beg to move.

MR. SPEAKER: The House will now take
up clause-by-clause consideration of tha
Bill.

Page 4,-

for Clause 6 substituteClauses 2, 3 and 4

'6. In sectIon 48 of the tncome·tax Act,
in sub-section (1) of clause (a), the folloWing

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: There are no
amendments to these clauses 2. 3 and 4.

proviso and the Explanation thereto shali be

The questiOn is:

added. namely;-

-Thet clauses 2 to 4 stand part of the

Bill."
The motion was adopted
Clauses 2 to 4 were added to the Bill

14.26 hr•.
[MR. SPEAKER In the Chair]

Clause 5 (Insertion of new section 33 AC)
·SHRIS.B.CHAVAN: Str.lbegtomove:
Page 4, in line 18-

-Provided that in the casa of an
assessee, who i!) a non-resident Indian,
or an overseas body corporate, capital
gains arising fl om the transfer of a capital
assai being shares and debentures in
an Indian company shall be computed
by converting the cost of acqu is itton ,
expenditure Incurred wholly and exclusively in connection with such transfer
and the fun va'ue of thQ conslderat:on
received or accruing as a resuh of thQ
transfer of the capital asset into the

same foreign currpncy as was initially
utilised in the purchase of the shares
and debenture$, and the capital gains
so computed in such foreign currency

shall ba raconverted into Indian cur-

Omit Iclause (8) of"- (1)
MR. SPEAKER: Shr; S;taram J. Gav..
ali-Absent.

rency, so however. that tha aforesaid
manner of computation of capital gai".
shall be applicable in respect of capital
gains accruing or arising from avery r8-
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investment thereafter in. and sale of,
shares and debentures In an Indian
company.
Explanation-For the purposes of this
clause.-

(i) unon-resident Indian" shall have
the same meaning as in clause
(e) of section 115C;
(ii)

Itan overseas body corporate"
means overseas COmpt:lni9S
partnership firms. societies and

balance of payments position of the Gov.mment of India is very bad. ActuaHy we are in
a crisis. Even the Planning Minister has also
warned the Government and expressed his
unhappiness over India's record of inflation
control and also the balance of payments
position. As far as India is concemed, W8 are
now one of the heavily indebted countries in
terms of the absolute amount of external
debt which is less than only a few countries
like Mexico and Brazil. Mexico and Brazil are
very small as compared to India. But India is

worst affected as far as balance of payments
position is concerned. Unless foreign money

owned directly or indirectly to the
extent of at least sixty per cent by
non-resident Indians as also

comes to India, we may not be able to have
more industries and we may not be able to
build our country. That is why I am insisting
upon my amendment to clause 6 regarding
section 48 (1) (a). In fact, I am very happy
that as far as the NAI individual are con-

overseas trust in which at least

cerned, the hon. Finance Minister has rome

sixty par cent of the beneficial
interest IS irrevocably held by
non-resident Indians, and is so
certifted In such form and manner as may be prescribed;

forward and brought the amendment, but as
far as NAI companies are concerned. there
are no amendments with regard to corporate
bodies. I have noted with concern that the
amendment of section 48 (1) (a), as per the
proposed Direct Tax Laws (Amendment)
Bill, seeks to confine the benefits to NRI
individuals only. It is a matter of common
knowledge that most of the NRls would
necessarily like to keep surplus funds in their
individual names but would invest such funds
through closely held overseas compania"
partnership firms, trusts, societies and enti·
ties like that. If such ;s the case, why not we
Include corporate bodies also along with
these? The criteria for determining such
predominant ownership is that at least sixty
per cent of the ownership of these entities
should be with non .. residents of Indian origin. So, this has been the common practice
and Indian Government's policy since 1982
is also to attract the investment of NRrs
surplus funds in India. This is the policy

other corporate bodies which are

(iii)

'ioreign currency" and "Indian
currency" shall have meantngs
respectively assigned to them in
section 2 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973;

(iv)

the conversion of Indian currency
into foreign currency and the
reconversion of foreign currency
into Indian currency shall be at
the rate of e)(change perscribed

in this behalf;
(v)
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any amount utilised by a nonresident Indian in the purchase
of the shares and debentures
from his non-resident (External)
account in any Bank in India shall
be deemed as foreign currency
so utifised."- (8)

Sir. my amendment is with regard to
clause 6 pertaining to section 48 (1) (a) of the
Income-Tax Act. We know funy well thC1lt the

being followed for the last seven or eight

.r.

years. The objed behind tiie Government',
proposal Will, therefore. be defeated if we
excluding the corporate bodies. In this ,e-

gard,

I want to draw the attention of this
House and also the hon. Finance Minister to

the R.B.1. Circular wherein it has been dearly
stated with regard to the investment by
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overseas companies and other corporate

bodies and, Sir, with your permission I would
like to quote the fotlowing:
"Another significant relaxation in the
existing policy is that the entire gamut of
the facilities of direct and portfolio investments as outlined in paragraphs 3
and 4 will now be extended to overseas
companies, partnership firms, trusts,
societies and other corporate bodies
owned predominantly by non-resident
individuals of Indian nationality/origin.
The criteria for determining such predomenant ownership is that at least
600/0 of the ownership of these entities
should be with non-residents of Indian
nationality/origin. It would be necessary
of such entities to submit a certificate in
this regard in the prescribed form DAC
from the overseas Auditor/Chartered
Accountant/Certified Public Accountant.
along with their applications for investment In shares, to the Reserve Bank of

India either through the designated
banks authorised to deal in foreign
exchange or the Indian companies offering new issues, as the case may be."
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the case, we have to take some measures
for planning and program me so that foreign
money may flow Into our country and we may
be able to take up so many industries. But we
are not doing it. You are restricting this only
to the individuals. But you may not able to
achieve what you want to by passing this
amending Bill. Therefore, I would request
the han. Finance Minister to include the
corporate bodies also along with the trusts
and companies for getting these facilities.
Sir. the amendment that the Government is bringing is of no consequence H it
does not include overseas corporate bodies
from were the main source of financial investment is coming. If Government's main
objective is to promote a significantly higher
inflow of NRI funds into the country. which is
believed to be the case, that objective ;s not
likely to be fully achieved if overseas corporate bodies owned and controlled by NRls
are excluded from the scope of this Amendment. For. it is common knowledge that, iCl
general. NRls do not keep their surplus
funds in the name of individuals, but in the
name of corporate bodies.

It should be noted that such investSo, Sir, it is very abundantly clear from the
R.BJ. Circular that the Corporate bodies are

also included in these facilities. Then, in
such cases, why do you exclude the Corporate Bodies? When you include individuals,
you should also consider including the corporate bodies, trusts and other bodies.
Sir, the country is facing severe foreign
exchange crisis and we need to improve our
Current Account deficit. Most NRls living in

Africa, European countries and North America, prefer to invest their hard earned funds
through overseas corporate bodies and the
bulk of direct present investment is channelled through such companies. Our han.
Prime Minister in his message to the nation
on 15th August. 1989, had said that our
country had the pride in the past, has the
pride in the present and hope to have the
pride in the future also. So, the nation must
go on even though there may be some
gloom and doom temporarilv When such is

ments are cheaper than the FCNR and NRE
deposits, which attract exuberant rate of
interest. The cost of direct investments by

both individuals and OBCs varies between
2°10 and 3°/0 per annum and when we are
haVing transactions running into several
thousands of crores of rupees, we have to
pay a lot of interest. f would therefore request
the han. Finance Minister, once again, to
look into this matter and consider including
the corporate bodies also. The current provisions benefits only the individuals whereas
in the past seven years many investment
benefits have been given the NRI individuals
as well as overseas corporate bodies. But by
this Bill you are excluding overseas corporate bodies. Why such a view has been
taken by the Govemment, I do not know. It is
for the hon. Minister to see again whether to
include them or not. I urge upon the Govern·
ment to make these benefits available to all
NRls, both individuals and overseas corporate bodies. A suitable amendment giving an
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explanation for1he purpose of clause 6 would
be necessary. Therefor., I have submitted
M appropriate amendment here. as well as
the explanation of ·an overseas body corporate.

The second concern of mine is with
regard to the aha,e. and debentures. They
have included shares, but not debentures.
Shares and debentures always go hand in
hand and when such is tha case, why are you
excluding debentures here? So it ts quita
normal that both shares and debentures to
be included togather in the NRls policy
generally. I am advised that this was a serious omission when tha drafting of tho Bill
was completed. Actually, this has been deleted. Hence my further second amenriment
is that along with shares, debentures also
must be included.
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Finally, I want to stat. that India'IInt...

nal and extemal debts wef. officially stated
In Parliament to be Rs. 2,03,000 era,.. and
you are earning another RI. 68,800 CI'Or8I
by March 1989. This is the position. When
such is the position, how you are going to
pay? You have already mad. 80 many promises.
SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: What is this figure
of As. 2.03,000 erores?
SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: Intamal and

extemal debts-Rs. 2,03.000 e"".s.

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: Are you asking for
the foreign indebtedness or the totaf indebt·
edness?
SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: We ara in a
financial crisis when we are facing an ad·
verse balance of paym8f1ts position. When
the situation is very bad, why not invite the

My third concern is with regard to the
amounts invested by a non-resident Indian
from his NRE account which would qualify
for such a benefit. tn 'h;~ respect, your attention is drawn to circular No. 473 (F. No. 4781
33186..FTD) dated 29-10-1986 reported in
Taxman Oired Tax circulars. Vol. 2. 1988
adition, page 1115. where it has been said
that if investment In NRE and FCNR account
is made by way of remittance in foreign
currency, th9n the proviSIOns of Section 11SA
(1) (18) will apply.

Taking a cue from this, it could be argued that the amount utilised from thA NRE
account of a non-resident Indian tor purchase of shares is 'foreign currency' so the
benefit of the proviso and the explanation to
Section 48 (1) (a) should be available to the
non-resident Indian. I am, therefore, proposing an addition of sub-clause to the explAnation to clause 6 of the Direct Tax laws
(Second Amendmont) Bill. 1989.

I would f therefore, like to move this
amendment and I have moved this amendment and'it is there already. I need not again

go through the amendment.

corporate bodies also to invest money h.ra?
That is my submission. That is why I prass
this amendment.
SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: Sir, so far as the
amendment moved by my hone friend, Mr.
Kolandaivelu is concerned. I can very waH
understand his anxiety that all the three
amendments which the hon. Member has
moved should accepted by the Government.
Sir. as a first step, tha Government
thought it necessary that in order to attract
more foreign exchange we should allow this
concassion to individuals to have their own
experience as to what problems
thrown
out. It is nat that simple as the h~n. Member
is trying to point out. In fad, aven for individuals also. the,e ara going to be a large number
of problems which are going to crop up.
will have to find asolution for the same and
how far we will succeed in this, is a matt.r

a,.

w.

which I cannot immediately give my reac·
tion. But, I can assure the han. Member that
we are, intact, very much interested in attracting foreign exchange deposits. foreign
equity deposits and equtty participation. This
is the question about the capital gains and
concessions available unde, the capital
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gains. Certa;n amounts have been invested
by tham and they ware making this kind of a
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son as to why we should not extend the same
to overseas corporate bodies also.

.uggestlon so that the. depreciation of the

rupee should not have an adverse effect on
the tota' investment t~t they have baan
making 80 far because if the rupee value
depreciates in the case of foreign invest·
ments, then. of course there wilt be flight of
capital. That is why we thought it necessary
that in order to work out the entire details to
have their investment and thereafter the
sale, it is converted into rupees so that those
who are investing In foreign exchange are
not deprived of any particular benefit.

SHRI P. KOLANDAIVELU: For the last
eight years this concession has been availed
of by the NRIs and you have succeeded in it.
SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: "the concession
was available, the,e is not'question of this
amendmant at all. This amendment is being
brought up because W8 wanted to give this
concession in the capital gains.

MR. SPEAKER: What Mr. Kolandaivelu
wants is that, it should be available in one
whol. lot, not piecemeal.

SHRI P. KOLANDAIVElU: Sir, even in
the Statement 0; Objects and Reasons also,
you have stated in para 2 that "one of the
prima neads of the country is to ensure
proper balance of payment and encourage
inflow of foreign exchange in the country."
SHRI S.B. CHAVAN:
denying that.

Ves:' am not

SHRI S.B. CHAVAN: Sir, I can well
appreciate his sentiments because h. is
equally concerned about the foreign ex·
change also.
SHRI P. KOLANOAIVELU: Sir, I am
concerned about Tamil Nadu, because we
will get more funds for Tamil Nadu. That Is
why I am pressing it.

SHRI P. KOLAND!UVELU: When you

want to have more foreign exchange and
when you want to have so much of money
from the NAls, you have to invite the corporate bodies also. Then only you can get it.

SHRtS.B. CHAVAN: You had your say
in the maner and that is why I am trying to
explain as to why it is not neC9ssary. NoVi
we are starting with the individuals. This is a
new kind of experiment that we are trying to
do so far 8S the capital gainS are concerned.
Nobody is aware of the fad about what
problems1ire going to be thrown out and how
many currencies are supposed to be related
with the India" rupee. Thasa are the different
aspects which will have 10 be gone into. I
cannot, at this stage, concede this point and
this concession which is ,;ow given to the
individuals should be available to overseas
i

corporate bodies also. It is a matter which
will have to be throughly gone into. All the
implications will have to be understood and
ther.after if the Government comes to the
conclusion that we have succeeded in the

case of indMduals, theta should be no r8S·

SHRf S.B. CHAVAN: Ithought that you
were interested about the NRls as a "whole.
I can well appreciate your point of view, but
at the sam. tlme, , request you 10 kindly
appreciate the Government's d~ficutty in the
matter. We would like to improve our bal..
ance 01 payment position and attract huge
amount of foraign exchange investment tn
the country. All other concessions we have
been giving them, It is onty about the capital

gains, we say, let us make a cautious begin·
ning with the individuals. If we succQed in it,
then of course, there should be no reason 81
to why this should not be extended to others
also. We can do that and there is no difficulty
about it.
About the other part of the amendment,

I am in full agreement with the hon. Member.
Let not the hon. Member have a feeling that
merely because the hon. Member sitting on
the Opposition is suggesting those amend·
ments and that is why, we do not se. to be
acceeding to them. That kind of impresiion

should not be there. I do accept the amend·
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ment because there is hardly very little differ..
ence between shares and debentures. In
fact, there Is no reason as to why we should
try to make a distlndion between "shares"
and "debentures". That is why, I am prepared to accept that part of amendment, that
kind of amendment. I think, with this kind of
compromise, the han. Member will not press
for the amendment. * But the amendment
has to be in this shape. After the word "share"
or "shares" wherever occurring in clause 6,
the world "debentures" shall be added.

Page 4, in line 42,for -Shares in-

substitute ...hares in. or debentures
of,"-(11)

The motion was adopted
MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
"That clause 6, as amended, stand part
of the Bill."

I beg to move:

The motion was adopted
Page 4, in line 33,
for "shares in·
substitute "shares kt, or debentures
of. "-(9)

Clause 6, as amended, was added to the
Bill
Clau.. 7-(Amendment of SeGtion BDC)

Amendment made:
Page 4, in line 38, -

for -Shares"
substitute"shares or debentures"-(10)

Page 4, in line 42.-

Page 5, in lines 26-27,for "life Insurance CorporationSUbstitute-1.IC---{2)

(Shri S.B. Chavan)

for"shares in"
SUbstitute "shares in or debentures of. ,,_
(11 )

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
Page 4, in line 33,

for "shares in"
substitute"share in, ordabenturasof,·(9)

Page 4, in line 38,-

,or "shares-

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
"That clause 7, as amended. stand part
of the Bill,"

The motion was adopted
Clause 7,

as amended, was added to the
Bill

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:

-Clause 8 and 9 stand part of the BH/Thll motion was adopted
Clauses Band 9

.,.lMJded

to the BRI.

•Amendment No, 8 moved by Shri P. KoIandaivalu was deemed to hay. been negatived by
the House, vide Direaion 43 of the Direction by the speakef, Lok Sabha (Third Edition. 1988)
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Clau ..10-(lnslJrtion of new section 115

"non-resident sportsm,n (including an

BBA)

atheleta) who is not a citizen of India or
a non-resident sports association or
institutionw.-(S)

Amendment made"

(Shri S.B. Chavan)

Page 7,-

after line 24, inset1-

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:

"Provided that no deduction In respect
of any expenditure or allowance shall
be allowed under any provision of this
Act in computing the income referred to
in clause (a) or clause (b)."-(3)
(Shri S.B. Chavan)

MR. SPEAKER: The question

IS:

'7hat clause 10, as amended, stand

'7hat dause 22, as amended, stand

part 0 the Bill.

If

The motion was adopted

Clause 22, as amend9d. was added to the
Bill.

MR. SPEAKER: The question

IS:

"That clause 23 stand part of the Bill"

part of the Bill."

The motion was adopted
The motion was adopted
Clause 23 was added to the Bill.
Clause 10, as amended, was added to the
Bill

Clause 24-(Amendment of Section 198
to 200 and 202 to 205)

MR. SPEAKER: The question is
Amendment made:

"That clauses 11 to 21 stand part of the
Page 12, in line 7,-

Bill".
The motion was adopted

for "September" substitute uNovember"-(6)

Clauses 11 to 21 were added to the Bill.

(Shri S.B. Chavan)

Clau.. 22-(lnsertion of new section 194
E)

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:

Amendments made:

Page 11, in line 31,,for 'September" Substitute "November"-(4)

Page 11, in line 34,-

lor "non-resident sportsman or sports
association or Institution"

substitut_

"That Clause 24, as amended, stand
part of the Bill.
II

The motion was adopted
Clause 24, as amended, was added to the

Bill
MR. SPEAKER: The question is;
"That Clauses 25 to 33 stand part of
the BiII.w
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The motion was adopted
Clauses 25 to 33 were added to the Bill

MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
-That Clauses 1, the Enacting Formula, and the Title stand part of the

Bift.ThIJ motion was adopted

f

manufactures of diamonds therefrom. Normany when contraband goods are seized by
a proper officer undarthe Customs Act. 1962
In the reasonable belief that the same are
liable for confiscation under said Ad, the
burden or onus to prove that such goods are
smuggled goods lies on the Department and
not on the possessor or the owner of such
goods. However, in respect of such high
valued and sensitive goods, such burden or
onus is shifted on to the possessor or owner
of such seized goods. Some of these goods
namely gold diamonds, manufactures of
gold or diamonds, watche. are specified in
sub-Section (2) of Section 123 of the Customs Ad, 1962.
I

Clauss 1, the Enacting Formula, and the
Title were added to the Bi/I
SHRIS.8.CHAVAN: Sir, I beg to move:

14.52 hr •.
-Tha1the Bill, as amended. be passed."

[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in the Chair]
MR. SPEAKER: The question is:
Section 123 of the Customs Act. 1962
., hatthe Bill, asamended. be passed."

The motion was adopted

reads as under:"Section 123: Burden of proof in certain cases:Where any goods to which this Section

14.51 hr•.
CUSTOMS (AMENDMENT) BILL

[English]
MR. SPEAKER: Now, the House will
take up the next item. Shn A.K. PanJa.

applies are seized under this Act in the
reasonable belief that they are
smuggled goods, the burden of proving that they are not smuggled goods
shall be:
(a)

In caSQ where such seizure is
made from the possession of any

person.
THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE IN THE
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI A.K.
PANJA): Sir, 1b&g to move:

"That the BIll further to amend the
Customs Act. 1962. be taken Into
conslderatton:

This Bill propose to am end SectIons
123 and 135 of the Customs Act, 1962.
The first proposal IS for amendment of
the provisions of Section 123 (2) of the
Customs Ad, 1952 to omit diamonds and

(b)

(i)

On the person from whose.
possession the goods were
seized; and

(ii)

If any person other than the
parson from whose poss.1sion tho goods seized claims
to be the owner thereof, on
such other person.

In any other case, on the parson,
if any, who claims to beth. owner
of the goods 80 . .izad.·
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(2) This Section shall apply to gold. dia-

monds, manufactures of gold or diamonds.
watches and any other class of goods w~ich
the Central Govemment may by notifICation
In the official gazette, specify.

(3) Inclusion of diamonds and manufactures of diamonds in the above provision has
outlived its utility. In spite of the fact that the
burden or onus or proof is on the possessor
or owner and not on the Department. no
seizure of signHicant nature in relation to
these goods has been made in recent years.
As such, the Enforcement Agencies have
not found it necessary to invoke the said
provisions in respect of these commodities.
On the other hand, "diamonds" and
"manufadures of diamonds" have emerged
as a major component of our exports. There
is substantial increase in the licit imports of
rough diamonds. The Import Policy in respect of this com modity has baen considerably relaxed and import thereof ;s also free
from fiscal levies. Further, the process of
cutting and polishing of rough diamonds has
been exempted from Central Excise duty. All
these measures have been taken in respect
of the diamond processing industry because
"diamonds' and "manufactures of diamonds"
constitute a very important constituent of our
exports, earning substantial free foreign
exchange for the country by way of added
value on the re-export of cut and polished
diamonds as well as manufactures of diamonds.

There is no dearth of supply of rough
diamonds imported under the liberal Import
Policy which also permits transfer of rough
diamonds to job workers for cutting and
POliS~"
9 as well as producing manufactures
of di onds for re·export. The rough diamonds nd the cut and polished diamonds
obtain therefrom change many hands while
these tr~el from the point of import to the
point of export. In the nature of things, it is n01
pradicable to expect the thousand of small
and medium artisans, generally illiterate,
wortdng in this trade to be able to bear the
burden of proving that the -roughs" found in
their possession are licitly imported and not
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smuggled into the country. Similar is the
position in respect of cut and polished dia..
monds and manufactures of diamonds pro-

duced from such rough diamonds.
In order, therefore, to encourage the
diamond industry which is generating both
foreign exchange as well as considerable
employment. it is proposed that "diamonds"
and "manufactures of diamonds" be omitted
from sub-section (2) of Section 123 of the
Customs Act, 1962, so that the burden or
onus to prove that these goods. when seized,
have been smuggled Into the country is
transferred to the enforcement agencies.
The proposed amendment is not expected to come in the way of combating the
smuggling of these goods in future, because
the general power to specify any class of
goods to which Section 123 would apply i8
already there in sub-Sedion (2) of that Sectio(l
and the Central Government can invoke
these powers as and when considered necessary.
The second proposal in this Bill for

amendment is to amend the proviSions of
Clause (i) of SUb-Section (1) of Section 135
of the Customs Act. 1962. Section 135 of the
Customs Act, 1962 reads as under:-

11135. EVASION OF DUTY PROHIBI·
TIONS
(1 ) Without prejudice to any action
that may be taken under this Act.
if any person(a)

is in relation to any goods In
any way knowingly con·
earned in any fraudulent
evasion or attempt at evasion of any duty chargeable
thereon or of any prohbition
for the time being imposed
under this Act or any other
law for the time being in force

with respect to such ~s;
or
'b)

acquires possession of or i.
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in any way concerned in
carrying, removing deposit·
ing, harbouring, keeping,
concealing, selling or purchasing or in any other
manner dealing with any
goods which he knows or
has reason to beHeve are
liable to confiscation under
Section 111,

he shall be punishable,
(i)

in the case of an offence
relating to any of the goods
to which Section 123 applies and the market price
whereof exceeds one lakh
of rupees, with imprisonment
for a term which may extend
to seven years and with fine:

Provided that in the absence of
special and adequate reasons to
the contrary to be recorded in the
judgement of the Court, such
imprisonment shall not be less
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that foreign exchange to pay for purchase of
gold is acquired in the illicit market, the profit
per ten grams of gold remained around Rs.
500 throughout 1988, sometimes exceeded
to Rs. 600. In other words, the profit from
smuggling one gold biscuit of ten tolas was
above Rs. 5,000. Further, a large number of
seizures which were effected during the year
1988 often individually involved substantial
quantity, which would show that smugglers
find it profitable to send large shipments
even at the risk of detection.
In terms of the existing provisions of
Clause (i) of sub-section (1) of Section 135,
the minimum punishment in the cases of
offences relating to goods covered by section 123 of the Customs Ad, 1962 and ex ..
ceeding Rs. 1 lakh in value, is one year. In
order to curb the increasing trend in smuggling of high-valued sensitive items, it is
proposed to increase the minimum punishment from "one year" to "three years."
It is proposed to effect the aforesaid
amendments by introducing a Bill in the
ensuing of Parliament.
With these words. I move this Bill.

than one year.

(ii)

in any other case, with imprisonment for a term which
may extend to three years,

or with fine, or w~h both."

Sir, the trend in seizures of smuggled
gold shows an increase in ~s smuggling into
India. The figures of seizures of gold in the
last three years were: In 1986. it was As.
46.66 crores; in 1987, it was As. 65.78
crores and in 1988, it was As. 200.51 crores.
The weight of the gold seized in 1986 was
2.174 metric tonnes; in 1987, was 2.255
metric tonnes and in 1988, it was 6.094
metric tonnes.

n

15.00 hr••
It is also seen that profitabil~y in smuggling of gotd into India has remained constantty high during 1988. On the assumption

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:
moved:

Motion

tlThat the Bill further to amend the
Customs Act, 1962, be taken into
consideration. "

Shri Somnath Rath to speak.

SHRI SOMNATH RATH (Aska): Sir,-I
rise to support the Bill. I feel this has been
brought with an intention to give protection to

small and medium artisans as far as the
diamond is concerned. These medium ani·

sans are generally mnerate. They are engaged in cutting the diamonds. But the burden of proof lies on the person who possesses the diamond sethat it is not smuggled.
It is difficult to give relief tothes. artisans and
as such, this amendment has been brought
forward.
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At the same time, in the Bill, in other
parts, while amending Section 135, the
mintmum quantum of punishment is rai$ed
from one year to thr.. years so that the
smuggling of gold, manufacture of gold
watches into India is cut. But the fact remains
that many times where the smugglers who
are master smugglers engage their agents
to smuggle these gold into India and the
main culprit who is the master mind in smuggling is not arrested, is not punished. It is only
the side links if caught, are punished. So, the
effort should be made to see that the real
culprits the persons who can afford to invest
crores of rupees in smuggling are caught
and the whole racket 'is investigated and
rooted out and not only by punishing some
servants or some persons who are found in
possession of the smuggled goods. The
goods are being smuggled by the persons
who remain outside the net; but they create
the net and get the benefit and profit. Many
times we have seen that when the goods are
confiscated or seized for confiscation, courts
intervene. If the hon. Minister from Bengal
takes a little pain and goes into the cases
pending in the West Bengal High Court-he
may just consult the Customs Officers there
also-he will find that by way of writ petitions,
even by way of civil suits, making the Commissioner of Customs a party in name, these
goods seized for confiscation are released
to the persons 'rom whom they are confiscated and they are allowed to sell them also.
By the unnecessary intervention of courts,
the purpose is frustrated. I would like to know
from the hon. Minister what steps the Government is going to take so that1he courts
will not interfere in the action of the Customs
Officers. That must be stric1ly- prohibited.
There must be separate tribunals and the
tribunals should decide it. We have got tribunals; but they are, not functioning. Rules
have not been framed in many cases and
they are not functioning as they are expected
to function.
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protection in old age. When you go to South,
necessarily you will find that every lady would
be wearing a gold ear..ring. She thinks that
after hear death also, if she possesses some
gold, the funeral ceremony or the Shradha
ceremony will be done by her children. You
know Sir, batter than myself that in the southern parts of India it is a common phenomenon that gold is possessed by everybody,
even by poor peopJe for the same reason. I
would like to know whether the Government
will come forward to make provisions to give
some quantity of gold to such people by
selling it through Government agencies. H
this is done, smuggling can be curbed to
some extent because the people who need
gold 'or protection in their old age can purchase it from the Government agencies. It iJ
just like, to put an end to smuggling of opium,
opium is being now supplied by the Government to persons who need it as a medicine.
Similarly, an effort should be made to see
that small quantity of gold is made available
to the common man, specially the ladies.
We are reading in the newspapers that
large quantities of sm uggled goods are being
seized. But our enforcement is not strengthened to the extent to face the smugglers in
the ocean and in the land also. The smugglers possess more powerful things than
what the Government Officers have. So,
steps should be taken to provide the Officers
with all equipments to fjght the mischief.
Sometimes, the Officers also receive threatening letters from the smugglers. At times.
they are afraid of them, for the simple reason
that they may lose their lives. So, the Gov..
ernment should give sufficient protection to
the Officers to enable them to fight this evil.
[ Translation]

·SHRI R. JEEVARATHINAM (Arakkonam): Hon'ble Deputy Speaker, Sir. I

welcome the Customs (Amendment) Bill.
1989 brought forward by our Hon'ble finance

In India, specially in villages, the poor

Minister.

people, specially the ladies have a love for

gold because they preserve the gold as a

I request the Hon'ble Minister to give

·Translation of the speech originally delivered in Tamil.
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customs exemption to gold and silver om.menta which are studded with costly ston..
Iika diamonds, sapphire, lapis 1azuli and
other preciouS stones. I also request the
Hon'bla Minister to encourage the artisans
engaged in gold and silver ornaments by
giving them customs exemptions. Today 10
Gms. of gold cost Rs. 30001-0 If customs
exemptions are given to gold smiths, their
employment potential will be increased. Such
exemptions should cover gold watches also.
For the past two years we have earned
a tot of foreign exchange by exporting diamonds. Gofd is scarce in this country. To
make up the scarcity, individuals should be
allowed to bring gold upto 100 gms. either in
solid condition or in ornaments from other
countries. Hon'ble Minister may kindly oon·
sider the suggestion. This would help com·
mon man to have the gold jewellery. This
would also increase employment opportunities among the gold-smiths. Goldsmrths
should be included in the backward community tist and extended social benefits. When
Hon'ble Shri Morariji Desai was Finance
Minister here, he introduced the gold control
policy which rendered thA goldsmiths unemployed. Hon'ble Prime Minister, Shri Rajiv
Gandhi knows the attachment of Indian
motherhood on gold and diamond jewels.
Hon'ble Minister also knows this. I. therefore, request the Minister to review the gold
import policy.
Gold is not adequately mined in Indls.
Gold therefore should be Imported In sufficient quantities from other countnes and
distributed to goldsmiths at less cost with a
view to providing employment to them. I urge
upon the Hon'ble Minister to examine this
proposal. With these words , oonc'ude.

[English]
SHRI RAM SINGHYADAV (Atwar)= Sir,
I rise to support the Customs (Amendment)

Bill moved by the hon. Minister. Shri A.K.
Panja. Really it was the imperative need to

bring forward this amendment as the arti·
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sans who are engag«J In cutting and polishing of the diamonds wer. feeling bt of dIffi.
cully as they were not in a position to carry on
their wor1< tn an healthy atmosph,re. They
were subjected to many harassments by the
Customs Department.

Sir, I know the cases of the, artisans wno
are sngagad In this trade jn Jaipur, Jodhpur
and Udaipur. They, ar,e very poor people.,
They, as a mattar of fact~ cannot-~fford to
compete with the persons
are dealing In
gold and diamonds. Thas~ artisans who cut
and polish the diamonds take them from the
wealthy persons who are the owners of the
diamonds. Now it is very difficult to prove that
they are cutting and polishing the diamonds
for the purpose of their labour and they are
not in a position to be owner of it. Now th.
difficuhy will get solved. Here I would like to
point out that it is because of 'hese artisans
in Ja;pur that Jaipur is one of the Centre for
cutting and polishing of diamonds and is able
to compete with cities like Bombay and others. Those artisans who are engaged in this
trade are there since long. They have got the
best expertise in this field. Now, I think, by
amending Section 123 of the Customs At::.t
those artisans shall get proper relief whiq,
I

w/'O

they wanted since long.
I would like to point out that from this
diamond trade we are earning a very huge
foreign exchange. In foreign countries the
rough diamonds cannot be polished and cut
at &uch a lower level of wages as it happens
in India. Therefore. the rough diamonds are
purchased from outside, brought to India
and after polishing and cutting them they are
being eXPllrted and in that process we are
earning lot of foreign exchange.

Now I would like to give a suggestion to

the hone Minister. He should have good
rapport with the Commerce Ministry. There

should be a Regional Commissioner'S office
for imports and exports at Udaipur and Jodh·

pur. At present there is one such office at
Jaipur. This alone cannot meet the requirements of imports and expot1s so far as Rajasthan is concerned. From Rajasthan goods
like handicrafts, garments and clothe are
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also being exported. Therefore, I suggest to
the Ministry of Commerce that they should
set-up two more offices at Udaipur and
Jodhpur.

The hen. Minister has taken proper steps
to curb smuggling in gold. We find especially
in the districts of Barmer, Jaisalmer and
Jodhpur ~muggling activity in gold is going
on. The smugglers have got a racket there.
They employ both Pakistan and Indian nationals. This punishment of one year was not
sufficient for them because sometimes they
hired so many persons. One person may go
to prison while another can carry on the
smuggling activities. So, you have taken a
very appropriate step that the punishment of
one year is being substituted for three years.
After experiencing this three-year position;
you may consider it even for more number of
years because especially on the western
part of Rajasthan, the activity of smugglIng of
gold goes on frequently. It should be curbed.
It even corrupts the officials who are posted
there. They may be belonging to any department. So, to curb the smuggling activities. it
is very necessary that deterrent punishment
should be provided for in the relevant Act.
In section 135 of the Customs Act, you
have said that:
"in the case of an offence relating to
any of the goods to which sectIon 123
applies and the market price whereof
exceeds one lakh of rupees, with imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years and with fine:"
Now you have provided imprisonment for
sevenyearsincasethevalueofthesmuggled
goods exceeds Rs. 1 lakh. Uptill now, It was
only one year punishment which was taken
to be very easy punishment for the gold
smugglers.
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SHRI RAM SINGH YADAV: Whenthe
smuggled goods are of a value of more than
Rs. 1lakh. then it would be seven years. But
I think that the usual practice in the courts is
that always the minimum punishment is give"
and not the maximum one. The maximtlm
punishment is awarded in very rare cases.
Now you have provided that the minimum
punishment would be for three years. Naturally, the judge will have to give at least for
three years. For such smuggling activities,
the punishment of even three years is not
harsh. It is not more. The smuggling activities have to be curbed.
You have just acknowledged in your
statement that because of the smuggling of
gold, there has been a great loss to the
economy of the country and parallel economy of black-money is going on because of
the smuggling activities. Therefore, the step
which has been taken is the appropriat90ne.
One thing, which has been mentioned
by the speakers earlier also, is that the
number of enforcement agencies is not sufficient on the borders. These should be
provided with vehicles. We have e)(perienced that they have not got the mobility as
the smugglers are having. You have to check
the activities of these smugglers. That can
be possible only when you provide better
vehicles tothe officials than those possessed
by the smugglers. The smugglers at present
have up-ta-date vehicles in the border areas
whereas our officers are lacking all these
facilities. As a result, they cannot check
them They cannot apprehend them efficiently. Therefore, I would suggest to the
hon. Minister that appropriate steps should
be taken to provide uptodate vehicles to the
enforcing agencies. The number of the officials posted at the border should also be
increased. Then and then only, the smuggling activities can be controlled, especiatly
at the customs border of Rajasthan.

SHRI A.K. PANJA: The punishment
was for seven years but the minimum punishment was foron9 year. The judge is there.
The judge shall have to give reasons if he

this is the most appropriate amendment which

wants to give that minimum punishment. We

the hon. Minister has introduced and I sup-

are raising that one year to three years.

port H,

With these suggestions, I will say that
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SHRI JAGANNATH PATTNAtK
(Kalahandi): Sir, , rlst) to support the Bm. tts
object has been stated in the Statement of

Objects and Reasons of the Bill. I need not
repeat it. The diamonds and manufactures
of diamonds are·a majOr comfX)nont of our
foreign exchange earnings for tho country. It
has been noticed that no seizures of significant nature in relation to these goods have
been made in the recent year.
15.25 hr••

[SHRI SHARAD DIGHE

In the

Chair1

Government has come forward with this Bill
in order to give some protection to our small
and medium artisans who are engC-\9fJd In
the manufacture of diamonds. So, this B,U
will solve the unemploymfjnt In our country to
a great extent both in rural and urban ar,'3~S.
There are various programmes brought forward by the Government to Ar3dicate unem~

ptoyment. The Nehru Rozgar YOJana has
been introduced today in order to

SOIVf~

the
urban unemploymant. Thtt scheme which
has been introduced by our hon. Prime

Minister is a part of the great effort to fight
against unemployment. So. keeping allthree
points in view, Government has come forward with a specrfic and categorical assurance that it will help to a great extent in
earning foreign exchange because manufacture of diamonds has become a major
component of our export earnings. One of
our hon. friends has said that there is a great
deal of appreciation for diamonds and other
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arthough we have introduced so many laws,
anti.smuggling and other enforcement agencies. smuggling, as per the records and
statistic~, has not decreased tD the extent
which we intend to. One of the reasons for
this is that the people who are engaged .n
these activities are working hand-in-glove
with persons who are in charge of smuggling
activities and enforcement agencies. They
are being given protection by those people
who are virtually in charge of tha law and
order situation of our country which is ~
cause of the money power and muscle power
of the smugglers. Many times. it has been
observed that the persons who are engaged
in these smuggling activities are using more
sophisticated weapons, arms and vElhicles
in land, air and also in ocean. In ord~r to fight
against them in the same manner, we have
also to increase our enforcement sections
and anti-smugg1if19 should be provided with
more sophisticated weapons and vehicles. ff
necessary helicopters and other modern
8Quipments should also be prOVided so tha:
the attitude of the smugglerscan be changed.
Also, certain officers It) tho Department who
are brave. dynamic and are risking t~elr livGS
sometimes while chasing the sm ugglers are
being harassed instead of being given some
reward or incentive. That is nut fair. They
noed to be taken care of. they should be
given all protection and all other amonities.
Protection should also be given to their
families. That would help in stopping smug·
gling activitios.

135 oftha Customs Act, 1962 to increase the

I would like to mention another thing
from our practical experience. In front of the
Customs Office at Madras, ther 3 IS a row of
shops, a market. where all sorts of smuggled
goods are easily available. When we asked

quantum of minimum punishment from one
year to three years in relation to smuggling of

about this from a Customs Officer, he said
that though it was an eye-sore to them, there

goods.
It is also proposed to amend Section

gold. manufactures of gold, watches, etc .. so
as to curb the smuggling of these items into
India. All of us do agree that smuggling has
created a parallel economy in our country.
The progress and prosperity of our country is
facing a challenge with the smugglers in
many fields of our life. Government is trying
its best to see that smuggling and other

activities are stopped. But unfortunately.

was vary little that they could do. That is how

our Customs Officers are working.
Further, awareness needs to be created in the minds of the people of this country
how dangerous it is to purchase smuggled
goods or being involved in these acttvities
and by doing so, they would be servrng the

anti-national cause, which will lead to total
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coltaple of the economy at lOme point of
time. Therefore, a very strong action is need
to curb these activities.

harsher where needed. Both the•• steps .r.
very necessary.

With these words, I support the Bm.

only one or two observations. In spite of all
the precautionary measures being taken by
the Government to Ch9ck smuggling, it is
going on unabated on a large scale. Probabfy it is on the Increase. Officers in charge of
Customs and Central Excise cannot give
satisfactory answers to queries of the Panla..
ment any Committees about the quantum of
smuggling in our country. They say that thay
are checking it to a sizeable or considerable
extent. But everybody knows the fad that
there is a parallel economy run in our country
by unscrupulous traders and smugglers. This
also poses a challenge. rather a threat to our
economy. We want to build up a socialist
economy. But a parallel economy run by
smugglers and black-marketeers is posing a
threat to it. How do we curb it and how do we
meet this challenge? Of course, I do have a
word of praise for our enforcement machinery. Soma of the officers are very brave and
they are doing their best. But there are also
some officers who are hand in glove with the
black-marketeers and smugglers. So. our
effort should be to encourage honest officers
by giving them incentives. Incentive scheme

Before I conclude. I would like to make

SHRI SRIBAlLAV PANIGRAHI (Deog·
arh): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rise to support this
Bill, CUstoms (Amendment) Bill. As you know.
this Bill is intended to amend two sections,
that Is Section 123 and 135 of the Customs
Act, 1962. By the proposed amendment to
Section 123, we want to liberatise the provisions and by the other amendment, amendment to Section 135, we want to make it
more stiff. Both the two things were the need
of the hour and as such. they are welcome.
From 1962 onwards. it appears that
there was no significant seizure of gold and
diamonds from the small and medium artisans. But before this amendment. at present, the onus Ues on these people, the poor
and illiterate people, who are earning their
hV9lihood by cutting and polishing the diamonds. Diamond is an export oriented industry and it ;s earning substantial foreign
exchange. The intention of our Government
has always been to help the poor people,
working class people and that they should
not be subjected to any kind of undue harassment. With the present provisions, there
was always an apprehension of undue harassment to tho small and neglected class of
people, the small and medium artisans.

Therefore, it was necessary that they be
saved from such harassment. They are being
brought outside the purview of the section
and therefore, the purpose would be
achieved.

At the same time, I would like to congratulate the Government, and specially the
Finance Ministry, tnat they want to give
sharper teeth to the provisions of Section
135. whereby the quantum of minimum
punishment which was one year earli8r, has
been raised to three years tor smuggling of
gold and other itams. This is also quite welcome. So, Just by one stroke of the pen, by
one amendment it has been liberalisad where
b is necessary and pUr)ishment is made

is there but it should be properly impls ..
mented. Those who are taking risk and those
who are determ ined to stop sm uggllng shoukt
be duly awarded. The blacksheep in the
enforcement ag&ncies should be taken to
task. At the same time, the organisation

concerned should also be well equipped.
We find that they are not in a position to cope
with the changing situation. With the change
of times. sm ugglers are in posseSSion of
quite uptodate, modern and sophisticated
instruments. power boats. vehicles. etc. But
on the other hand. our officers lack all such
modern 9quipment. So. aU these things
should be supplied to thqm on a priority
basis.

Now I would like to say a word or two
about legal interference. I do not want to
name any particularcoun butther. are some
Benches in some High Court which are very

famous for their interference. Thev are even
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giving injundions and' issuing stay orders
before the charge-sheets are drawn up at
the investigation stage. For instance, I can
name the Calcutta High Court. When there
were some seizures, when they were preparing the list, even before the chargesheet
was drawn up, they found to their surprise
that there was a stay order before them. How
could all this happen? With all seriousness,
a fresh look should be given to it. Our gold
policy should be reviewed. The possession
at huge quantity of gold by the corrupt officers is also giving a discussion to this drama
of corruption which is going on in our country. That also poses a threat to our democracy. The corruption is on the increase at a
galloping speed.
The two Sections which are being
amended is quite welcome. Therefore, I
wholeheartedly support this Bill with a request to the Government to give a fresh look
at the whole problem so that we can effectively check smuggling and the parallel
economy which is running in the country.
[ Translation]

SHRIGIRDHARI LAL VYAS (Bhilwara):
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rise to support the
Customs Amendment Bill, 1989. Following
amendment has been moved under Section
2 of the Act:[English]
"for the words" diamonds manufactures of
gold or diamonds", the words "and manufactures thereof" small be substituted.
[ Translation]
It means that in clause (i) of section 123
which reads as under:-

[English]
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of goods which the Central Government may by notification in the official
Gazette specify."
[ Translation]

All these things have been omitted and
kept out of the purview of this section. 'Diamonds and watches' have been retained
under this sedion which provides:[English]
"This Section shall apply to gold, diamonds, manufactures of gold or diamonds, watches, and any other class
of goods which the Central Government may by notification in the official
Gazette specify."
[ Translation]

It means that the Government have fully
exempted the diamonds from the application
of this provision. Diamonds have been exempted from customs duty because the
Government is earning substantial amount
of foreign exchange from diamonds and that
is the reason that the Government has extended this facility to them.

I would like to submit that the small
artisans, who are engaged for cutting and
polishing of diamonds, are working there as
labourers. How has the Government concluded that diamonds are their own property? In fact, they are working there just as
labourers. All the facilities have been provided to the capitalists by the Government in
the name Qf these artisans. All this has been
done at the instance of some officers and
this facility has been provided to the capitalists. You maygoand see itinJaipur. Finance
Minister has also come. He may go there
and see that in Jaipur, thousands of people
are engaged in the work of diamond cutting
and after that, these diamonds are exported
by the big capitalists. The concessions in

excise duty and other facilities given to small
K"fhis Section shall apply to gold. diamonds, manufactures of gold or diamonds, watches: and any other class

artisans engaged in the diamond trade are of

no use because the only beneficiaries would
be the capitalists who control the diamond
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trade. So the concessions in collusion with
the officers have really been granted to the
capitalists. The Government should definitely pay attention to the way in which these
concessions have been granted.
The Government has increased the
punishment of imprisonment from one to
three years under Section 135. Smugglers
of gold and,other items are smuggling goods
worth thousands of crores. Although the
punishment has been increased to a minimum of three years whereas a provision for
seven years imprisonment already exists as
per law. Why should gold smugglers be
punished 10r any less a period than seven
years? There are countries where such
people are either shot dead or hanged till
death. A mere three year term 01 imprisonment is certainly not eneugh. For a man who
smuggles gold worth thousands of crores,
three years to imprisonment is hardly deter ..
rent. He may well revert to playing his old
game once he is released. The Government
will be left with a damaged economy in the
bargain. How is this problem going to be
solved? Three years are an inadequate
period of imprisonment. It should be for life or
the culprits should be sentenced to death so
thattheycannot indulge in such anti-national
activity again. This leads to devaluation of
currency and the present value of the Rupee
is down to just O. 13 paise. Strict action should
be taken against smugglers in order 10
strengthen the economy. Today many smugglers have become national leaders. They
are forming political parties like the Insaaf
Party to counter the Government's attitude
towards them. They want to install their
people in influential positions so that they are
free to do as they wish. The laws should be
made stricter and no effort should he spared
to bring such criminals to book. Such a
measure would instill 1.ear in the hearts of
would be criminals and refrain them from
indulging in smuggling lest they be caught
and sentenced to death. This will lead to a
decline in smuggling activities in the country.
I would like to tell you what I feel are the
lacunae in both these Amendments. Some
concessions are sought to be given under
clause 23 to artisans. Artisans are labourers
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who earn their wages by working. They are
not involved in export. It is the capitalists who
export goods worth thousands of erores and
eam high profits. So this will benefit those
capitalists. Increasing the level of exports to
earn more foreign exchange is of course
quite welcome but this will not benefit the
artisans in any way. In places like Jaipur
where the diamond trade is carried on it is
evident as to who runs this trade. Artisans
who are sought to be given concessions ar.
not engaged in the trade of diamond export.
My suggestion is that the period of imprisonment recently increased from one to three
years be increased to life imprisonment or a
death sentence. Minor punishment will not
solve the problem. Strict action is the need of
the hour. Only then will we be getting rid of
these smugglers who are running a parallel
economy in this country. ff we keep on giving
concessions to capitalists how are we going
to get rid of the black money circulating in our
economy, estimated at As. 30,000 erores
Rs. 40,000 crores. Strict action should be
taken against smugglers in order to
strengthen the country's economy.

to

SHRI U.H. PATEL (Bulsar): I express
my support for this Bill. Strict action should
be taken against smugglers in order to protect and strengthen the country's economy.
Large-scale smuggling is done through the
sea-coasts. As the hon. Member just said,
apprehended smugglers should be sentenced to death. For years, our economy has
faced the on slaught of their misdeeds. Even
though laws were modified to check smuggling but still it is an uphill task. Officers who
risk their lives to apprehend smugglers should
be honoured. Capable officers should be
assigned the task of apprehending smugglers so that the latter may realise the might
of the people they have to face. While we'·
coming the Bill I reiterate the nead to take
strict steps against smugglers and to provide
the death sentence for them.
[Eng/ish]
MR. CHAIRMAN:

If the

em

ia to be

passed before Four 0' clock, then the hon.
Minist,., has to reply now. But then there are
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some hone Members who want to speak on
this subjact.

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE IN THE
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI B.K.
GADHVI): tt cannot be passed today.

SHRI A.K. PANJA: It the hone Members
want to speak. I cannot naturally stop them.
MR. CHAIRMAN: But if you want to see
that Hmust be passed today, then what is the
alternative?
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under section 135 of the Customs Act, 1962
is commendable. The question is not of how
good the Jaw is or how stringent punishment
is provided. The question is whether the
culprit can be punished under this stringent
law or not. The machinery responsible for

checking this smuggling should be encouraged and given incentives. But in spite of it,
there may be cases where these executing
agencies, machineries may be involved in
smuggling or deliberately encouraging
smuggling. In such cases there is no provision in this law or relevent existing laws or
any customs and excise law, to deal with
them. It is a regrettable aspect.

SHRI A.K. PANJA: If possible, It may be
passed today.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr Tripa1hl.

Today, the whole economy of the coun ..
try is in shambles due to black money and
smuggling; it is crumbling. I would submit

that punishment should be made more strin[ Translation]
DR. CHANDRA SHEKHAR TRIPATHI
(Khalilabad): Hon. Mr. Chairman. Sir, I rise
to support the Customs (Amendment) Bill,
'989 which has boen presented In this House.
The Statement of ObjActs and Reasons attached with the bill IS full of contradIctions.
Hon. 5hri Vyas has pxpressed his feelings
very well. There is one point that IS Incomprehensible. The Government's mtentlon is
to provido faCilities to small and medium
artisans. Legal intricacIes definItely come in
the way of smooth implementation of laws.
So it becomes difficult to understand how
artisans and poor labourers will stand to
gain. This IS because the Customs Act passed
In 1962 Imposed a ban on the cutting of
dtamonds with a view to check the smuggling of diamonds. It is true that smuggling of
diamonds has declined wmewhat. Largescalf) or 9mall·sc~19, by any yards1ick smug-

gling It:; an anti·natiohal activity which generates black-money. Thi~ shl)uld not be toler-

ated at any cost. If the intantron of the law IS
to bttnefit small and medium BI11sans it will
not acnl8ve its obJ9('tlv~ becau~Q artisans
are wa\Je·earning labourers. 1'16 big trades
engaged in tM diamond trado ~'I,II ~tand to
benefit whifG there dOGS not seem to be any
scope of benefits te· t he art isans. But the
provIsIOns made for stringent punishment

gent. Three years imprisonment is very
meagre for these people who indulge in anti·
national activities. Hon. Minister must cat~
goricallv state how small and medium artisans will be benefited after diamond is taken
out of its purview? It appears that big dealers
will get undue benefit. Therefore. I would like
to say that there is still scope for reconside~ation. Hon. Minister much have second
look before the bill is passed so that big
dealers do not get benefit in the name of
small artisans.
DR. G.S. RAJHANS (Jhan;harpur): Mr.
Chairman. Sir, I would like to make two-three
points. I have studied the Rajasthan Chambers of Commerce and found that mora then
half of thttm are gem and jewellery export..

ers. The concession being g,ven in the name
not be available to nonartisans, it will go to big people and you are
going to legalise It. My submission is that you
may contact diamond artisans and find out
from them the source of procurement of
rough diamond and the country to which It i,
exported. We know that we are earning a lot
of foreign exchange from the export of di.
mond and gem..jewetlery. Perhaps hen.
Ministry may be aware, and if not. h. may
find out from the Commerce Ministry, that
of artisans, wift

there is a great demand of gold jewellery

also specialty in the countries where Indians
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have settled. There is a great demand of it in

DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE IN THE

canada. U.S.A. and other countries. How

MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHAJ B.K.
GADHVI): Mr. Chairman, will you please
permit me to lay a statement regarding the
Supplementary Demand for Grants? Afte't
that, I have to go to Rajya Sabha and prasent
it there.

would you apprehend artisans of gold? How
would you say tha1 they have sm uggted
gokl? You cannot have double standards.
You should ~ave a second thought on it.
Gold is consIdered to be an essential item for
marriages in this country. A minimum of 10
grams of gold is necessary for a Imangal
sutra'. Therefore, you will have to consider
the gold-policy with a cool .mind. I do not
plead for encouraging smuggling of gold, but
arrangements must be made to make available to common man a minimum of 10 gram

of gold either from Government treasury or
from other source which he can preserve. It
is 'Very essential. last 5,000 years, of history

MR. CHAIRMAN: All right, you can do

it.

16.0 1/2 hr•.

SUPPLEMENTARY DEMANDS FOR
GRANTS-GENERAL, 1989-90

of this country shows that gold was found in

this country and the people possessed it.
You may think over this policy again so that
gold is available to the people at reasonable
rates. Even today huge quantity of gold is
smuggled into the country through Nepal.

Narcotics do not come under the purview of this Act In thi~ country. They are
being smuggled into this country and youth
of this country is being ruined. You tark of
smuggling but electronic goods of every type
are freaty available in Palika Bazar. You will
have to do something. You take strict actrdn
against smugglers. You should award stringent punishment to gold s.mugglers as well

but make arrangements to make available a
little quantity of gold to the people at the time
of marriages under Government certifICate.
16.00 hr••

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF EXPENDITURE IN THE
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI B.K.
GADHVI): Sir, I beg to lay on the Table of the
House a stat9m~nt regarding the second
batch of Supplementary Domands for Grants
for the year 1989-90.

16.01 hr•.
CUSTOMS (AMENDMENT) BILlCONTD.

{English]

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE IN THE
MINISTRY OF FINANCE (SHRI A.K.
PANJA): Sir, about the main point that has

[Eng/ish)
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shall we take ten
minutes more and finish this Bill before taking up the next item? " the hone Members
agrees ....•.
SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: Yas.

been mooted in the debate by the hon.
Members, the first portion of this amendment is meant for the benefit... (/ntllmJp-

'ions)
[ Translation]

SHRI RAMESHWAR NEEKHRA (HoIhangabad): Mr. Chairman, Sir, Govemment
should make a statement in the Ajeya Singh',

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall take up the
next item at 1610 hours.

case. Todav he has made a statement that

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THF:

be treated a1 par with him. We treat Win

Win Chadha and Ajitabh Bachchan should
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{Sh. Rameshwar Neekhraj
Chadha at par with him. When his father
imprisoned big industrialists neither he reacted to it nor did he write any letter to the
President. The Government should make a
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is the same for every one whether he is the
son of a Finance Minister or he is the aorrotthe leader of Janata Oal or of Shri Aamesh·
war Nsekhra. No body should be spared.
The Government must make a statement in
this regard.

statement about it.
(Interruptions)

[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN:

[English]
I cannot take that

item now.

SHRI RAMESHWAR NEEKHRA: Mr.

SHRI A.K. PANJA: The points made by
the hon. Members have been noted. "there
is a formal placing of papers made and if it is
allowed by the Chair. we shall certainly come
out with all the facts. (Jnt9"uptions)

Chairman, Sir, through you I want to draw
the Government's attention (Interruptions) ...... to the fact that he had bank bal-

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Minister, please
reply to the debate on the amendment Bill.

[ Translation]

ance in 17 banks after his father became
Commerce Minister and Finance Minister
and he bought a Jot of property in London and
New York. His father had to go to the extent
of saying that he had no connection with all
this. (Interruptions)
SHRI SALAHUDDIN (Godda):

Mr.

Chairman, this is very important question.

The Government must make a statement on
this. (Interruptions)
[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Weareinthe midstof

a Bill. As the Bill isgoing on, you cannot raise
any other issue now.
( Interruptions)
[ Translation]

SHAI RAMESHWAR NEEKHRA: The
Government should make statement to clarify the position.

SHRIGIRDHARILAL VYAS(Bhilwara):
Mr. Chairman. it is more important then your

Bill. h concerns the entire country. Action
should be taken agalOst wrong people and

the Government must make a statement.

SHRI RAMESHWAR NEEKHRA: Law

SHRI A.K. PANJA: So far as the points
raised by the hon. Members regarding this
amendment Bill are concerned, If the hon.
Members closely look ;:U the provisions made,
it will be clear that the benefits are to be give"
to the small artisans. It is true that the rich
people are dealing in diamond trade. But
what happens is, the onus of proof as at
present without this amendment is on the
person possessing the rough diamond. When
my officer goes there and finds some rough
diamond in the hands of an artisan, he has to
prove that it is not smuggled-it became an
onus on a person and a heavy onus to
discharge. Therefore, this provision has been
made. After this provision is introduced the
officer who goes there and seizes those
goods shall have to first establish prima facie
that these goods are smuggled goods. That
is why, it is for the benefit of the owner. h is
not true that the rich people are exempted by
that. I cannot make a distinction under the
law of the land between the rich and the poor.
But the main persons, who really possess
these things at the time of cutting or polishing
or making some art objects, are the poor
artisans. They should not be harassed by
any officers by asking them to produce the
rece'pt which is something impossible for
them to comply with.

It is true that the Act was framed in 1962
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and . . are coming with this amendment in
1989. The reason is that the import of diamonds hal increased. That is why we have
given 10m. liberalisation. After it is cut here
by the deft hands of our own goods artisans
it has a very good demand in the world
market and the value is added. That is why,
this is being given.
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Now we take up
clause by clause oonsideration.
The question is:
"That clauses 2 and 3 stand part of the
Bfll. "
The motion was adopted

So far as the period of sentence ;s
concerned, the provision is that the punishment is for seven years. But there was a
provision that the judge who is dealing with
the case, can, by giving reasons in his judgement, give a minimum punishment of one

year. It appears from various judgements
that in many cases one year punishment is
being given. So what is being sought by this
proposed amendment is to make the minimum punishment for three years instead of
one year. But the maximum punishment of
seven years is still there. The House has
provided death sentence in the case of drug
offenders. At this stage, it is not advisable to
make death sentence for all smugglers and
it has to be done according to the reality of

the situation.
So far as the gold policy is concerned,
many suggestions have been made. As the
hon. Member are aware, two committees
were constituted and they have given their
reports. One is on the procedural aspect and
the other one is on the substantive aspect.
Both the reports were given to a group of
Ministers. They have gone into it. They have
also compJeted the report. Now any time.
Government will declare its final decision
regarding gold policy.
These are the points which were raised
by the hone Members. With these words, I
request the hon. Members to pass the Bill.

MA. CHAIRMAN: The question is:

"That the Bill further to amend the
Customs Act, 1962, be taken into
consideration. "
The motion was adopted

Clauses 2 and 3 were added to the Bill

MR. SPEAKER: The question is;
"Th at clause 1, the Enading Formula
and the Title stand part of the Bill.·

Th9 motion was adopted
Clauses 1, th9 Enacting Formula and the

Title were added to the Bill
SHAI A.K. PANJA: I beg to move:

'7hat the Bill be passed."
MR. CHAIRMAN: The question is:

That the Bill be passed."
The motion was adopted

16.09 hr•.
DISCUSSION UNDER RULE 193

[Eng/ish]
Communal Situation In the Country

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ (BaramuHa): I
rise with a great amount of anguish in my
heart and mind to talk about the widespread
communalism in my country. In fact, as 1888
the situation now. it has become an allpervading phenomenon. It is no use taking
about the communal riots that took place
during the last decade. We have vivid
memories of what happened in Jamshedpu"
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[Prof. Saiffuddin Soz]
Murahidabad, Ahmedabad, Bhiwandi.
Moradabad and more recently in Meerut.
16.10 hr ••
[SHRI SOMNATH RATH in th8 Chai~
But we are talking about this year be-

cause communal riots that took place in
recent past have a different dimension.
Perhaps you know, Sir, that in Rajasthan
and Gujarat alone. riots took place at fifty
places ... (Interruptions)

SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA (Ponnani):
Fifty-four places in thirty days.
PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: So, he has
added four. Perhaps he has included Badaun
also. Now, Sir. this situation is different from
the earlier situation. It is a grim srtuation. This
situation Is detrtmental to the interests of the

nation. I feel concerned about Muslim com·
munity because it IS a matter of pride for me
to belong to that community, but I feel primarily for my country because in the comity
of nations. India has respect because It is a
socialist country, it IS a secular country and
the very ~sis of SOCialism and secularism IS
at stake. Outside India now the Image of my
country is getting tarnished because of this
onslaught of communalism
What is most painful to me is that now
one of the political partIes at the national
level is in the forefront of the disruptive
forces fomenting communal trouble. I stud,
ied the BJP's game of obtaIning political
clout with the Hindu cornmunlty rather minutely during the past two years. It organised
complete fr3.tel.lal rapport with RSS, gave
policy and programme to Akhll Bhartlya

Vidyarth, P anshad and responded with affection and love and support to Shiv Sena in
full measure. I have observed very minutely
how BJP used and e)(plo~ed the Hedgevar
Centenary celebra;ions, and It was~ ...,flnltely
the BJP cadre that was e"'~1d in pt"Sler
bonanza around railwa~ platforms, pt" 1 f-

fices and all public ~lUbIic ptacas- ;," .dr;s:
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desh main rehna hogs, Hindu ban ke ",hna
hogs. I saw it. I do not know Hindi but since
it was a concerted effort, they have taken
care to produce thasa postars in all regional
languages. I saw posters in Urdu also and I
made people to tell me what was in Hindi.
And it was in English also. It was again BJP's
aim to terrorise the largest minority community-the Muslims-because it thought that
it could hardly build its huge vote bank without terrorising Muslim community. BJP is not
playing any religious drams because we
know what is Shila Pooja h is nothing religious. I will come to that later. It is all political
game and BJP's political analysts were
conscious that by terrorising Muslims, they
could impair Congress party also.
BJP also exploited Babri Mosque dispute and that also to the hilt. Unfortunately,
Government's inaction lent support to its
mischievous stance. What is the disputlt
about Babri Mosque? I raise a questionagain not only for Muslims, It is a question in
the national interest-who was in 1949 the
person who went to the Inspector of Police
telling him that in the dead of night, some ..
bod:! came with an Idol, broke the door or
entered the mosque and placed idol there?
It was a Hindu. Who was the plIlrson who
went on hunger strike? Again in 1949 it was
Akshaya Pund~ who was inviting the nation's attention tt,at the mosque was being
converted into a temple. And on the 11 th
day, on the intervention of the great soul,
Shn Lal Bahadur Sastri and on the assurance that we shall not allow the growth of
communalism in this country, he broke his
fast nnd he told them "we have been witnessing from the childhood the mosque and
I do not want its conversion into a temple
because it will no! be any glory for Hinduism". He was a true Hindu and he continued
to b_e. a true Hindu. Mr. Chairman, who was
it who went to the District Judge with the
r9venue records giving evidence before the
Dlstnct Magistrate of Ayodhya, showing the
reVQnU8 records and giving evidence before
the Sessions Judgo that this was a vacanl
plot of land and a mosque was built and !here
was no dispute over centuries and it belongs
to the muslims? It was Pundit Vagra. He was
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the Kashmiri Pundit who was the District
Magistrate around that time. This ;s an overwhelming evidence that this belongs to
muslims.

Sir, we have to live in this country am icabty in a harmonious way, in a peaceful
manner. Therefore, when there is a dispute,
you go to the Court and now the Muslims of
this country are waiting for the verdict of the
court. The expect that the court will do justice. But J say the disruptive forces whose
leadership is now in BJP's hands are fomenting troubles. They. are now saying that
they are not going by the verdict of the Court.
This is a very important thing. This is before
the House that BJP which is now in the
forefront of these communalists ;s not prepared to go by the verdict of the court. Sir. we
have g'raph picture to show, we have figures
and facts and rmust tell you at this stage that
the press is doing its duty. In the morning
also I got so many news papers and I went
through them. Even the Indian ExpreSS-It is
a class by itself-and all the national press
have alerted us. They have done their duty
so far as the growth of communalism is

concerned. They are telling us that the BJP
is misrepresenting Hindus. I cannot agree to
that. In the rural sector all Hindus and Muslims live amicably. There is no hatred But
they are trying to create a situation and I can
say that they will be defeated by Hindus
because they misrepresent them. They create a situation that all Hindus are against
Muslims and this is not at all the situation and
the Press has alerted us on the BJP drama.
I am very happy, Sir, b~ause there are so
many stories. I am not placing them on the
Table of the House. But they have alerted us

and we do not get alerted. That is the situation. Now, theBJPhastakentheleadersh~
of all these communal forces and the 'Shila
Puja' or the 'Samaroh' is being organised. I

had a question, as an Indian, in the national
interf'al and now' uk tnt. quea&jon. Probab!' ,ft. Home Minister may find an answer.
HI' can conauIl thoM people whc "now
IV....• to ... HIndu ,~~. Whit is th<
sanction behind the.. 'Shi1a' P:~.6k.,:"C;
They are not ,.ligkJul Tr,..ty Bre aU pot~,=,",
Cal1 ..nyb, -dy ,"""vince me ~~.J1 ~Ot..",
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th rough literature that are available that 'Shila
Puja' has sanction behind the Hindu sCrip·
tures? This is all political drama and how
BJP is doing it nakedly is k')Own to us. Only
two days ago in the Khan Market area when
they held the 'Shna Puja' Shri Advani who
happens to be the PresideryJ of the Party
performed the ceremony and he was the
'guru' of that function and then this 'Shila'
was taken around the localities, which was
being watched very quietly, I do not know,
may be the Government is clear on this, but
the drama was being watched very quietly
and there is going to be a research on this
from village to village. And I salute the press
because they keep us informed. We cannot
go only by electronic media, we cannot s~ itt
the Lok Sabha and watch the draf'!l8. There

are so many stories in the press. 3,50,000
Shila processionists will be there, from villages these shilas are taken and they are
marching towards Ayodhya. By 10th of
November there will be this foundation laying ceremony. And then, Sir, how can the
Magistrate do it? How can they allow the
land because they will have to wait for the
verdict of the court? Muslims and Hindus
and all people who are concerned must
accapt the judgment whatever it is. Muslims
don't say, You give usthe Mosque', although
there IS overwhelming evidence that this
belongs to Muslims. They will never say that
because that will not be just on their part.
They must wait and accept the court verdict.
But BJP Is not going to do that. How will the
Government allow the samaroh to continue,
I do not understand. This;s what Buta Singh;;
tried to give his utmost attention to Babri
Masjid issue. I will say that because I had

personal knowledge of how hard he worked
after he had meeting for six hours or seve"
hours at a stretch, meeting leaders of both
sides. But as of now they will have to rise to
the occasion, they will have to respond to the
situation which they are not doing. In Khan
Market as also in Ayodhya. as In different
parts of the country they are saying when
they have this shita samaroh:

"Saugandh Ram ki khate hain, hum
mandir wClhin banaenge."
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(Prof. Saiffuddin Soz]
How? It is here I want to inform this House
that BJP wants total anarchy. Will you allow
it?
Sir, I do not know what is the strategy of
the Central Government, how they will allow
this Shila Puja to continue like that and how
they will want it in the days to come, what will
happen tiU November 10th, will they be silent
spectators. Well, I do not want them to be
silent spectators. That is the trust of my
argument. We had alet:ted the Government
around this Hedgewear's celebration and
Government did not play even the defensive
role at that time. Now, the Congre$S Party
has a responsibility, Sir. Government is one
thing, the Party is supreme because the
party gives some power in the hands of
some people. I have a question for the
Congress Party. You are the largest party.
Then you should do your duty. You have
support from the CommunIst parties-CPI.
CPI (M) and Forward Block. at least they are
not divided on this Issue. You invite those
parties. As forJanata Oal. I think V.P. Singh
is on two stools. On tho one hand he wants,
under the advice of his Muslim colleagues, to
have Muslim votes. He had often been told,
'Go immediately and have a dharna and ask
for a holiday on the Birthday of Hazarat
Mohammad.' Government should do it on Its
own. But they also want to play something,
some part. But otherwise If V.P. Singh wants
no politics, he must reject BJP outright. He is
not doing that. He wants 10 hrlVe the best of
both the worlds. He cannot do it. But the
Congress Party. which' is the largest party.
which is wedded to the principle of secularism, has to rise to the occasion. Invite people
who are nationalistic In thOir outlook. At least
Communists are with you. You invite them
and organise a powerful national debate.

Now, I want the Government to take
notice of what BJP is dOing very recently. It
is a new stance ahog9ther. Their earlier
stance was totally against Mustims. But 'win
give you now the dimensions of BJP's new
stance. First of all, I must say that BJP wants
to exploit every situation wherever they can
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go. You give a status to Urdu. They feel it is
an appeasement of Muslims. Urdu is not the
language of Muslims alone. It is Hindus and
Sikhs who made it their language. They
forget it in this drama of getting the Hindu
vote or organising a Hindu vote bank-Ratan Nath Pershad, Brij Narain Chakbast,
Trilok Chand Mehboob, Sapru, Dattatreya
Kashi and then so many people, Prem Chand,
Kishan Chand and even now, Gopal Mittal
and Dr. Gopi Chand Narang and others are
there. This is the language which cemented
the bonds of unity between the Hindus and
the Muslims. Urdu was the language which
was the medium of expression during the
freedom struggle. This is the drama of organising the Hindu vote. Why should they
organise communal riot in Baduan? They
say minorities commission should be abolished. They say article 370 should be abolished. It is only to organise unrest in Kashmir
and they go even to distant Ladakh to add
fuel to the fire. Very recently, a couple of
days ago, Advaniji went to Bombay and said
that Mahatma Gandhi is not the Father of the
Nation. It is something shameful. I want to
say in this forum, if Ghotse finished Mahatma Gandhi physically it is people like
Advaniji who are finishing all the paramparas
which were built around the personality of
Mahatma Gandhi. This should not be tolerated. This is all the same whether in Maharashtra or in Delhi or in Ladakh. the BJP is
upto some mischief. It wants a clout with the
Hindus. BJP is not doing it for Hindu Rashtra. You cannot have a Hindu Rashtra. The
CO'1stitution has given us a sovereign. socialist, secular country. They are also not
interested in Hindustan, because they know
they cannot have it. My information is that in
their closed door meetings, they say bV
brow-beating Mr. V.P. Singh and byorganising this communal drama, they can come to
Lok Sabha atleast on 50 seats. I do not think
Hindu community will oblige them. But their
ambition is to come here on 50 seats. nis a
broader question for the ruling party now. If
they come on the basis of politics, we welcome them. We mayor may not be hera, but
they want to ruin the peace in the country;
they want to have anarchy in this country. All
thiS drama is not only a simple anarchy but
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they are organising a civil war and therefore
the Home Minister will have to take notice of
it. Can they be allowed to do it. This is my
question.
Sir, recently we amended the People's

Representation Act and that amendment
enjoins on all political p'arties to be secular
and socialist. We have to remain socialist;
we have to remain secular. It is because of
these things, in the comity or nations. India
has respect. We do not have respect just
because we are self-sufficient or we have
ONGC or so many public sector undertakings. We have nothing to do more than to
show that we are truly secular. We are socialist and we are the largest democracy in
the world and it IS this image they are trying
to topple.
Therefore, the People's Representations Act binds them to some philosophy, but
they are refusing to do it on the eve of
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exhibit restraint and discipline. They cannot
look to any power beyond the boundaries of
India. It is here that we have to live and it is
here that we have to die. It is here in this
country that we have to live with honour. This
Constitution of India is a Bible. I have the
privilege of talking for millions of people that
they consider the Constitution of India as the
Bible of their social and political existence
and they will salute the Constitution because
it gives them equal status, with all other
citizens.

No doubt, the hon. Home Minister will
answer to my questions. But I want to finish
my speech with one quotation. In this darkness which has been created through organised effort by communal organisations, particularly BJP, I want to quote Jan-a-Saar
Akhtar because he is a nationalist, patriot. In
hiS poetry, he gives you indication of how
you can cement your ranks and rise like a
rock, one nation, without any division.

election. Will the Home Minister take up this
matter with the Election Commission of 'ndia

[ Translation]

because you cannot allow anybody to do
anything in this country. You have to put a

halt to this onslaught. Therefore, thiS ques·
tion is before the han. Home Minister. He
must tell us whether he is going to get the
BJP de-registered. Will he approach the
Election Commission of India? Is there any
court where we can gel justice against this
onslaught? Will the hon. Home Minister and
the Central Government look into the ques-

tion that' have raised.

His couplet is in Urdu, I recite two·three Jines
from it. The B.J.P. has created darkness in
the country.

[English]

They think, they can brow beat Congress-I.
They have already brow beaten Janata Oal.
But the Government must rise, the Congres:;
Party must do its duty. You get the Communist~,

Sir, I want to say somethmg about the
Muslim community because BJP is trying to
brow-beat them. It is not easy to kill 50 crore
people; it is not easy to brow-beat thIS community, I hope that the Muslim community

get the like-minded people, organise a
dialogue and reject that philosophy and make
this country great and live for a future with
dignity and honour.
( Trans/ation]

would remain in discipline. In some lane,
some leaders can say anything.

But I know, the Muslim community is disci-

There is something like it. Jaan-Nisar Akhtar
says:

MAe ar ze vatan magmoon na ho ...... "

plined. They know there is guarantee tn this

Constitution. They are not in this country at
the mercy of Advaniji or Vajpayee;l. This

Constitution gives them equal status with atl
the citizens of this country. So, they wfll

[Eng/ish]
Future is very bright, despite these divisive
efforts. The Urdu poet says:
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"Aai ar ze vatan magmoon na ho, phir
pyar ke chashm9 phootenge.
Va naslo nasab ke paimane, ye pat ke
daman toothenge.
Jahnon ki ghutan mit jayegl, Insaan
main tafakur jagega.
Kal ek mukammal vahdat k~, hebak

taswur jagega.
Tameer nai vahdat hogi, mnnJvta ki
buniyad oar.
Ae ar ze vatan vtshwas to kar flk bar
hamare vadon par."

[ Trans/ation]
SHRI R.L. BHATIA (Amntsar):

Mr.

Chairman, Sir. we all made united effort~ for
the independence of the country and it was
only through our Joint sacrifIces that the
country became independent. Even ~fter
independenco, WA all the Hm<ills. Muslims.
Sikhs and Christians, m;::)de united efforts for
building up our nation and irr~SpActive of the
religion we helong to. we worked together for
the progress of the country. It IS as a result
thereof that India has emargeci as a major
power in the world today. Whonever there
has been an outside attack. we have combated it unitedly. You may recan the 1965
war or the 1971 war and you wIll reCihse that
the blood which was shed at our borders was
not of any particular religious group but was
of the Indians who defended the borders of
the country. Attempts are being made to
destroy thasa feelings of seculansm and
fraternity which have existed since C'3ntunes
in this country. The Indian State is founded
on this concept and allot us have contrihuted
in framing the constitution as Shri Salfuddin
Soz was referring to it just now. It IS clearly
given in the constitutIon that the rights of
every citizens living in Inrlla is protectp.d by
the State. It is mentioned In clear terms In the
const~ution but, as I had submitted, some
parties want to destroy peace and unity of
this country for their own vested interests.
They want that the efforts whIch we are

making together for the development of the
country sholJkJ fail. Thus a very SArious
situation has been created. A new type of
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communalism has emerged. Communal riots
is not a novel phenomenon but the way they
are taking place in a planned manner these
days is unprecedented. Therefore. I would
like to draw the attention of the hon. Minister
in this direction and submit that if such things
increase, the country will have to suffer much
damage and the responsibility of breaking
the country into pieces will rest on the.
forces which arE) trying to incite communal
riots.
Sir, when the B.J.P. was formed it had
raised the slogan 'Hindu, Hindi and Hindustan' but it proved to be ineffective because
the people did not accept it. It was on this
account that this party could give dismal
pp-rtormance in the last elections. Thereaf ..
ter, It wanted to turn towards secularism but
this dlso did not work because the people of
thiS country ore cJware that BJP is a communal party howsoever much it might try to put
the mask of secularism. This fact is known to
the people of this country. These people
wont to mIslead them but it will not be possible to do so. Once again they are upholding
the same communal policy of 'Hindu, Hindi
and Hindustan'. They made it clear in their
Bombay Session that they represent this
school to thought.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, a conspiracy has
been hatched in the country which has given
rise to a very dangerous situation. The B.J.P.
is provoking the people with new slogans
everyday about which my hon. friend Shri
Soz has made a mention of. Apart from this
the slogans given to the processions carriod
out in connection with the 'Shila Poojan' or
the foundation stone laying ceremony also
create provocation. Such proceSSions are
being carried out in every village and in such
areas which are free of communal tensions.
It is a part of their elections strategy to
provoke the masses in order to corner the
Hindu votes. The second objective is to

intimidate the minorities. When the major~y
community unites and intends to establish
its own segemony. this is bound to happen.
Under such circumstances, it is natural for
the mInorities to feel frightened and if out of
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their panic they take any steps. the situation
is bound to deteriorate.

Sir, the Janata party which c;:\me to
power in 1977. also included the B J.P. At
that time these people visited the Gandhi
Samadhi and paid ther homage to the great
leader. They also called him the 'Father of
the Nation' but today Shri L.K. Advani is
propagating that MRhatma Gandhi was not
the 'Father of the Nation'. This change tn
their attitude IS before us. This will also
aggravcate the si1u:ltion.
Sir, the Sabri M-=isjid-R~mjanam bhoomi
dispute has boer, raised in which Vishwa
Hindu Parishad and other organisations are
involved and through which an attempt has
been made to create a new kind of atmosphere so that confusion and differences may
prevail and mutual hatred botween communities may spread. Thi~ is not the firsl time
that they have actr.d on th~se linAs. This IS
the strategy which they h.:lvQ always adopted
at the time of elections. Once the cow was
made into an election Issue but it did not
work. Thereafter. theG(1nga water was made
into an issue. Th0Y would toll the people to
carry Ganga water on their heads and would
go to the houses of the people and make
them swear by the holy Rtamayana that they
would vote for tho B.J.P. They attempted to
misuse religion In this way. But I would like to
congratulate the pfJople of India for the fact
that they were not taken in and their oomplete faith in seculansm remained intact. Bllt
the situation which they have created of late
is very dangerous. Not only the Government
but all the political pal1ies also noed to give
a seraous thought to it because it has dev~l
oped into a grave crisis and it has given rise
to a delicate situation. It is necessary to
understand the genesIs of the whole matter
which exists ,n the attitude of the B.J.P.
Therefore, ~ ;s the responsibility. of all the
political parties to make concerted efforts for
combating it. The Government is already
doing so and will continue to do so in the
future. I expect that the Government will
tackle this problem with a strong hand, but at
the same time it is the duty of all of us and
particularly of the Congress Party to com ..
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bate this problem in evary street. The
ernment should play its due role, the political
parties should atso play their parts and It is
only then that we will be able to combat thi!
problem. Therefore, so far 3S the Janata
Party is concerned, I am surprised that they
are trying to keep the B.J.P. in their fold. It
seems Shri V.P. Singh is making much efforts and in fact he has made a statement
that they have no electoral alliance with the
B.,-J.P. in Maharashtra. Is the B.J.P. of Ma-

harashtra different from the B.J.P. of U.P. or
Rajasthan? The party is the same everywhere. Its mentality and its attitudes are the
same and thi&;s why Shri V.P, Singh cannot
mislead the people. He has to clarify as to
whether he ;s with the nationalist forces
which ar e committed to protecting the freedom of the country and strengthen its integrity or is he with those forces which 1ntend to
diSintegrate it? I can claim that this policy of
the B.J.P. will threaten the unity of the rountry and may cause considerable damage
and therefore, in order to combat it we shall
have to work unitedly. Apart from this, .,
would like to inform the hon. Minister of
Home Affairs that it is very much the policy of
the B.J.P. These riots are not taking place
uniformly in the whole country but they are
continued to the areas where the Congress
Government is in power. Why have there not
been any communal flare up in Calcutta? Is

it not so that both Hindus and Mustims live
there? Thase riots have not occurred in
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
It has been their policy to raise prob'ems
wherever the Congress is in power and
defame it by saying that the Congress Government has been incompetent and has
failed in prolectingthe interestsoftha minori·
ties. Their real poltcy on one hand is to comer
Hindu votes and play the Hindu card and on
the other hand to insist that the Congreu
Govemment has failed to protect the minori..

ties. Therefore, we must understand this
point. I would 'ike to inform the han. Minister
of Home Affairs that the Chief Ministers of all
States should be cautioned that the inci·

dence of riots will increase. Their intention,
have been highlighted in the Press and it has
been provide that this is a part of the" elec·
tion strategy. Why did they not occur 3 or 4
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years ago? Why werQ there no communal
flare ..ups immediately after the last elections? I would like to warn you that there will
be many incidents of riots till the election
take place. Therefore, you must direct the
Chie' Minister of your State to make the
administration more vigilant and ensure
against the outbreak of communal riots.
Besides, I would like to submit that the
Government should set up peace committees consisting 01 Hindus and Muslims in
each district. The Hindus and Muslims should
sit together in the peace committees to
consider the question local rath yatras or
other related acts. The secular parties like
the C.P.I., the C.P.I. (M). The Congress and
other national forces should be given representation so that they may take decisions
localty in these committees by resolving the
dispute at local level and not allow it to
become an alt India Issue.

of

I would also like to submit that the Sabri
Masjid dispute is not a recent development.
It is fairly old one. We did not recognise its
seriousness. It has a dangerous potential.
However, the issue will be decided by the
court. We do not know how long it willtakelo
give the decision. You should make a request to the court and impress upon it that
delay in deciding this case can cause heavy
loss and riots.' Some political parties are
taking political advantage of this issue. So,
my only submiSSion IS that you should move
the court to expedite this matter. If any party
or individual disagrees with the deciSion of
the court, it should be the responsibility of
the Government to see that i1 IS Implemented.
I would like to point out that their intention is
to incrte riots and disintegrate the nation.
Therefore. Government should strengthen
the administration and send central forces to
the States where they are required. The
Government should set up peace-com mltte&5 at the district level and made foolproof
anti·riot arrangements in vulnerable places
like U.P. where the antl·soclal elements will
be active, so that thay are not allowed to play
any mischief. The antI-social elements take
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advantage of such opportunities. The Government should deal with them a stronghand. They should be arrested. otherwise
the B.J.P. is bent upon breaking the country.
They can take any step to win votes and
are not at all bothered about the welfare of
the country, its unity or independence. Their
sole concern is to win votes. Therefore, they
may use communal card to come to power.
It is now the responsibility of the Government
to find way to deal with this problem. The
Government should deal with the situation
with a heavy hand so that the morale of the
people is boosted. I would like to impress
upon the hon. Home Minister that majority of
the people in the country are secular and
only a few people are interested in creating
such trouble. If you fail to deal with them
strongly, the country will be put in a grave
situation. If you deal with this matter strongly,
everyone whether he is a Hindu or a Muslim
will support you. Therefore, you will have to
deal with this situation with a firm hand.
SHRI UTIAM RATHOD (Hingoli): Mr.
Chairman, Sir, even during the present term
I have had to speak twice or thrice CAl the
situation arising out of communal riots and
forthe establishment of communal harmony.
It IS a great misfortune of our country that two
of our great leaders had to sacrifice their
lives for maintaining the unity of our country
during these 40 years. In 1948 Mahatma
Gandhi gave his life for the unity of Hindus
and Muslims and in 1984 Shrimati Indira
Gandhi sacrificed her life forthe same cause.
I am referring 10 this because when the late
Shrimati Indira Gandhi had asked the Sarvodaya workers who had visited Punjab, to
narrate their experience and to give suggestions for solution of the problem, Shrimati
Nirmala Deshpandey had replied that this
question was not all that easy. This situation
would normalise only after a great sacrifice.
Therefore, I want to ask whether we have not
been able to learn a lesson even after mak.
ing two sacrifices. In a human being the
wisdom tooth grows at the age of 35 years
but our country has failed to learn, even after
40 years of Independence. I want to ask
those people who are now supporting the
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B.J.P. as to why do they not talk about the
riots that have taken place in Srinagar valley? Why is it that we speak only about our
own caste, religion and the people of our
own community? Last time, I asked Shri
Syed as to why he talked about Bhiwandi
only. Had a situation, like com munaJ riots not
arisen between the Hindus and the Christians In Kerata? What steps had he takan In
that dlredion? If we are true Indians, then
Muslims will have to protect Hindus and
Hindus will have to protect Muslims and the
Hindus and Muslims will together have to
protect sikhs and christians, "this does not
happen, the people who today want to build
India will once again see it disintegrating. I
want to ask Shri Adwan'j whether his mother
tongue, sindhi was not once written in the
Persian script andwhetherthe script of Sind hi
newspapers published from Bombay IS not
Urdu even toda~'
SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN (Kishanganj): They are wrrtten In Arabian

SCriPt.

SHRI UTIAM RATHOD: Perhaps you

are right. I may be knowing less. I agrep. with
you. But why should we quarrel over Urdu
being giving Its legitimate stat~s? I want to
tell you that Hindi story writIng started with
Munshi Premchand and he mitialty wrote

stories in Urdu script. It is the same
Premchand who is revered bV us. Once it
happened that I could not follow the merfning
01 a HindI word. , asked Shri C,",iranjilal
Sharma. who has been elected from Har·
yana and is 'Shrnma', to Axplain the meaning
01 the word to Ine. He begged pardon and
said that he' knew Urdu only, Ho studied
Urdu a!'ld still remains an Indians. Why are
you agslnst Urdu being taught to Mushm?'
The Karnataka Government made Kannada
compulsory for all the people of thA St;:tte
which later resulted in violence. but facilitIes
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country all the times. Violence on such games
were p'ayad even during pre-partition day,
which led to the division of our country.
Today, we are going to repeat the same

thing. Therefore, I want to ask all of ·you
whether you want to divide the country once
again? The forces which are fighting against
Khalistanis, include Hindus, Muslims. Christians and people from other communities.
Why then should we quarrel with one another? I would like to ask those Hindus who
are today speaking against Muslims .s 10
why are these discords among hariJans.
girijans, adivasis or backward classes, who
all are Hindus. Why don't you give them their
rights? Do you also want to bathe the status
of 8abu Jagjivan Ram with gomut,s? If that
is so, I am sorry, I will feel ashamed of being
called a Hindu from today,
I belong to the tribal community but I do
not beHeve in conversion at all. My wife is a
Christian and goes to church but neither has
she ever forced me to visit the church nor
have I ever forced her to visit the temple. We
should develop such a feeling. We should
say our prayers in our houses, temples,
mosques and gurudwaras and not outside
them. The slogans raised there are vary
strange. All right this is your right. Sev9ra~
other things like building a temple at the site
of Lord Ram's birth place are baing raised. I
shalt come to thas8 points later. But now a
slogan is being raised. I don't have its English translation with me, otherwise I would
have told you that. The slogan is: Jo swapna
dekhate 8aba, ke. Arman mitaksr manll(Js',
Who do they want to Wtp8 out and whose
aspiration do they want to crush? ASpirations of a person can be crushed only when
he is finished. These persons suffer from
certain misunderstandings and these misunderstanding must be removed. The oth8J
slogan I came across is: 'Yachana nahin ab

were also given to persons speaking other

ran hogs, Sangram bacia bhishsn hoga.·

languages I do know how many people here
hail from Karnataka, When we permined
them to have their mother tongue as medium
of instruction, why can't this be done in case
of urdu?

Who do they want to fight-with the Muslims,
with their own brethren who have been given

Sir, this game has been played in our

an assurance in the constitution that thera

will be no division of the oountry on the basis
of religion? We want to unite both the com ..
munities. I am afraid my using the term
community might lead to unnecessary mil-
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understanding. Have we forgotten the promise. that we made? Oath taken at the Gandhi
Samadhi in 1977 has, of course, been for• gotten but do they atso want to forget the
promises made in our constitutIOn whtch
was signed by our big leaders. If it is so, then
we shall land ourselves in a very difficult
position. tt will lead to disintegration of the

country.

A few days back, I read a very interesting article in the Natior,al Herald. Some
Chaturvedi has submitted a paper In Madras
in which he has claimed that the word 'Hindu'
was used much later. According to him,
there was no religion as Hindu. I tried to bring
an Jhe papers, but I could not find the particular article here. If you give me tlml? I shall
read out the same next time. We have to see
all these things External forces want to
create rifts among us. Have we not come of
age during the last 40 yeas? Are we stili
children whom anybody can mislead? We
fall victim to their designs and start saying
things against each oth·er. My submissIon IS
that no useful purpose will be served by
blaming the B.J.P. alone for thIS. We hAve to
take care of the B.J. P. and Its cadre. We
have to make their followers understand that
they do h ave a right to worshIp but If you
anow yourselves to be misled by the other
things they say, then country will be diSintegrated again Similarly. the people who diSrupt their ralites and crale troubles for the
minorities should be adVised to refraIn from
all these thIngs as these things h;1ve ,ts
reaction in other parts of the country and
incite the f~ehng of the peoplo there In such
a s~uatlon. it wil! be dlfftcult for you to blame
anybody for this
We have accepted democracy and the
secret of democracy is 'dialogue'. 11 you
forget dialogue, democracy wIll be wrp£'ld out
from this country. So It IS high time for us to
te" our people that H,nrlu are free to high
follow that own reltg,on and worship their

Gods and Goddesses. S,mllflrly. MU5ltms
can worships Allah. the Sikhs Guru Nanak

and the other can choose to worship Gautam
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Buddha and the Christ. But while doing this,
we should not indulge in mud slinging at
others. We will have to take a little bit of
precaution in this regard. Unless it is done.
danger will continue to loom large on thla
country. Now that we have given voting
rjghts even to our 18 years old children. I
through this august House. w?uld appe~l.t~
my countrymen to realise their responsibilities towards them and make them realise
their obligations towards the nation. The
media also owes such a responsibility to
these young people. Wt! should tell these
young people that the ( uuntry has already
been divided once and attempts are afoot to
diVide it again. They should remain vigilant
agalns these divisive forces and save the
country from disintegration. Today I would
like to submit here that even if these divisive
forces go to every nook and corner of the
country. I am fully confident that our people
will not be misled by them and do a wrong
thing but would stand solidly behind you. I
would like to request the Government to take
every possible measure to check such forces.
The Government should take suitable measures to protect the sacred places of worship
and assure paoplethat it would not aHow any
wrong thing to happen.

One thing more. As Shri Bhatia also
st ated, whenever riots take place. the goonda
elements. whether they are Hindus or Mu~
hms. manage to get away with impunity. I
request all the State Government to bring
the~e elements to book. It will reduce tension
to some extent and reduce the chances of
Hindu-Muslim riots. h will restore peace and
trans quallity in the country. The people of
thiS country are very sensible. There is a
small poem in Marathi. the central idea of
which IS that if the paddy plant bows down
when floods come, it can stand up again
when the floods have gone. Floods will
continue to come and go. You need not
bother. Nothing is going to happen now.
Before , conclude I would like to recite the
following couplet. Perhaps Iqbal had com-

posed these lines. Religion is intoxication:-

'Nasha pila kar ke girana to sab ko aata
hai,
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Maza to tab hai ki girte ko tham Ie

sakee'

[English]
SHRI EBRAHIM SUlAIMAN SAlT
(Manjeri): Mr. Chairman. Sir, it is very very
unfortunate that the situation in our country
today is most disturbing. agonising and worst
aver since the days of Independence. There
is no sense of security at all eXisting in this
country today and the confidence of the
people, particularly the minorities, has heen
very badly shaken.
This matter of Babri Masjid-Ram J;mak
Bhoomi is not a recent one. It is not ,ust one
or two months old. You know full well this
matter of Sabri mosqu9-AamJanam Bhoomi
started with the unlocking of the Babri mosque
on 1st February, 1986 and then it has d0veloped today as the most explosive problem
facing the entire country. It is the most sens~ive problem that we are facing today. It is
very unfortunate that for the last four years
no serious attention was given for the solution of this problem swiftly and effectively.
The locks were unlocked on 1st February
1986. We wanted a peaceful settlement. We
approached the Prime Minister. We approached the Home Minister. We made
representation and carried on agitation but
everything failed because the Government
continued to be lethargic and insensitive
then. Government woke up only a year or
two 'back, that is, after the Allahabad election. I am happy Govemmant finally agreed
for negotiation and we have responded favourably. We welcome negotiations. We h;:,ve
said we are ready to cdnsider any proposal
which is just and fair for the solution of this
issue but it is unfortunate the other party is
not cooperating. We agreed but the opposite
t

party, that is the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, did
not cooperate. But then the matter was referred to the Special Bench of the High Court
of Allahabad. That is what we demanded.

We demanded that when negotiation failed,
the matter should be referred to 8 Special
Bench of the Allahabad High Court for a
judicial decision. is nalural that when par·
ties don't agree, the ultimate method to be

't
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adopted is to refer the matter for a judicial
decision. This was done. We said we would
wait for a judicial decision. We still have
some confidence left in the judiciary. In spite
of a decision in the Shahbanu case by the
Supreme Court or a decision again by that
Court about the minority character of the
Aligarh Muslim Univers~y in Aziz Basha's
case, we still have some confidence in the
judiciary. We said, "We shall wait for a decision of the judiciary." But what is the attitude
of the other party? It is adamant and arrogant. They say, "We are not prepared to
agree to anything. We are not prepared to
agree to any judicial decision." They felt that
they have got the possession of the mosque.
Who is responsible for this situation? You
know it full well. The mosque was locked ill
1949. The mosque was locked because, you
know, an affidavrt was filed in the court by the
Goverrfment of Uttar Pradesh that the idols
were placed wrongfully and surreptiously in
the dead of night. The idols were placed
surreptiously and wrongfully inside the Babri
Mosque in the night between 22nd and 23rd
of DecAmber, 1949. The mosque was locked.
The matter went to court. Then. Pandit N9hru
was there. Sardar Patel was there. Pandit
Pant was the Chief Minister and Shri lal
Bahadur Shastri was the Home Minister in
the State. They all took the decision of taking
the matter to the court for a judicial decision.
We did not take the path of violence. We did
not break the law. We did not rasortto forced
occupation. We said: 'We shall wait." But
what is the reward? Somebody went to the
district court of Faizabad and a decision was
taken ex parta without hearing and without
going into the records and the locks were
ordered to be broken. This is the result. The
country has faced lawlessness and anarchy.
Now there wilt be blood-bath in the country ~
the explosive problem is not sotved soon.
That is the' situation. The unity and integrity
of the country will be jeopc:.rdis9d. If the
communal harmony is shattered. it is very
unfortunate. There ;s a situation of a civil
war. The Government should take strong
steps. You know full well that today the
aggressive. fascist, communal and chauvinistic forces, lik. the Vishwa Hindu Parishad,
RSS, Shiv Sena, have been stronger and
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stronger. They are actuaJty being supported
by the BJP. They have become militant.

w. talk of secularism today. W. have
got. MCular character of our Constitution.

We.ay that protectKln has been guaranteed
tor the minorities in thfrcountl y. We resped
this Constitution. We consider this Constitution sacrosanct. But ~ this being implemented? What about its implementation?
You say that the secular forces are vary
strong. Where are they? We want secular
forces to be strong but sacular forces are not
strong in the country. On the other hand. the
fascist. chauvinistic, communal and aggres"

sive forces are becoming stronger and
strongarbecause Government has not taken
effadive steps to put down such forces in
time. Today, we are facing a difflcuH situation. Now f want to understand what the
Government is gOing to do.

We have got a civilised Governm{\nt in
the country. We have got a secular and
democratic Government in the country. But
still what happens? Riots are going on for the
last 42 years continuously Durina the last
~IX months, the situatIon has bAcomA worse.
I understand that there have been 54 nots in
30 day•. That means, two riots a day. What
is happening todAY? Rajasthan IS burning.
Today Madhya Pradesh is burning. Today
Uttar Pradesh is burning What for? In UP,
we cannot get the Government there which
can declare Urdu as second official language, a national language of India. is a
language which brings About Integration
between two communrties in t~IO country.
namely. Hindus and Muslims. ThiS IS national integration. Such a !nnguage is not
",ade as the second offiCial language. For
that what happened wa!t. Mushms were
murdered and dragg~d out Such a thing
happened 42 yeai s before and never after
that. They \\'ere dragged out and butchered
in open day Ught. This was in the prosenco of
a civilised Government ttl tho country, in the
presence of mihtary and polIce in the coun"
try. What is happening now? Everywhere
Ram-Shill Pooja is going on. Ar j where"...

't
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Ram-Shil. Pooja goes on, there is acommunal riot. Muslims are being murdered. I know
that Government machinery is there but the
interest is not there. They know fully well that
idols are burnt and desecrated. Temples
were broken by the.. fascist communal
forces. Processions pass and stones are
thrown at the processions by some mischievous elements and we are blamed for that.
Sir,
are not mad. As Members of this
august House, we .re sensible enough tp
understand this. Armed processions pass
and thousands and thousands of people
attend them. W. will not stone them to seek
revenge because we know that we will suffer. we will be killed and butchered. We are
not mad to do so. Some mischievous fascist
elements are doing this. They are inciting
people to indulge in violence. We must deteet these elements. You know what happened in Kota. They had some indications
that there was going to be some kind of a
disturbance when the processions go on.
there are not even 200 police men. There is
not enough police to take care of them. If the
situation becomes worse tomorrow, will the
Government take the plea that they did not
have enough police? Therefore, such a situation has to be deatt with. What do the
minorities desire? The minorities want complete oommunal harmony. We want everybody to live in peace. That has been our
aHrtude for the last 40 years. But inspite of
that, what is happening today? You know
fully well that the minorities are facing humiliatIon after humiliation, suppression ana
oppression. Then the riots are there to
demoralise us and to economically anihifate
us. That is what is happening today. We stiU
say that sacutar forces are getting stronger
and stronger and communal forces are get.
ting weaker. How? That is wrong. Today

w.

secular forces are not able to assert themselves. If secular forces are able to assert
themselves. such a situation will never be
there. That is what .. want to tell you. What
do these fascist and communal forces speak
about? They speak about 'Hindu Raahtra'.
They want to destroy the very base of secularism. 'HIndu Rasht,..' is the slogan raised
by them. That h. been written on the walls.
Has the Gcwemment taken any step. In this
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pakistan'. What does it mean? Wo have

mosque will not be demolished and a foun..
d~ laid for a tempie there. It must be
made very clear that we are not opposed to
the construction of temples anywhere in
India. I have raspect for every place of worK·
ship, but our pos~ ion has been that you
should nol demolish a mosque to construct

decided to ~vo in this country and die in this

a temple at that place. According to the

regard? They do not .rase the slogan from
the walls. " very much remains there and
they demonstrate the communal feelings of
the majority peepf.. of this country. The other
slogan that thay raised at one time was
•Hindi, Hindu, RBho Hindustan Mulla Bhago

country

as

Muslims. This is our country.

Nobody can ask us to leave India. We have
given our blood for this country and we have
every right to live in this country. Nobody can
drive us from here. What is this slogan? Has
the Government no duty to stop such things?
What adion have you taken against Ihose
who gave the slogan-either leave Ouran or
leave Hindustan. I replied 10 this when Shrimati Indira Gandhi was there that neither we
would leave India nor we would leave Duran.
We would live in this country as Musatman
and die as Musalman in this country. What
has been done by the Government in thIs
regard'? Nothing. We see what is happening
today.
The Babri Masjid i.ssue, as I have told
you, r5 getting out of hand today. Solution
should have bean found about tour years
ago when locks were broken. but fhat was
not cklrlo. Who is responsible? I do not wnnt
to go into the dBtails. but yours own pp.nnlo
were responsible thEm They were With you
then, tl'Xi.:JY tnGY are against you. ypr.,tfJrd,JY
they were slt!:ng in your lap, they are now
~itting in Janflta Dal's lap. The then Chief
MinIster-I do not want to speak about him,
he is dead and gone-was responsible for
tho riots in t~rrut. He was rewardP.Ct rtnri a
Cabinet seat was given to him io t~a Cnnfre.
You say that secularism 15 getflng ··~tronger
and stronger. Is thIs the way?

newspaper reports. the Government have
come to an understanding with the Hindu
Vishwa Parishad that the mosque would not

be demolished an that foundation would be
laid for the sample.

Now, elections are fast approaching.
Please do nOI play with the sentiments of the
people like this. Priorities should be decided.
I want to know whelher your priority, first and
foremost, is protection of the integrity of the
country. maintenance of communal harmony
and implementat ton of the secular character
of our Constitution, or play with the sentiments of the people to secure votes of both
the communitIes in the coming elections. We
call ourselves a secular and democratic
count!)' . For God's sake. do not have such a
policy. They "':' f1Y you are going to please
Musalrnans, by not allowing the mosque to
be ~moljshpd and play With the sentimp.nts
of the Hindus by allowing them to Jay the
foundation of the ternple. The question
rematns wher~ you are gOing to allow them
to la)' fhA fOIJ'ldr2tlon. Is It very near the
mosque? Are th8Y gOIng to lay the foundationonthe VJakf land. oron any land give" by
the Government? In that case. the Government will becorn~ 3 party. How much IS the
distance from the mosque?

[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in 'hI? Chn/~

Sir we want this matter to be settled
amcabty for evqr. That IS our deSire. My
friend. Shri Banatwalla. who is here. presented a Bill in this HO.Jso. WhAt did he say?
He said, tet aft the place of workship, whether
a mosquo, a church, a temple or a Gu-

One thing has beon said he. e that the
Government is having nennti;lteons: they have
come to an agreed settlement with thp Hindu
Vishwa Parishad. They say that Ram Stma
processions will go on and bricks will be
taken from various parts of the country;

were In 1947. That status quo sho!)1d continue. You did not accept this. I can revasl
that Sardar Buta Singh had accepted in
private talks that it was a very good suggestion. He appracidted it. This is what Akshya
Branmachar; said in 1949-50.

17.17 hrs.

I

rudwara remain At the saiTI9 place as they
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SHRI SyeO SHAHABUODIN: Not
merely in private talk. All political parties
agreed.
SHRI EBRAHIM SUlAIMAN SAtT: Mr.
Banatwalla introduced a Bill. Then the Gov.rnment came forward and asked him to
withdraw the Bill so that they could come up
with an official Bill. But did the Government
come forward with such a Bill? Shri Banalwalia's Bill was to maintain the status quo of
all places of worship as it was on 15th
August. 1947. He felt that there should be no
change. If the Government had come forward and if such a Bill was passed in this
House immediately, such a situation would
not have arisen.
SHRIG.M. BANATWALLA: Even now,
the Government can come forward with such
a Bil. The whole nation wants such a Bill. You
come forward with an official Bill ano you
may as well take the credit for it. But please
solve tho problem. It is not merely a matterof
Babri Masjid alone. Today they are talking of
Mathura. They are talking about Benaras.
There is a long list.
SHRI SVED SHAHABUDDIN:

They

are talking about 300 mosques!
SHRI EBRAHIMSULAIMAN SAlT: The
whole situation has assumed volcanIC dimensions. tf the matter is not settled, the
country will burn. National integrity WIll be
broken. Communal harmony will go to pieces.
You have got to act. You have a great
responsibIlity. Particularly, I would like to
remind you about the injunction given by the
Allahabad High Court. The court said that
there should not be any structural change In
an existing place of worship and the status

quo of the building should be maintaIned.
That was the decision of the Allahabad High
Court. Now who has got the responsibility to
see that the decision is implemented? It is
the Govemment of India's responsibility and
the Government should come forward and
act. The entire responsibility today rosts with
the Congress Government, the Govememnt
of Shri Rajiv Gandhi and the Government
were Shri Buta Singh is the Home Minister.
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The entire responsibility is theirs. We have
tried our best. We have cooperated with the
Government to the maxim um extent at evary
level and at every stage. Buta Singhji will
bear witness· to it, We
at all times
cooperated with the Government for a settlement of this basic problem. We have cooperated but the other party has not! Therefore
your responsibility is very great particularly
after the injunction passed by the High Court.

have

I do not want to talk about all those riots
that had taken place during these 42 years.
Today the situation is very explosive. The
matter is, I should say .It is a highly sentimantal, sensitive and emotional issue and it is
assuming volcanic dimensions. I hope the
Government will understand I hope it will
come to an understanding. Therefore, it is
demanded that the Ram Shila procession
should be banned. It should be banned at the
stage where it began, that is at the village
level itseH. You cannot first allow people to
gather in lakhs and lakhs and then think how
to solve the problem. It is simply not possible. When people gather in lakhs you cannOt
stop. You must also see to it that the entire
city of Ayodhya is handed over to the military
in case your police is not able to meet the
situation. Anybody coming with a bad intention should be shot down without any discrimination whether he is a Hindu or a Muslim. I say this because we have to save the
places of worship. That should be the main
objective and idea. You have to save the
country. You have to save the integrity of the
country and the communal harmony in the
country. Never before in these 42 years, had
ansen such a situation in our country. it is not
enough to talk in sweet words. You say our
Constitution is there. Yes, our constitution is
there and I do not dispute the fact. You say
our Constitution is secular. Yes, I do not
dispute this too. But where is the implementation> The very fact that we are secular and
that we have a secular Constitution will be
established only when you safeguard the
Babri Mosque. Because thaI is the safest
way of setting an example. We want to saV9
Babri Mosque as a principle of secularism. 1#
you save Babri Mosque, then you can establish secularism in the country. Once a mosque
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is destroyed that will have an international
repercussion. Moreover some people come
and say that this mosque may be shifted to

SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA (Ahmedabad): It is really a painful moment in our
national life that we are called upon the

some other place. This mosque may be

discuss the communal disturbance in India.

diggad out. I think Mr. Vajpayee had come
out with this suggestion. He said that you dig
out this mosque and shift it to another place.
No, that cannot be done. Once a mosque is
established. it becomes the property of Allah. Mr. Z. R. Ansari a senior Cabinet Minister
who spoke in Shah Bano's case can give a
fatwtJ. Sanctity is not of·stones and bricks of
the mosque but the sandity is of the place
where the mosque has been constructed.
This has to be understood. So, the mosque
when it is constructed, becomes the property of the Allah-the God. We are Just the
managers, custodians, nothing more than
that. That suggestion is also wrong. It cannot
be implemented. Because ~ will be rejected
in toto by the Muslim communIty. What we
have to do is that, the mosque should be
protected. If you brothers want to construct
one more Shri Ram temple, they can do it in
a far away place. We have no objection.
Thera are so many such temples existing in
the country. You have one more. We have
no objection. But the situation should not be
allowed to develop where tomorrow there
will be again a communal rivalry communal
violence, civil war, destruction of integrity
and comm'lmal harmony in the country.
I

Therefore, as I told you, the Situation is
very-very s'erious, very-very grave and veryvery disturbing. When I.speak with pain and
anguish. I want a settlement should he there
and settlement should be there before the
9th of Novembe,r. You must announce now
itself what your plans are, how you are gOln9
to solve the situation so that we can have
some piece of mind. Otherwise, we are h;tving
sleepless nights. We want a deciSion which
should come from the GovArnm~nt as to how
they are going to act. Then alone we can
have a piece of mind. I hope, the Government will realise the responsibihty and Will
tackle this very grave and senSitive situatfon
in a manner that will be amicable and peaceful by protecting the mosque and also the
rights of prayers over there. Tomorrow
Muslmans are going to pray over there.

Recently, there has been a spurt in
communal violence in several parts of India,
in U.P., M.P. and Gujarat.ln Gujarat itseH. in
the last six weeks. there has baen 50 places
which are engulfed or which have witnessed
communal violence and more unfortunate
position is that this communal violence
centres around abodes of God-Ram Janmabhoomi and Babri Mosque. They are
supposed to be abodes of God. They ara the
subject matters of communal discord. That
is the irony of fate. We- never knew that Ram
Bhakti would be of this type. Even Ram
would not have approved of or would not
approve or any day that in his holy name,
there should be communal riots; in his holy
name there should be butchAring of citizens
belonging to the other community; in his holy
name, there should be arsons of shops belonging to minorities and retalistions resultIng in arson.
This Ram Bhakti in a distorted fashion
taught to Indian citizens is not acceptable to
us. What was worse and most painful for me
In Gujarat was that the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Bharatiya Vidya Parishad and the
BJP activities also wanted to spread communal poison among the students; generation. They called for a students' strike on
15th September. Fortunately, the student
did not respond. It is rightly said that BJP
does not represent the Hindus.
I should assure my good friend Mr.
Sulaiman Saitthat it is notthe Muslim league
which is the custodian of Muslim interests.
There are more Muslims in the Congress
than in the Muslim league; and there are
more Hindus in the Congress than in the
BharaUya Janata Party. Therefore, it is very
good for this country. Hindu workers
represented by trade unions, and not by BJP
or the Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parish ad or, for
that matter, by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad.
Muslim workers are represented by the trade
unions. and not by Muslim League or the

.r.
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JarM1-.lslami. h is a happy sign for us that
the average Hindu remains secular today.
and the average Muslim remains secular
today. A majority of the Hindus and a majorIty of thl Muslims are secular. and they are
not to be misguided by the communal1orces
who want set India on communal fire.

'0

However. it it an unfortunate augury
that after more than 40 years of independence, we S88 communal violence getting
spread in various parts of India. The reason
is this: I must. in all humility. address the
Government on this point. We only act as a
fir. brigade. We have not been able to curb
communal propaganda from the very Inception. If we had been able to nip communal
propaganda or communal virus In thA bud
and H we had not allowed the sltuahon to
deteriorate like thiS. the position would not
have become so uncontrollable as is found
in som. parts of the country.
We should be able to put our foot down
strongly against any communal propaganda;
and this communa' propaganda. as has been

rightly pointed out by my good friend Mr.
Bhatia, is politicarty oriented Every ttme
before the electIOns. some or the other Irrational religious Issue IS being set up In orner
to divide the people on religiOUS grounds.
and then utilize 11 for politics. Unfortunately.
such things get credibilltV. because plaYIng
r.'igions for the SAke of politics gets crAdibil-

fly In this country. h IS, therefore. that they are
utilizing this weapon. H it was cow slaughter
before on. election another elec hon was
preceded by the movement of Hindu Ekatnata
Vagna where in 'Ganga Jat was sold for
money. What hawened to that money? I
think C&AG should have baan asked to give
8 detailed report on the money that was
collected by such communal organizations.
rather than spending 1ime on something
which was already discussed, debated and
tackled by the Joint Parliamentary Commltt••.
So, the students and the younger gen·.ration ar.the main targets of these Fascist
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forcee. They are aware of the "aaona of
history. They know that Hitler did. irrational
things appeal faster to the younger genera·
tion Ik. the questions-whether it " German blood or non.Garman blood, whether I
ia Aryan blood or non-Aryan blood. Thall
irrational things appeal to this g.nerlllion
and. therefore. they want to utilize thi. of
worship or religious sanctity to play their
political gam•.
Something W8 are also not frae from It.
Our media is also not free. Speaking about
the role of the Preas. my good friend Prof.
SOl was appreciative of the Press; but the,.
is the other side also. In Gujarat certain
newspapers regularly publish, in their City
Diary column. programmes of Shila PoojIJn:
ITodayJ in Ahmedabad. there will be so many
Shila Poojans at so many places, and soand-so of the BJP will attend as the chief
guest.' Similarly. the programmes of ShIa
Poojans. whether It is Advani Ji who participates in the Poojan or anybody a1&8, are
highrtghted by the language Press. particularly. This really helps communal propaganda.
We had expected the Press not to give
credence to these communal programme•.
So. highlighting such programmas, giving
cradibifity to them, even entering them in the
city Diary columns by various newspapers,
give a spurt to this type of propaganda.
Unfortunately. our T. V. is also not fre8. The
unlocking of Ram Janma Bhoomi on 2nd
February 1986 and the other demonstrative
programmes given on the screen of T. V. also
played a part in this. Apart from this, ev.'Y
day our T.V. goes on encouraging Hindu
reviva6sm in this country. I have been telling.
from the floor of this House and elsewhere.
that Government should not utilizQ the T.V.
to be used for religious propaganda. But this
remains a Swan Sang.
This is against secular ethics of our
Constitution. But my appeal remains un..
heard unfortunately. Nobody listens to it.
The revivalism of whatever type of religion
should not be encouraged by public media.
Fortunately. there are 8ecularforcea in India
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which are stronger th$'f communal forces. It
is not only Congress. Congress, of course,
has a duty as a Ruling Party and as Govemment and as Chtef Manager of the Society of
India, we ara responsibfe to the peopfe and
it is our duty to explain to them why w. have
not been able to counter communal propagand and why these things are taking place.
But there are other forces also.
Recently on 2nd October, I read 8 joint
statement by the General Secretary of the
CPU. Mr. E.M.S. Namboodiripad, GS of
CPl. Shri Rajeswara Rao, GS of Forward
Block, Shri Chitta Basu and the GS of RSP
Shrj Tridib Choudhury. They exposed the
role of the BJP. They say that this has come
in the background of the BJP open aJliance
with Shiv Sana in Maharashtra. What happened in their National Council held at
Bombay? Mr. Bal Thackeray was there. who
is known to be fanatic, who is known to be
assailing the reputation of Mahatma Gandhi
t

also, who refuses to accept Mahatma Gandhi
as the Father of the Nation. He was thera
rubbing shoulders with Advanij. and VaiPayeeji. Similarly, RSS people were also officially there at the National Council m~eting

of the BJP. The National Council meeting
was held in Bombay and it clearly QXposed
the role of the BJP. They want to rouse
communal passion and communal poison,
which was an integral part of their electoral

strategy; that IS what the leftist Leaders say
in the joint statement. I whole heartedly
welcome this statement and think thift all the
secular forces in India should be united and
they should expose the pernicious game of
these people who divide the peopte on

communal lines tn order to fan their polltlCaf
frenzies. luck ily the leade rsh ip of the nation
'is with a secular party, the Congress. 'want
to inform my good friend. Shri. Saitji and
others that there is no reason for disappointment; there;s no rcason for despair. India is
led by a party which is secular and which is
led by a leader who will go all out and who will
be prepared to sacrifice his life for the protection of the integrity of country. His mother
had done it. He is also ready for it. At Palanpur
on 5th October he made a frontal attack on
.the communal politics of the BJP. WI! aU
t
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know what Panditji said. H.s.id t -Jan Sangh
is an iHegitimate child of RSS.·

Shri Raj;vGandhl says that those people
who•• hands still small of blood of Mahatma
Gandhi have no business to apeak in the
name of Mahatma Gandhi and Gandhian
socialism. The communal politics of BJP
was nailed by Shri Rajiv Gandhi in his
Palanpur lip' echo I wilh aI of UI to taka this
issue in a very strong manner and W8 unitedly try to fight all communal forces. lucidly
thera are other secular rank and fikJ in other
parties aJao. The Janata Oal leadetahip
may be trying to take poHtical advantage due
to various reasons by giving opportunictic
and inconsistent statements from time to
time. but the rank and file is not oommunal
with th8 result that aven one of their leaders
namely Shri Dev; lal had to say at tha
meeting of the poIiticaJ affairs, committee of
their party that if BJP remained communal
like this. then there might be some difficulty
;n seat adjustment. Similarly. Shri V.P. Singh
also says in one of the well-known series of
inconsistent statements that they might not
join hands with the BJP. But the communal
policy of the BJP and such other commun"
forces compel even the Janata Oal Leader.
to make some statement which might en-

danger their alliance with BJP. They should
come out mora forthrightly. I expect Shri V. P.
Singh and other friends to be mora conststent and stick to this stand even during
election. Let not the quest of polit~1 benefit
distort their behaVIOur in the context of protatticn at D8Cular ideas of this country.

Not only this Ramjanam Bhoomi isSue,
even atthetimeof RJB Rath also, In Gujarat.
for the first time, saw communal riots ir1 the
rural areas, when the Rath proceeded from
Banaskantha onwards to various parts of
Gujarat. Every opportunity is being utilized in
order to fan communal violence.
"Shila Poojan" itself may be innocucous.
We do not mind anybody worshipping ant
object. In fact. the freedom of worship is
guaranteed to Hindus and Muslims equally.
The Hindus are equalty entitled to worship
whomsoever they want and the,. connor be
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any exception. or to their resorting to any

worship. But if that worship or if the public
demonstration of that worship or the provocative projection thereof is going to affect
the communal harmony, then I think we
should be able to tell them that ~ they cannot
stop communal violence from emerging from
such programmes they should better stop it.
W. should be able to this to them. Therefore,
public demonstration of this programme, or
processions etc. in a manner so as to lead to
communal violence or generate communal
disharmony should be prohibited. The States
should come out boldly. t expect the States
to be more forthright and more bold and to
act in an effective manner. If they act to curb
communalism the people will always support them. The people will choose and support those who dare and act and not to those
who drag their feet and approach the problem with any idea of hesitation or reluctance.
This of course pinpoints the fact that it
will not be possible for the Opposition to
oppose the Congress With one candidate
against one candidate with the BJP policy of
communal divide. Let us ask them now. If
any alternative Government comes to power,
will the BJP be able to and pursue the idea of
throwing away the Sabri Mosque and establishing a Janmabhoomi temple there? No;
no Government will like to do it. Therefore,
their so-called artificial unity has vanished.
or will vanish by the time tho elections arrive.
But I am not on that point. To me elections
and election prospects and similar things are
of secondary importance. We want to see
that s9Cularism is protected in this country
and for that no price is high. We should be
ready to pay any price.

It has been rightly said that judicial
decison will be accepted good. My friend,
Shri Ebrahim Sulatman'Sait has said that the
Government has agreed to certain things in
the content of arrangements of Ram Shila
Poojan collection of bricks etc. at Ayoodhya.
As far as my informatton goes, it is not that
the Government has agreed on any po.nt or
has given any undertaking. It is the undertak-
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ing given by the Vishwa Hindu Paris had to
the Government on certain matters. As for
example, these are the five points on which
the undertaking has been given by the Vishwa
Hindu Parished to the Government:

The VHP will give prior intimation
to the concemed District authorities of the Shila Procession route
and agree to change in routes in
case the District authorities so
desire in public interest."

That is about regulation of the routes.
"(b)

The VHP and its followers would
not raise any provocative slogans which may.endanger com-

munal harmony."
That is the second point.
This undertaking is being observed in
Gujarat at least in its breach. I do not know
the position in the other States. But this is the

undertaking given by them.
"(c)

As far as possible, the 'sanctified' bricks will be carried in trucks

on the routes determined beforehand in consultation with concerned District authorities.
(d)

Senior and responsible VHP
functionaries would take the

responsibility of guiding the procession and will extend full cooperation to the District authorities.
(e)

The spot in Ayodhya where the
"sanctified" bricks will be collected

will be decided in consultation
with the District authorities."

My good friends will kindly note that the

District Magistrat. the district authorities have
been entrusted with the responsibility of
determining the spot. where the bricks will be
collected and I am sur. that the District
Magistrate will not faultsr in his duty. There

should be no doubt in ensuring that the place
where the bricks will be collected is at a safe
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distance from tha place in dispute.
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sponsible for that. But let us be vary clear.
The factual position is ... (/ntenvptions)

SHRt G.M. BANATWALLA: So, every

thing will be done under your patronage,

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:

Order,

under the patronage of the Government'

please.

SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: This is
VHP understanding.

S. aUTA SINGH: I do not want to be
misquoted. Let me go on record. I have
explained to Shri Shahabuddinji and his
colleagues. Soon after I came back from
Lucknow, I explained to them that this is
what we have tried to avoid confrontation in
every village and in every street. ... (Interruptions) You are a senior Member. You must
give me a chance now for having said that.
This is an arrangement which they had pro.-

SHAI G.M. BANATWAllA: The foundation would be laid so that it will be encompassing or demolishing the mosque later on.
(Interruptions)
SHAI HAAOOBHAI MEHTA: Ion my
part. I am only telling you that It Is their
undertaking. (Interruptions)

SHRI G.M. BANATWALLA: Do you
support it? (Interruptions) It is the Government which has brought about it.
SHAI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: The
Government has not agreed to any1hing.
SHRIG.M. BANATWALlA: Underyour
patronage the things are being done. That is
what I say.
SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA: It is an
undertaking. This is their undertaking. The
Government has not agreed to anything. Let
us go by that. Now, the VHP's undertaking,
in (f) says:
"(f) The VHP undertakes to abide by
the directives ... " (Interruptions)
THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS
(S. aUTA SINGH): Mr. Deputy-Speaker,
Sir, I take serious notice of what the hon.
Members are trying to throw at me ... (Inter·
ruptions) I will deal with these points when I
reply to the debate. But I think it is very
necessary for me to stand up here now and
repudiate what they have said. The Government has not entered into any kind of an
agreement with Vishwa Hindu Parishad and

it is wrong on anybody's pa11 to say that ...
(Interruptions) Either you are mistaken by

some press reports or you have something
in your minds. Therefore, I cannot be re-

posed. You have seen three-four times now
that they have done. The Government authorities will see to it that no confrontation is
built up. There is no mounting of tensions
among the various communities and sections of our society. They will not carry the
processions. Only a few bricks will come and
at the pre-determined place by the District
authorities, the bricks will be collected there.
Over the question of Shila Nivas, it is baseless to say that the Government has given
any land. I repudiate it. No Government land
has been given. No Government land is
going to be given. If they do it in some of their
temptes, how can I prevent it? .. (Int9ffuptions)

SHAI SyeO SHAHABUOOIN: Are you
sure that the Government of Uttar Pradesh
has not granted land for the project where
Shila Niyas can be done? .. (/nts"uptions)

S. BUTA SINGH: Why is he cross
examining me when I am saying it categorlcally? I said it categorically on the same day.
Shri Shahabuddinji. I do not know, he might
have changed his, mind now ... (Interruptions)
SHRI G.M. BANATWAlLA: Was he

satisfied whh you then?

S. aUTA SINGH: After a detailed discussion, I explained to him the arrangement
which the Vishwa Hindu Parishad for the first
time has given in writing that they w;U abkfe
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give your personal readian ... (/nts"uption.)

[So But. Singh)

SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA:

by the court verdict. I do not know what else

You

you want. Atter that. Mr. Shahabuddin has

address this question to the communal forces

gone on record to say that this is the step In
the right direct ron. .. (Interrupt ions)

which want to build it.

SHRt G.M. BANATWALlA: Is that so?
I am shocked ... (/nte"uptlOns)

S. aUTA StNGH: Yes. If he says that

this;5 the step In the nght direction. then am
'not to be satlsfled? I do not know what els9
wtn sa1isfy me... (Inter;uptions)
I want to put the record very straight.

I want to say that the units of VHP and
other communal elements do not want 10
abide by this undertaking. Their behaviour in
my State at 18ast shows tha1, VHP consider
thiS Ram Janam Shoam; as a 'watling wall-to
Hindus like the one in Jerusalem. Therafore,
we have to 588 that no communal propaganda is allowed to take place. We should
mp the communal propaganda in the bud.
Unless you do that, you will not be able to

There ;s n('l Government collusIon in n. There

extinguish the tire once It breaks out. We

as no Government hand In that.

have to more nght in t.me and prevent
communal provocatIOn from the inception

All that I am
trying to do IS to save the country from the
catastrophe. For Heaven's sake, do not raise
th8sesentimental issues. We are very clear.
And' have said that the Government ;s duty-

bound :0 maIntain law and order under all
circumstances. I W,lnt cooperation from aU
the han. Members . (Interruptions)

Itself.

I was telling that there has been a spurt
.n communal VIOlence in Gujarst. I have got
the figures. They are as foJlows:

Year

Major incidents

SHRJ SYED SHAHABUDDIN: It IS also

Minor

Incidents

your duty to protect th~ Mosque ... (Interrup-

tions)

1980 .

18

40

SHRI HAROOBHAI MEHTA Mr Oeputy-SpeakAr, Sir. I quote the IrI~t nOlnt of the
undertakmg gIven by the VHP

19B1

15

53

1982

19

70

"(f} The 'JHP undertakes to abIde by

1983

10

73

1he d,recttves of the Lucknow
Benrh of Allahabad HIgh Court

,g84

13

51

1985

32

53

1986

32

177

1987

15

225

1988

3

180

1989
(upto 31.7.89)

1

183

given on 14.8.89 to the ~ffect that
the partIes to the SUits shall maintain the status quo and shaH not
change the nature of the propEH1y
In quastlOo and Elnsur~ th;:tt tho

peace and communal hllrmony
are maintaIned"

in order to ensure that no

pan of the under-

taking is allowed 10 be vIOlated ...... (lnlf1fruptions)
PROF. SAIFlJDDIN SOZ (Bnramufla):
What is the hurry tn buildmo a tomptA of Shlla
Nivas before the verrllcl of tha Gourt? You

In the second fortnight of August, 1989
14 minor tncidents took place. In the first
f(\rtnig~t of September 30 incidents took
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pIace-tWice al much as in the previous
fortnight. 50 places have been affeaed in the
communal incidents in the last six weeks. I
request the Home Minister to give a special
attention to the Qujarst situation. Unfonu..
nately, Gujarat requires special attention
because of many reasons. The administra..
tion is not as alert to the communal situation
as it should be.

It has been ngmry said that judicial
decision should be accepted. After all, I will
not like to be a witness of the situation
wherein citizens belonging to a particular
religion have to quit their place of worship
because the citizens belonging to other religion insist on that. To be very precise, I will
not like Muslims to quit Sabri Mosque merely
because the Hindu organisations want them
to do so. Disputes like this should be solved
through judicial decisions. The secular political parties and even some religions leaders
have accepted this position. The Shankaracharya of Dwarka has accepted that we
should abide by the judicial verdict and we
should not disturb the status quo so long as
the judicial verdictdo8S not settle the matter.
I want to ask my B.J.P. friends who are conspicuous by their absence here; who knows
more about the Bhaldi or Religion-The BJP
leaders or the Shankaracharya? Why do you
not allow the religious leaders to lead people
in so far as religious matters are concerned
rather than poke ugly political nose in religious affairs? Those who do not want the
judicial process to decide the situation, are
afraid of facts. We should, therefore. insist
that only a decision by adjudication should
decide the situation. Subject to that, even the
All IndIa Sampradaikta Virodhi Samiti, with
which I am associated as President of Gujart
Unit, has proposed to the Government that
15th August, 1947 should be accepted as a
cut off line. Upto that date, we were not free.
HHindu rulers were there, there were Hindu
temples coming over there. When Muslim
rulers were there, thare were mosques ovar
there. Buddhist ruters had built their temples.
All these things which had happened until
15th August, 1947 we should not disturb.
After that, we have free India. Ther.fore,
status quo of temples and mosques and
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other religious places as existed on 15th
August. 1947 should be accepted wherever
since tn the Ayodhya issue, the dispute has
already ansan we should await the judicial
decision. Otherwise, acoording to the RSS
and VHP propagandists the Jams Masjid in
Ahmedabad is a place where there once
used to be Bhadra Kali temple. Why is it that
every where the mosques and the temple
are utilised to this divide the people?
I suggest that this House should pass a
resolution unanimously appealing to all
sections of society not to respond to communal appeals and fight for preservation and
protection of communal harmony.

[ Trans/ation]
SHRI SULTAN SALAHUDDIN OWAISI
(Hyderabad): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, for

want of time, I would not be able to dwell at
length on this subject. This topic has been
discussed a number of times during the last
five years. Government should tell us what
steps have been taken in this regard. The
position oontinues to be the same for the last
40 years despite all the discussion

in

the

Parliament. It appears that the Government
does not want to solve the problems of the
people. It does not want to take strict action
to prevent communal riots.
When the Babri-Masjid issue comes up,
complacency is shown in the beginning and
when it takes an ugly turn, efforts are made
to arrive at some sort of agreement. The
Government wants to keep the pot boiling as
it suits its interest.
The Hindu fundamentalists were given

.'ec-

a long rope at the time at Allahabad
tions. But it is surprising that the Muslims,
though disenchanted with them I voted in
tf,eir favour and the Hindu fundamentalists
also cast their votes in favour of them. The
Government is 10 far not prepared to realise
this thing. In this contex, I would like to
submit that such feelings ar8 gaining ground
thoughout the length and breadth of thl
country. Earlier. it was confined to north onJy.
but now it has started spreading to south
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(Sh. Suhan Salahuddin Owaisi]
also. Shila Pujan (worshipping of sacred
bricks) has been performed in Andhra
Pradesh also. If the Government sincerely
wants to put an end to these things, it should
firmly ban such pujas. Then only we will be
convinced that the Government really means
business. " such a thing is not done, then we
will take it that the Government is intereted
onty in making rhetorical speeches in Parliament so that people may listen to such
speeches and also express their own views
in this regard.
Today, the people of India have come tt')
realise that we only indulge in rhetoric and
make tall claims of being secular and sing
our own priase. A person is judged in that
light and his policies and programmes are
not taken note of. It is the implementatIon
aspect that counts. What have you done uptil
now? I have no hesitations to say that In no
other part of the world has so much Muslim
blood been spilled as in India .•• h is indeed
a matter of great regret. {Interruptions} But
the Government is not prepared to accept it.

( Interruptions)
Today, anarchy prevails in every village
in the country. But the Government is doing
nothIng In this regard. What I feel is that you
have no sympathy with the Muslims otherwise you could have checked it. They are
announcing that the date has been fixed for
9th November. If you have any sympathy tor
the Muslims, you could have checked such
a move are their part, particularly when the
case is sub-judice. These people are gOing
there. I came to know that the site is located
at a dIstance of 20 yards and the mClp prepared for thiS purpose i'ndicates that it IS not
possible to build a temple at the place WIthout demolishing the Bahri-masjld.
Lakhs of temples are being bUlh In the
country and we, the Muslims have no obJection to it. But we certainly take exceptIon to

buUdtng a temp~ by demolishIng a mosque.
How tong shall we tolereate it?

• -Expunged as ordered by the Chair
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You are aware of the law and order
situation prevailing in the country. Riots take
place very frequently at d~ferent places. In
the newspapers. news on riots are predominatty reported. How long shall we continue to tolerate this state of affiars like a

mute spectator?
Finally, I would advie such of my friends
who dub us as non-secular and communal,
to have a look at their own history. You
people are in the Congress. There are a
number of examples in your party. Shri Chintamani Oesmukh who used to be the Union
Finance Minister resigned his post when he
differed with them. Shri Mahavir Tyagi resigned in protest against Taskent Accord.
Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri had rsigned as a
sequel to a railway accident. But I have not
come across anywhere in the history when a.
Muslim Minister had resigned as a portest to
riots taking place in the country. Our heads
hang in shame when we find you people
sitting there smiling and delivering speeches
claiming yourselves to be secular.
I am deeply pained to note the events
taking place in the country. The situation is
explOSIve and is crying for attention. Does
not your conscience prick you? Why should
these nots take place? Why should such
things at all take place?
In view of all these things I request you
to Issue suitable order to stop ·Shila Pujan'.
I also request you to dismiss the State
Governments wherever riots have erupted.
What are the reasons that riots are pro'ongIng? Why IS the Government silent over the
matter?
You are ringing the bell and we are
faCIng a very dangerous situation. Please
have some pity on us and take some stringent measures to dispel the fears enguHing
us,

[English)

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS
(S. SUlA SINGH)~

Mr. Deputy-Speaker,
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Sir, 'just want to make a submission to the
hon. members on the Opposite and on this
side. Shri Owa;s; has made a statement

which is facually wrong, which is not borne
by the facts in the country and it is likely to
give a wrong impression inside and outside
the country that. ..

Sir, it is likefy to create a lot of fear and
a lot of misundertading among the people in
this country. Either I would like him to withdraw his statement or I would request you
kindly to expunge those remarks from the
proceedings.
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est. I will request you kindly to expunge
those remarks from the proceedings of this

House.
MR. DEPUTY·SPEAKER: Okay. I will
do it. It is expunged.
18.02 hr•.

BUSINESS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

[English]
Seventy..fUth Report

rTranslation)
SHRI SULTAN SALAHUODIN OWAISI:
I would also like to ask you certain things
and, in fact, I am prepared for that. But could
you please let me know as to how many
people were killed after independence? let
me have these figures. The truth will come to
light then. 'Pravda' the official news agency
of the U.S.S.R. has reported that as many as
16,000 riots took place in India after independence till 1966. If you give the figures
pertaining to post-independence period,
everything will be clear to you.

[English]

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE

MIN ISTAY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS
AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE DE-

PARTMENT OF CHEMICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS IN THE MINISTRY OF IN-DUSTRY (SHRI P. NAMGYAL): On behalf
of Shri H.K.l. Bhagat, I beg to present the
Seventy-fifth Report of the Business Advisory Committee.
18.03 hrs.

The Lok Sabha then adjourned till Elevsn

S. BUTA SINGH: In the national inter-

of the Clock on Thursday, October 12,
19891Asv;na 20, 1911 (Saks)
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